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Preface

This Final Technical Report covers all the work done on contract SP0103-02-D-0016, Delivery
Orders 0003 (OCIE), 0006 (VIM-ASAP Data Exchange), 0007 (BSM), and 0008 (All Other
Tasks). The work was performed beginning on March 20, 2003 and was completed on March 31,
2003 (plus a two month extension to complete the implementation support on four of the tasks).
This report is built upon the foundation of all previous ARN work so that a complete picture can
be presented of how the tasks performed during the past year relate to the entire ARN system.
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Executive Summary

The DLA (Defense Logistics Agency) and DSCP (Defense Supply Center Philadelphia)
sponsored ARN (Apparel Research Network) program's primary goals are to reduce total supply
chain costs and inventory levels while minimizing retail shortages. The foundation for the
achievement of these goals is the existence of a web accessible database that provides total
supply chain asset visibility to all functions that make decisions or consumes apparel items (see
Figure 1). Modulant's ARN assignments were to create the web accessible database, create
decision support tools that utilize this database, and develop tools for use by apparel and textile
manufacturers and bill and hold contractors that capture the data needed to fill voids in the total
supply chain asset visibility picture. Modulant initiated three key projects to address these
assignments. The ARN Asset Visibility System database (AAVS DataMart) was developed to
create the central repository for total supply chain asset visibility. VIM (Virtual Item Manager)
was created to provide visibility and decision support tools. VIM-ASAP (ARN Supply-chain
Automated Processing) was developed to sujport apparel and textile manufacturers and bill and
hold contractors. All of these efforts were focused on providing total supply chain visibility to
help DLA and the military service's personnel make more informed decisions.

Replqnishmentioned ProduFin n G

Figure 1- Total Supply Chain Flow of Product, Orders, and Data

The AAVS DataMart is an integrated collection of data from a variety of legacy and ARN
developed systems. The legacy system data provides part of the total supply chain data, e.g.,
contracts, requisitions, depot inventory levels, payment responsibilities, administrative offices,
requisitions, and manufacturing, retail, and wholesale addresses. The ARN developed systems

provide the rest of the data about the total supply chain, e.g., bill and hold contractor shipments,
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retail consumption patterns, and production status. The current version of the AAVS DataMart
contains apparel and textile items for all military services and data related to those items, e.g.,
retail addresses that received shipments. Completeness of data and consistency between sources
of data was a significant problem that was addressed with Modulant developed screening and
DSCP C&T controlled update software.

VIM is a collection of web accessible tools that utilize data from the AAVS DataMart to provide
visibility and decision support. Current VIM tools provide views of retail assets, manufacturing
production status, warehouse inventory levels at specific depots, tracking status for shipments,
contract production and shipment status, SAMMS data quality corrections, and hyperlinks to a
series of other ARN developed functions.

VIM-ASAP is a web accessible tool that is used by defense apparel and textile manufacturers
and bill and hold contractors to record production status, create invoices and shipping
documents, track payment status from DFAS, operate a depot, and generate all appropriate
electronic transactions to complete the picture of the total supply chain. VIM-ASAP performs all
of these functions by accessing contract, requisition, and product data to present each contractor
with only their own specific subset of the information that they are responsible for. It facilitates
the capture of the shipment data by utilizing the AAVS DataMart data to capture the information
needed to complete a all required DoD forms and transactions. This reduces the time it takes
each manufacturer to prepare their documents and improves the quality and completeness of
each document and transaction.

The results of these efforts can be seen in the significant inventory reductions that have been
seen at the Marine Corps Recruit Training Centers (RTC), the improvements at the Army CliPs
(Clothing Initial Inventory Points), in the growth of the use of VIM-ASAP to capture production
status and shipment data for DSCP C&T, in improved manufacturer's cash flow, and in a
reduction in the manufacturer's efforts required to complete forms and update systems. The
results can also be seen in the timeliness and accuracy of all the electronic transactions and
resultant inventory data.

3
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Introduction

This report provides a summary of the work done by Modulant for the ARN program for
Contract SP0103-02-D-0016. All other documents produced for this contract, both CDRL and
non-CDRL (Contract Data Requirement List), are provided as appendices to this report. The
monthly status and financial reports were delivered each month and therefore are not included as
attachments to this report. The primary objective for Modulant's work on this contract was to
build a single complete supply chain database from a collection of heterogeneous legacy system
databases and to make this data available over the Internet for anyone with an interest in some
facet of the total supply chain. The visibility into the total supply chain provides the information
required to make decisions that can both reduce inventory levels and shortages. The work that
Modulant has done to achieve this objective is explained in the following six sections:

1. The first section identifies the ARN System Architecture using both operational and
computer system architectures.

2. The second section identifies the structure and content of the AAVS DataMart, the legacy
systems that provide the data, and the ftp sites that provide data to other ARN systems.

3. The third section identifies the extractions from the AAVS DataMart for a variety of ARN
related applications.

4. The fourth section identifies the VIM-ASAP and VIM function that were developed by
Modulant for the ARN program.

5. The fifth section identifies the specific tasks that were performed on this contract.

6. The sixth and final section provides summary level conclusions for this report.

The primary goal for the past year was to expand the capabilities and the recognized success of
manufacturers' use of VIM-ASAP and DSCP C&T's use of VIM. The primary tasks performed
during the past year, include:

1. We worked with the BSM team for DSCP C&T to implement the conversion from SAMMS
to BSM for BDU items.

2. We accessed additional sources of data to add a UPC to each container label and to utilize
FEDLOG data for each NSN's nomenclature and size.

3. We implemented the use of the new packaging standard (MIL-STD-129P) for shipping and
carton labels.

4. We worked with DSCP C&T and HQ DLA to comply with their security requirements. We
tested the adequacy of our security measures by having an outside expert try and fail to
hack into the ARN servers.

5. We started sending automatic email notices to each DSCP C&T Item Manager whenever a
DD250 is shipped. We also provided all contracting personnel with a VIM function that

4
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they can use to identify contracts that they want to be notified about whenever a shipment
occurs. We also expanded VIM so that DSCP personnel could have access to each
manufacturer's DD1 155s, DD250s, and contract status.

6. We modified the WAWF-RA interface software to conform to their new version.

7. We completed a study of the best practices that we can use to convert all ARN web
software from ASP to .NET code.

8. We performed a study of the data availability and utilization of OCIE data (from SARSS
and CIF-ISM).

9. We created a VIM menu editing function to facilitate PDIT's and AdvanTech's editing of
the VIM menus.

10. We initiated a study of DSCR's data to understand what needed to be done so that DSCR's
manufacturers could use VIM-ASAP.

11. We prepared a CD-ROM movie that demonstrates the use of VIM-ASAP.

12. We created a mechanism that permits VIM-ASAP users from larger companies to have
access to contract, DD250, and MROs via an XML data export function.

13. VIM-ASAP was expanded to support textile companies that produce GFM under contract
to DSCP C&T and manufacturers that produce chemical protective gear.

5
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1 ARN System Architecture

The ARN System Architecture can be viewed from either an operational or computer system
infrastructure perspective. The operational architecture identifies each of the total supply chain
functions, how they relate to each other, and what automated support systems they use. The
computer system architecture identifies all the computer and communications related equipment
and interfaces.

1.1 Operational Architecture

The ARN SCS (Supply Chain System) Operational Architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The
processing steps show the interrelationships of the wholesale, wholesale local, and
manufacturing segments of the C&T (Clothing & Textile) supply chain and the ARN and related
systems that support this process. Solid blue lines are used to indicate material or document
flow. Dashed red lines are used to indicate the flow of data.

WHOLESALE LOCAL WHOLESALE MANUFACTURING
Recruit Training Centers (RTC) Defense Supply Center Philadelphia (DSCP) and Depots Manufacturers and Bill and Hold Contractors

O Caiculate Rebalane
Levels Within Total

Su"pl Chain FWAWF-RA Balch

4 Tlanseaillal
speak -FAS

LSysterns~ ~andDtuality - O A

- - a M*L
71ReuiiiaisC

2Other Aoe Systema

MILData R

Iransa 1 aota ,-.... MS S.-... ,

.. DAASM

Figure 2- ARN Operational Scenario

Processing steps and data sources are identified by the numbers in white octagons of Figure 2
and are described as follows:

1. View Total Supply Chain and Generate Requisitions: Wholesale local personnel utilize the
local inventory management and control system to initiate system functions and begin the
daily supply cycle. They may set or change the system's inventory management parameters.
Among these is the Annual Shipping Plan, which represents the budgeted numbers of recruits

6
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beginning their training each week, and is entered into the system as soon as it is received.
Among the many other parameters that may be set are prices, option to order unit pack or
exact number of each item, source of supply, and review of Reorder Objectives. Reorder
Objectives represent the Safety Level Days, Reorder Point Days and Reorder Quantity Days.

2. Record Receipts and Issues: Calculate Inventory Levels and Generate Suggested Order List:
The Predictive Forecasting Module is initiated to establish the relationship between the
predicted number of recruits and the reorder levels. The system will generate the revised
reorder levels (Safety Stock, Reorder Point and Reorder Quantity) for each active item based
on three variables. The first variable is the average daily usage per item. The second
variable is the "Recruit Load Factor" which represents the increase or decrease of Recruit
Activity over the average annual weekly activity for weeks T+2 through T+6. The final
variables are the Reorder Objectives. The operator executes the program to compile a list of
those items that need to be ordered. After compiling the list, the system will then display the
items it recommends should be ordered. The operator then has the ability to add new items
to the list, delete items from the list or change the suggested order quantity. The local retail
system performs the usual supply functions of requisition processing, receiving, and issuing
stock; cash sales, quality deficiency reporting, inventory adjustments, credits, warehouse
denials, and physical inventory. The end of day close outs closes activity each day and
prepares system for the next day's activity. Requisitions are processed into either a DSCP
Requisition or a Local Purchase Order. The system extracts all MILSTRIP (Military
Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures) transactions generated during the current
day's activity for upload into MUMMS (Marine Corps Unified Material Management
System) or other legacy system. The system then extracts the daily activity currently required
by AAVS DataMart. The data is separated into four tables. They are: Item Master which
stores the summary of the activity by item; Daily Issues which contains all the issues for the
day; Daily Receipts which contains all receipts entered for the day; and, Open Requisitions
which contains all open DSCP Requisitions and Local Purchase Orders. Supply and financial
transactions are transmitted each day in MILSTRIP format as required by MUMMS (USMC)
and other services legacy systems

3. Service Specific Systems: Issues are recorded using each of the service's systems. Each day's
data is collected and sent to the AAVS DataMart.

9

4. Direct Redistribution and Delivery Destinations: The DSCP Item Manager looks across the
total supply chain to analyze demand, consumption, and stock locations to decide where and
how much material should be positioned at the various retail and wholesale sites. The
combination of balancing the supply chain and the analysis of retail demand and locations is
used to develop recommendations to the DSCP Item Manager for delivery orders and
material replenishment orders that directs the production and redistribution of materials. The
Item Manager is responsible for setting a variety of parameters that guide the decisions made
by the system, including parameters such as order of depot preferences for filling retail
requisitions.

5. Manage Contracts and Data Ouality: DSCP C&T Item Managers and contracting officers
utilize VIM to monitor shipments for all contracts, view selected DD250s, track shipment

7
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status as recorded by the carrier, view DD1 155s from data extracted from SAMMS/BSM,
and to disposition data quality issues that were raised by any of the manufacturers.

6. Manage Depots and Process Material Release Orders: There are two types of depots. The
first is the DLA operated depots that use their own legacy systems to perform all their
functions, including generating updates to SAMMS/BSM. The ARN systems do not impact
these depots directly. All interaction with these depots is done through the Distribution
Standard System (DSS). The second type of depot is operated by bill and hold contractors
who use VIM-ASAP to manage their inventories, receive and process requisitions, generate
all the required shipping documents and MRO (Material Release Order) forms, track carrier
shipment status, and format and transmit all MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP transactions.

7. Manufacture and Ship Items: The ARN system called VIM-ASAP supports clothing and
textile manufacturers with functions that provide access to digital contracts, supports the

recording of production status, generates all invoices and shipping documentation, formats
and transmits digital invoices to DFAS, tracks DFAS payments for each CLIN (Contract
Line Item Number) in every invoice, supports data quality problem notifications for DSCP,

tracks contract versus shipment status, and provides access to carrier tracking information for
each shipment.

8. SAMMS/BSM: The source for much of the AAVS DataMart data is extracted from SAMMS
and BSM. SAMMS and BSM contain a wide range of data, including retail requisitions,
manufacturer's contracts, and depot inventory levels for all NSNs (National Stock Number).
SAMMS and BSM are updated by a variety of ARN systems using MILSTRIP or
MILSTRAP transactions.

9. Other Data Sources: The other data provides manufacturer's names and addresses, DFAS

(Defense Finance and Accounting System) billing addresses, depot identifications, DFAS

payment status, NSN to UPC correlations, and a wide variety of related data.

10. AAVS DataMart: The AAVS DataMart provides total asset visibility for all retail, wholesale,
and manufacturing activities. At the retail level it tracks consumption, demand, and on-hand

inventory levels. At the wholesale level it tracks depot supplies and requisitions by location.
At the manufacturing level it tracks contracts, production status, and shipments.

The ARN architecture can also be viewed as a pyramid chart (see Figure 3). The chart shows that

all ARN functions are accessible as part of VIM and work with only data from the AAVS
DataMart. The chart also shows the AAVS sources of data (see Table 1).

9

Table 1 - AAVS'DataMart Data Sources

Data Sources

CAGE Provides manufacturers' address and business categories

CAS Correlates SAMMS admin office codes with DCMA addresses

DFAS Payment status for DD 250s

DODAAC Provides addresses, port identifiers, and bulk break points

FEDLOG Correlates NSN with sizes and freight classifications

8
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Data Sources
IRM Captures issues at Army and Marine Corps RTCs

PAY OFC Correlates SAMMS pay codes with DFAS addresses
RIC Correlates depot identifiers with their DODAAC

SAMMS/BSM Contracts, requisitions, and depot inventories

Services-R Retail systems used by various services (e.g., Army)

UPC Provides NSN to UPC Correlation
3D Scan Determines sizes from 3D body scan

_____ I ii

Existinq Systems ARN Developed Systems
vim

* iii i~i; Web Accessible Manufacturing.
iDistribution, and Supply Chain

Management functions

'/isbflity and kwantory Moduis (lR) A ingte

It Internet Controls (HTML, ASP,
"JAVA Script. ActiveX)

AAVS DataMart

Legacy Systems' occ Interfaces (ODBC. FTP)
Interface Protocols os T M 09 T ocItifcs OBFP

ARN De velopedt Data

Interfaced
System OAAS Af " Care

Existing'

Data Sources SAMSAIS PAY

Figure 3 - ARN Pyramid

1.2 Computer System Infrastructure

ARN's production system (see Figure 4) is supported by a fully redundant configuration of
servers and communications devices built upon the foundation of battery backups to protect
against power failures. An ARN router and firewall handle the network communications with
mutual fail-over support from identical Modulant equipment on their own network. The major
components of the ARN production network, are shown in Table 2.

9
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Table 2 - ARN Network Devices

Device Notes

Dual Dell 1650 Web The web server contains three web sites and all the related HTML and ASP
Servers pages. Two are accessible without passwords (http://info.ct-dscp.com and

http://arn2.com). One is only accessible using encrypted user IDs and passwords
(http://vim.ct-dscp.com).

Dual Dell 2550 The database server contains all the SQL 2000 software and controls all
Database Servers database access. The database server cannot be addressed externally, but only

through the web server. This prevents hackers from even being able to
understand that the database server even exists, which means that it is
impossible for hackers to access the database server.

RAID A RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) device has totally redundant
circuits and disk drives. All data is updated at two physical locations as a mirror
image on two separate drives. Dual transaction logs for each change are also
kept on two drives.

PIX 515E Firewall The firewall provides protection from unauthorized access as well as control over

a network's VPN (Virtual Private Network).

CISCO 2621 Router The router manages the network and routes all inter-server communications.

ISP (T1) ARN's Internet Service Provider is Sprint

RFigure 4- Comute Syste CopnternetSevc

Tatabase Web t
Server f rfea ARN pior t Provtider///']~ ~ ~ ~~~~n Router •.......... ... .....

u ters w a Beacap bModulant Intemnet
r i Service Provider

AlrN ARN Modulant ...

Dtbs Web Flrewall and ....
Stgn Staging Router

Modulant
,Sagng Databas Network L Fail Over Path

Figure 4 - Computer System Components

The ARN network also contains staging web and database servers that are configured just like
the production server for final testing prior to moving software to production. The staging
computers will be accessible and can be update by both AdvanTech and Modulant personnel for

system testing prior to updating production. The production server will only be able to be

10
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updated by a single individual while physically at the production server. This is being done for
security and configuration management purposes. Requiring that the update be done from the
console on the production server provides an extra layer of security. The single individual doing
the updates for production will follow a specific procedure that guarantees that the right
approvals have been obtained and that an archive is properly maintained of all changes.

There are also two development servers with the functions split just like the production servers.
All of the programmers have full access to this equipment to develop and test the functions that
they are responsible for. MS SourceSafe is being used to manage all software from the start of
development through maintenance of the code while in production. All servers utilize Windows
2000 for their operating system. The database software for both the production and development
servers is Microsoft SQL Server 2000. VeriSign provides the encryption protection software.

9 11
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2 AAVS DataMart

The ARN Asset Visibility System (AAVS) DataMart is built from a collection of five classes of
data sources. This collection of information provides for visibility into the total apparel supply
chain. The type of data collected from each legacy system is as follows:

1) Wholesale: The sole source of wholesale data is a DLA system called SAMMS.
Wholesale data addresses product identification, contracts, requisitions, and depot
inventory quantities and locations.

2) Manufacturing: The sole source of manufacturing data is an ARN developed system
called VIM-ASAP. Manufacturing data addresses delivery order queues, requisitions,
production status, shipments, and various types of military transactions, e.g., MILSTRIP.

3) Retail: Retail data is collected from Marine Corps and Army recruit training centers as
well as from non-recruit sources. Retail data addresses consumption and receipts.

4) Associated Data: Associated data is collected from a variety of web sites and CD-ROMs
that provides data required to complete some of the processing, e.g., shipping addresses,
billing addresses, code translations, etc.

5) Users and Menus: A series of related tables is used to identify users, user groups, user
ownerships, and menu functions and organization.

2.1 Wholesale Data Sources

The item managers and contracting officers at the DSCP manage their inventories, requisitions,
and contracts using SAMMS and BSM (see Figure 5). DSCP in Philadelphia runs a nightly
batch update to create two Oracle databases for only clothing and textile (C&T) items. One is
called the C&T Data Warehouse and the other is called the DSD (Decision Support Database).
Modulant in Long Beach initiates a nightly batch extraction from both Oracle databases to create
a Microsoft SQL Server 2000 database called the AAVS DataMart. The extraction program runs
automatically each night looking to see if any of the SAMMS/BSM tables are updated. Once an
update to any table is detected, it is downloaded to partially replace the data in the AAVS
DataMart. The data is only partially replaced to protect against periodic data problems with the
Oracle databases. The partial replacement is focused on ensuring that records are not deleted
from the AAVS DataMart until seven days after they were deleted from SAMMS/BSM. This is
done to protect against inadvertent deletions or partial downloads where some data is missing.

DSCP PDIT
S(Philadelphia) (Long Beach)SSAMMS

SDSD and C&T AASa
Data Wareaouse VS DataMDat Wareh(SQL 2000)BSM

Figure 5 - SAMMS Extraction for the AAVS DataMart
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The data extracted from SAMMS is done from a series of related tables. The data is screened so
that only active products, contracts, and requisitions are loaded into the AAVS DataMart. The
SAMMS tables from the C&T Data Warehouse, include:

o ACF: The Active Contracts File table contains contracting data for currently active
contracts for each of the apparel manufacturers, e.g., contract number, NSN, order
quantity, ship-to locations, CAS code, payment office code, etc.

o ARCSI: The Active Requisition Control/Status table 1 contains retail requisition data,
e.g., requisition number, requestor identification, NSN, order quantity, etc.

o ARCS2: The Active Requisition Control/Status table 2 contains current requisition status
information for each suffix code, e.g., requisition number, status code, status date, etc.

o ARCS3: The Active Requisition Control/Status table 3 contains requisition status
information once the requisition is assigned to be filled by a specific depot, e.g., depot
responsible for filling order, denial code, hold code, etc.

o ARCS4: The Active Requisition Control/Status table 4 contains shipment data for each

requisition, e.g., transportation control number, mode of shipment, shipment date, etc.

o DUE: The Due-In table contains due-in information for shipments from depots to retail,
e.g., requisition number, depot, order quantity, ship date, etc.

o NIR: The National Inventory Record table contains NSN identification data, e.g., PGC,
NSN, service(s) that use the garment, total on-hand issuable quantities, responsible item
manager identification, etc.

o NIR2: The National Inventory Record table 2 contains inventory level data for each
depot, e.g., NSN, depot identificatioA, depot inventory level, etc.

o ORCS: The Output Routing Codes table contains DSCP Item Manager identification,
name, and phone number.

o REDF: The Requisition Exception Data File table contains exception data, e.g., in-the-
clear address to be used in place of ship to DODAAC address.

o SCF: The Supply Control File table contains information about each NSN, e.g.,
nomenclature, size, consumption history, etc.

o VCSF: The Violation Control and Suspense File table contains requisition related data,
such as follow-up inquiries and various types of violations. The data is stored as 80
column MILSTRIP transactions along with various dates and codes.

The SAMMS tables from the DSD, include:

o Itmi-ist: The Item History File table contains all of the MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP
transactions that change inventory levels.

The AAVS Extraction program accesses only a subset of the SAMMS data from the identified
tables for insertion into the AAVS DataMart. The data screening rules used to extract the data
include:

o All NSNs that are marked as used by any of the military services in the NIR table

13
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"o The subset of the above that have a valid PGC in the SCF table
"o All contracts in the ACF table that call for any of the above NSNs plus all contracts for

special measurement NSNs that are being produced by any of the VIM-ASAP
manufacturers

"o Any of those contracts that are not cancelled, closed, or inactive for more than one year
"o All requisitions in the ARCS tables that call for any of the above NSNs
"o All depot records in the NIR2 table for any of the above NSNs
"o All due-in records in the DUE table for any of the above NSNs

The AAVS DataMart contains a specific subset of the data elements that could be extracted from
the SAMMS tables. The specific subset was selected based on the ARN's team knowledge of
the use of the data. A list of all SAMMS data elements was circulated to the entire team so each
team member could mark the ones they use. The SAMMS data is extracted from an Oracle
extraction from SAMMS. The data is screened to only select a specific subset of data that
complies with the following:

"o All NSNs that begin with an FSC (Federal Supply Class) of "83", "84", or "72".
"o Any NSNs that begin with an FSC of "99" whose nomenclature implies apparel
"o All of the above NSNs that are marked as used by any of the military services
"o All of the above NSNs with non-zero entries in SSC (Standard Supply Code) except for

those marked with an SSC of 2 or 6. Specific NSNs with an SSC of 6 are stored if the
NSN is from the ARCS 1 table and a valid NSN is substituted in the ARCS2 table.

"o All contracts that require any of the above NSNs
"o All requisitions that require any of the above NSNs
"o All depot counts for any of the above NSNs

The AAVS DataMart was expanded to capture data related to special measure orders for a
number of manufacturers who needed the data for orders or for the preparation of their DD 1155s
(contracts) and DD250s (invoices). Special Measurement garments do not have conventional
NSNs. They have special coded NSNs where specific characters have specific meaning. The
coding is used to correlate special measurement garments with their nomenclature. VIM-ASAP
also needed to be modified to handle the non-standard NSNs.

DLA is working to replace SAMMS with BSM. During the contract performance period,
Modulant reviewed and commented upon BSM test data and then worked with a number of BSM
teams from Accenture, DLA, and DSCP C&T as BSM was implemented on December 1,
2003for BDU items only. A great deal of time was spent during the final quarter of the contract
year working to identify and then cope with the data problems created by BSM.

2.2 Manufacturing Data Sources

VIM-ASAP is a web-based system that is used by apparel manufacturers and bill and hold
contractors to access contracts, report production status, generate invoices and shipping
documents, generate requisitions and shipping documents, and all electronic transactions
required to update SAMMS/BSM and DFAS. The following data is created or updated in the
AAVS DataMart by VIM-ASAP:
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o Cutting status for each CLIN of every contract
o Contract invoicing/shipping status for each CLIN (shipment date, shipment number,

invoice number, carrier, carrier tracking number, payments, etc.)
o Requisition shipping status (shipment date, carrier, carrier tracking number, weight,

volume, TCN (Transportation Control Number), mode of shipment, etc.)
o Replies to follow-up inquiries
o Manual requisitions from DSCP phoned or faxed orders
o SAMMS update transactions to correct data quality problems
o MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP transactions for bill and hold contractor's inventory and

shipping activities

2.3 Retail Data Sources

Retail data is collected to understand actual consumption, order ship time patterns, and recruit
forecasts. In the past, consumption was calculated from retail requisitions processed at the
wholesale level. This tended to skew the consumption data because orders were largely budget
driven with large orders when funds were available and smaller orders when the budgets were
tight. Today consumption is tracked using two methods. Army and Marine Corps recruit
consumption is tracked at the point of issue when ownership is transferred from the DLA owned
depot to the recruit's service. All other consumption is tracked from the SAMMS/BSM
requisitions where each requisition is treated as replenishment. Non-recruit training locations do
not carry large inventories and tend to place replenishment orders that are very close to actual
consumption, especially when all of the orders are grouped into a twelve-month running average.

2.4 Associated Data Sources

A number of data sources were identified and pertinent data extracted to provide a complete
AAVS DataMart source of data for use by all ARN applications. The following data sources
were used to acquire the needed data:

2.4.1 CAGE/Manufacturers Identification

CAGE (Commercial And Government Entity code) data is acquired quarterly (CD-ROM for
$22.75) from the Defense Logistics Information Service, Freedom of Information Office, 74
Washington Avenue N., Battle Creek, MI 49017-3084. The data that is extracted from this CD-
ROM includes:

o CAGE
o Company name
o Number and street
o City, State, and Zip with dash number
o Country
o Phone and Fax number
o Business size code
o Business type code
o Woman owned code
o Type of company
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2.4.2 DFAS/Pay Office Codes

DFAS identifies their payment offices with a DODAAC and a mailing address that is slightly
different than the address found in the DAAS (Defense Automated Addressing System)
DODAAC data. DSCP defines the payment office using the SAMMS ACF (Active Contracts
File) table with a two character alphanumeric code "PAYMT_OFC_CD". No automated source
exists that correlates the DFAS DODAAC with the SAMMS/BSM code. The combination of the
lack of an automated correlation and the disjoint between the two DODAAC addresses
necessitated the creation of a manual table (see Table 3) that was created by working with DFAS
personnel to get accurate information for the DFAS addresses and the SAMMS/BSM code
correlations. Most of the address data was extracted from DFAS's web site:
https:/iecweh.d[fas.nil/notes.html. DFAS accepts electronic payments using two formats, i.e.,
SAMMS and MOCAS (Mechanization of Contract Administration System). Pay Codes "12"
and "16" identify SAMMS formatted invoices while nearly all other codes identify MOCAS
invoices. The sole exception is pay code "SL" which is used to identify the BSM pay office.

Table 3 - Manuall Created Table for DFAS Codes and Addresses
Pay DOPAAC Name Title Addr~es City, State Zip

Code
01 SC1020 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JSA/Southeast Division P.O. Box 182225 Columbus, OH 43218-2225

09 SC1 034 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JSC/Capitol Division P.O. Box 182263 Columbus, OH 43218-2263

12 SC0100 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS BVDPII CC 3990 East Broad St Bldg 21 Columbus, OH 43213-6248

16 SC0100 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS BVDPII CC 3990 East Broad St Bldg 21 Columbus, OH 43213-6248

Al SC1020 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JSAlSoutheast Division P.O. Box 182225 Columbus, OH 43218-2225

A2 SCIO16 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JNB/Bunker Hill Division P.O. Box 182077 Columbus, OH 43218-2077

A3 SC1028 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JWB/Gateway Division P.O. Box 182317 Columbus, OH 43218-2317

A4 SC1018 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JNF/New Dominion Division P.O. Box 182041 Columbus, OH 43218-2041

A5 SC1030 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JSD/Chesapeake Division P.O. Box 182264 Columbus, OH 43218-2264

A7 SC1028 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JWB/Gateway Division P.O. Box 182251 Columbus, OH 43218-2251

AB SC1 032 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JNC/Minuteman Division P.O. Box 182266 Columbus, OH 43218-2266

A9 SC1018 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO/JNF New Dominion P.O. Box 182317 Columbus, OH 43218-2317

BO SC1 028 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JWB/Gateway Division P.O. Box 182251 Columbus, OH 43218-2251

B2 SC1032 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JNClMinuteman Division P.O. Box 182266 Columbus, OH 43218-2266

B7 SC1004 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JWVNan Nuys Division P.O. Box 182157 Columbus, OH 43218-2157

B8 SC1 012 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JNALiberty Division P.O. Box 182104 Columbus, OH 43218-2104

B9 SCi 010 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JND/Independence Division P.O. Box 182362 Columbus, OH 43218-2362

C9 SC1030 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JSD/Chesapeake Division P.O. Box 182264 Columbus, OH 43218-2264

D7 SC1006 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JWT/Santa Ana Division P.O. Box 182381 Columbus, OH 43218-2381

D9 SC1 034 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JSC/Capitol Division P.O. Box 182263 Columbus, OH 43218-2263

E5 H00337 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JN/North Entitlements P.O. BOX 182266 Columbus, OH 43218-2266

E7 H00339 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JW/West Entitlements P.O. Box 182381 Columbus, OH 43218-2381

E8 H00338 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JS/South Entitlements P.O. Box 182264 Columbus, OH 43218-2264

SL SL4701 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-BVPD P.O. Box 369031 Columbus, OH 43236-9031

X1 SC1024 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JWAVulf Coast P.O. Box 182231 Columbus, OH 43218-2231

X2 SC1002 DFAS Columbus Center DFAS-CO-JWD/DPRO West P.O. Box 182511 Columbus, OH 43218-2511

2.4.3 CAS/Administered By Offices

The Federal Directory of Contract Administrative Services (CAS) codes are maintained by the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA). CAS codes are used to identify the office that
is responsible for the administrative functions for each contract (Block 10 of the DD 250). The
three digit numeric codes are periodically extracted from a text file from the DCMA web site at:
hit p://w ww.dcnminril. Only government employees may use this site to download the required
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file (called the CAS Book). DSCP has added to this list with a set of three additional non-
standard alpha CAS codes for contracts that are administered in Philadelphia. Standard CAS
codes are three digit numbers. The three additional alpha codes are manually entered into the
CAS table. The CAS table contains the correlation between the CAS code and its DODAAC. In
addition to the CAS Book, we get periodic email notifications from Marc Spear
marc 'i.spear@(dcima.nm I at DCMA whenever they reassign any of their offices.

2.4.4 DODAAC/Government Addresses

The DODAAC table is built from a very large fixed-column text file that is automatically
downloaded each day from a DAAS (Defenge Automated Addressing System) web site at:
ht ti\s://www.daa ds.dla.nil I/dodaaf/down dodaaf.pl. A SQL 2000 stored procedure was developed
to read this file to store the extracted information in a database structure. The resultant table
contains DODAAC addresses for every government and many commercial sites throughout the
world. A small number of commercial sites are assigned DODAACs when they are assigned
responsibility to act as a bill and hold depot to store and deliver government owned items.

The vast majority of these DODAACs are of no interest for the AAVS DataMart. For this reason,
a second application was developed that runs each day to extract only pertinent DODAACs for
the AAVS DataMart. Pertinent DODAACs are defined as:

o Ship-To sites identified in the SAMMS ACF table
"o Ship-To sites identified in the SAMMS ARCS tables
"o Ship-From sites identified in the SAMMS ARCS tables
"o Administered-By offices as defined in the SAMMS ACF table

2.4.5 RIC/Depot Identifiers

The RIC (Routing Identifier Code) table is built from a very large fixed-column text file that is
automatically downloaded each day from a DAAS (Defense Automated Addressing System)
web site with the address: https://iw\wkw.dsdaa.cdla.mi li/dodaat/do\ i-dodaafipl. A SQL 2000 stored
procedure was developed to read this file to store the extracted information in a database
structure. The resultant table contains a correlation between the RIC and DODAAC for all
government depots throughout the world. A small number of commercial sites are assigned RICs
when they are assigned responsibility to act as a bill and hold depot to store and deliver
government owned items.

The vast majority of these RICs are of no interest for the AAVS DataMart. For this reason, a
second application was developed that runs each day to extract only pertinent RICs for the
AAVS DataMart. Pertinent RICs are defined as those that have pertinent DODAACs as defined
in Section 2.4.4.

2.4.6 FEDLOG Data

Specific descriptions and codes are required 'to be placed on all invoices (DD Form 250) and
MROs (DD Form 1348-1A). The data is extracted from a monthly updated FEDLOG CD-ROM
from the Defense Logistics Information Services (DLIS). All of this data is tied to specific NSNs
via FEDLOG. The data that is extracted and stored in the AAVS DataMart includes:
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"o National Motor Freight Classification Code
"o National Motor Freight Classification Nomenclature
"o Water Commodity Code
"o Type of Cargo Code
"o Uniform Weight Classification Code
"o Product Nomenclature
"o Product Size

Product nomenclature and size data had been extracted from the SCF table of SAMMS/BSM, but
it was found to be frequently incomplete and inaccurate. During the last contract year, DSCP
C&T directed us to start using the product nomenclature and size data from FEDLOG instead of
the SCF table.

2.4.7 DFAS Payment Status (VPIS)

Each DD250, at the CLIN level, is tracked against payment status data from a DFAS system
called VPIS (Vendor Pay Inquiry System). The comma delimited text data is automatically
downloaded each morning from a DFAS site at: htit://www.dttas.i Ii/noncy/vendor/index.htm.
The data is downloaded and archived for each manufacturer that creates DD250s. The specific
data from VPIS that is archived in the AAVS DataMart includes:

"o Invoice number
"o Invoice Suffix (created by DFAS as partial payments are made)
"o Contract
"o Delivery Order
"o CLIN
"o Check Number
"o Voucher Number
"o EFT Number
"o Invoice Issue Date
"o Payment Date
"o Invoice Amount
"o Payment Amount
"o Discount Amount
o Interest Amount
o Pay Status
o Reason Code
o Remarks
"o Merchandise Acceptance Date
"o Tax Withheld Amount
"o Gross Invoice Amount
o Locator Code
o Scheduled Payment Date
o Last Action Date
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2.4.8 Miscellaneous Codes

DLA uses a number of codes that each manufacturer and bill and hold contractor must be able to
interpret when preparing shipments or filling orders. The codes required for all of the ARN
functions extracted from DLA publications at: http://www.dlaps.hici.dlat.mi I/SR2.htm. The
following list of codes has been extracted and stored in the AAVS DataMart:

"o Discount Term Code: Contractor offered discount for early payment (e.g., 1510 = 1% 15)

"o Status Codes: Requisition status (e.g., BB = Item backordered against a due-in stock)

"o Violation Control Codes: SAMMS transaction violations (e.g., AD = RIC of Receiving
Activity Invalid)

"o Condition Codes: Condition of garment (e.g., A = Serviceable, issuable without
qualification)

"o Fund Codes: Explains purpose of requisition (e.g., AA = Stock Replenishment)

"o Advice Codes: Requestor instructions to depot (e.g., 2J = do not substitute or backorder
any unfilled quantities)

"o Mode of Shipment Codes: Identifies type of carrier (e.g., 5 = Surface-Small Package
Carrier)

"o Signal Codes: Defines use of sources for DODAAC (e.g., J = Ship to DODAAC of
Supplementary Address and Bill to DODAAC of Requisition)

"o Special Measurement Codes: Correlates the three digit special measurement code with
the appropriate five digit PGC to get the nomenclature (e.g., 02044 = 507 trousers, men's
p/w gab green). The data is taken from a static file maintained by DSCP and downloaded
for the AAVS DataMart once. This method only works for SAMMS data. BSM has
changed the format so that the PGC is now embedded in the NSN.

"o State Codes: Each state is identified as east or west of the Mississippi river and for the
RDC (Regional Distribution Center) region that it is in. This is a static list that was
constructed from a DSCP e-mail and knowledge of the states. The data is used to
determine the appropriate consolidation point for overseas shipments and to allocate
consumption to the appropriate RDC.

2.5 Users and Menus

A series of related tables is maintained that manage VIM menus and users and access privileges
for each user. This is done through the data tables identified Table 4.

Table 4 - User and Menu Data Tables
Name Description

Menu Functions The full list of all VIM functions, their indenture level, and the name of the function invoked

Users All VIM users, passwords, email addresses, and the user group they belong to

User Groups The name of all user groups

User Group Functions A list that correlates which user groups have access to which functions

User Ownership A list that correlates each user with any ownerships that exist, e.g., a DSCP buyer can own a
contract, a VIM-ASAP user can own a CAGE, etc.
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2.6 AAVS DataMart Data Quality and Reliability

The data quality of the AAVS DataMart data from SAMMS was manually monitored on a daily
basis for a few years, but is no longer being done by the ARN staff. The results of the daily
monitoring was documented in a report that was used to create a series of VIM functions that
permit each manufacturer, working with DSCP personnel, to monitor and resolve any data
quality problems. The report was used to identify the commonly occurring data quality problems
that could be corrected with special MIL transactions (see Section 4.1.3.1 Submit Data
Change Request).
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3 AAVS DataMart Extractions

Different subsets of the AAVS DataMart data elements are provided to a variety of ARN team
members for a variety of purposes. The customers for these extractions include ATI, LMI, CAR,
and Parris Island. The data is either "pushed" to a customer's ftp site or provided via an AAVS
ftp site for "as required" access and download. Access to the data is controlled with user
identifications and passwords.

3.1 VIM Functions Developed and Managed by ATI

The AAVS DataMart update process for SAMMS data is initiated at 1:00 AM (all times are
Eastern) each day. Each SAMMS table is checked for its update status and then downloaded as
soon as it has been updated. ATI's VIM functions are primarily interested in the ACF, DUE,
NIR, NIR2, three of the ARCS tables, the violation control file, and the transaction history file.
The data is not transmitted, i.e., pushed, until all the pertinent tables have been updated. The
transmission is started, if the data is available from SAMMS, to meet a transmission completion
target of 5:30 AM. The transmission is delayed from the time the data is first available in case
additional updates are made to any of the pertinent SAMMS tables. As soon as all AAVS
DataMart tables are updated, the remaining tables needed by QLM-Central are "pushed" to the
ATI FTP site. This process will be deleted in the near future as all of ATI's VIM functions and
database are being moved to the ARN servers in Long Beach.

3.2 Access via AAVS ftp Site

A variety of custom extractions are prepared, and placed in the appropriate AAVS ftp site (see
Table 5) as soon as the nightly AAVS DataMart update process is complete. The QLM-Central
update is delayed until 4:00 AM (East Coast Time) so that the latest of the periodic multiple
SAMMS updates is transferred to ATI.

Table 5 - AAVS FTP Sites and Content of Files

FTP Site Data of Interest

AAVS to Parris Island Marine Corps requisitions

AAVS to DSCP RTC requisition status

AAVS to LMI Prices and inventory counts

AAVS to BIFRS All retail requisitions and depot inventory levels

AAVS to QLM-Retail Depot inventory counts

AAVS to QLM-Local CLIPS requisition status

AAVS to QLM-Central Nearly the entire AAVS DataMart to support ATI developed VIM functions
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4 System Components

Modulant has developed two Internet browser based clusters of systems (VIM-ASAP and VIM)
that access and update data from the AAVS DataMart. VIM-ASAP supports manufacturers and
bill and hold contractors while VIM provides a decision support and status tracking system for
DSCP and its customers. VIM-ASAP is the sole responsibility of Modulant while the rest of the
VIM functions have been developed by both Modulant and ATI personnel. This document only
reviews those VIM functions that were developed by Modulant.

4.1 VIM-ASAP

VIM-ASAP is used by apparel manufacturers and bill and hold contractors to access their
contracts, record production status, prepare all invoice and shipping documents, track payment
status from DFAS, prepare material release orders and shipping documents, and generate all of
the required electronic transactions for all invoices and shipments. The system is accessed using
an Internet Browser at hitp://vim.ct-dscp.com. The version in use at the end of the current
contract was Version 2.1. Only authorized users can log onto the system (see Figure 6). A users
manual has been developed and released (see Appendix D "VIM-ASAP v 2.0 Users Manual").
An overview document has also been developed and release (see Appendix E "VIM-ASAP
Overview).

VIM
Virtual Item Manager

Login: I jdoe The user's iogin identification
controls the set of functions

Password: I ...... that each user is allowed to
access

OK J

Figure 6 - VIM-ASAP User Login Web Page

All VIM users use the same web site to initiate their use of the system. Each user is identified as
either a manufacturer or not. Each user that is a manufacturer is assigned to a CAGE and is only
given access to data that is pertinent to that CAGE. They are also given access to a specific set of
functions that are called the VIM-ASAP functions. Each CAGE is also identified as either a
regular manufacturer or one that is also a bill and hold contractor who also performs DLA depot
responsibilities. Each type gets a specific set of functions that are required to support the things
they need to do. Users are further identified as either having or not having administrative control
over their own data. Every function that can be used by manufacturers and bill and hold
contractors and their administrators is shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9. All of the data
that is generated by any of these functions is kept in the AAVS DataMart for use by any of the
other VIM functions. The administrator's functions (see Figure 7) permit each manufacturer and
bill and hold contractor to identify their own users, initialize data for all their invoices (DD Form
250), set a variety of options about what the system does for the user, submit data change
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requests to DSCP for potential SAMMS data quality problems, and periodically adjust quantities
of items on the production floor or owned by the manufacturer, and add or delete NSNs from the
list of items they produce.

'I ASAP Administration

"* Administer ASAP Users

"* Administer DD250 Data

"* Administer Various Options

"* Submit Data Change Request

"• Adjust Cut Qty and Finished Goods Counts

"* Add/Delete NSM

Figure 7 - Administrative Functions Supported By VIM-ASAP

The manufacturing functions (see Figure 8) work with a digital copy of their contracts from the
AAVS DataMart. The series of related functions permits each manufacturer to start production of
any CLIN in their contracts, view a copy of active contracts (DD Form 1155), view a matrix of
all their CLINs and shipments, prepare and subsequently view invoices for completed items (DD
Form 250), track the status of their payments from DFAS, prepare and subsequently view all
their shipping documents (DD Form 1387).

"I Manufactre Garments

* Generate DD1155

* Process Contracts/Orders - Start Production

# Print Carton Labels

* Prepare DD250s

# View/Edit Existing DD250s

* Prepare Shipment Labels

* View Existing Shipping/Contairmr Labels

Figure 8 - Manufacturing Functions Supported By VIM-ASAP

The bill and hold depot functions (see Figure 9) work with a digital copy of their requisitions and
inventory records from the AAVS DataMart. The series of related functions permits each bill and
hold manufacturer to access their queue of unfilled requisitions (a.k.a., MROs DD Form 1348-
1A), create verbal or written orders when responding to emergency orders, reprint any unshipped
MROs, prepare and subsequently review all the required shipping documents (DD Form 1387),
and respond to any follow-up inquiries.

"I Manage Depot Operattions

* Review Orders and Generate MROs

* Process Verbal/Written Orders

# Print Unshipped MROs

* Prepare Shipment Labels

* View Existing Shipping/Container Labels

# Review and Reply to Follow-Up Inquiries

Figure 9 - Bill and Hold Depot Functions Supported By VIM-ASAP

VIM-ASAP provides its users with access to a number of reports (see Figure 10), including a
matrix (shipments versus CLINs) of all contract shipments and invoices, a list of all invoices and
payments, a record of DSCP's inventory counts for each bill and hold contractor, access to a
carrier's web site to track the status of a shipment, an Excel list of all shipped MROs, and a list
of all active contracts in DSCP C&T's database.
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"I Reports

* View Contract Shipments and Invoices

* Track DD250 Payments

* Inventory Count

# Requisition Shipment Status

* Shipped Requisitions

* Active Contracts

Figure 10 - Report FunCtions Supported By VIM-ASAP

4.1.1 VIM-ASAP Impact on Manufacturing Processes

VIM-ASAP addresses the traditional manufacturing processes (see Figure 11) in several
significant ways. It converts a series of independent activities where documents are created with
reentered and reformatted data into one where most of those activities are either eliminated or
dramatically changed. The traditional process requires the preparation of invoices (DD Form
250) using a variety of tools (e.g., Excel, Adobe Acrobat, etc.) where all of the data must be
extracted from a paper contract and entered into all of the appropriate blocks of the form. Most
of the same data is then re-entered into a DFAS system by either the contractor using WInS
(Web Invoicing System) or WAWF-RA (Wide Area Work Flow - Receiving Acceptance); or by
DFAS personnel using their internal system. In all cases, the data is completely re-entered into
another system. The same process is used for shipping labels (DD Form 1387), bar coded
container labels, and then into SAMMS/BSM via a system called DAMES (DAASC Automated
Message Exchange). Keeping all of this data and forms consistent is a nearly impossible task, not
to mention, a great deal of work. VIM-ASAP changes the ways invoices are created and
eliminates the use of paper contracts, the manual preparation of all forms, as well as the entry of
data into WInS, WAWF-RA, and DAMES.

Type D0250 Mailed or Faxed to DCMA

-eEnter Data into WlnS DA

T Np I Label Mailed or Faxed to DOSP

Cha ,ged
Contract

Type DAMES Data SAMMSISSM
MIL-Trasatons ...... V 1

INil

Figure 11 - Traditional Manufacturing Processes Affected by VIM-ASAP
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The manufacturing process using VIM-ASAP looks very different (see Figure 12) from the
transitional process. All documents and electronic transactions are created from a single source
of contract data called the AAVS DataMart. The contract data contains nearly everything
required to complete all documents and electronic transmissions. The single input of the current
shipment quantity for each CLIN (Contract Line Item Number) initiates the creation of the
electronic invoice transmission to DCMA and DFAS, the printing of all required paper (packing
slips and shipping documents), and the generation of all required electronic transmissions to
SAMMS/BSM (i.e., D4S MILSTRAP transactions). There are two principal advantages in the
use of VIM-ASAP. The first can be seen in the reduction in time it takes to prepare all the
documents and electronic transactions. The second, the creation of all documents and electronic
transactions from a single source has far ranging impacts. The impacts can be seen in accurate
and timely supply chain data for decisions bj, DSCP and in timely and full payments by DFAS to

the contractors. The payment process is significantly improved because problems nearly never
occur when DFAS receives all the documents and transactions required to make a payment.
Because everything is produced from a single source, there cannot be a discrepancy between the
digital DD250 transmitted to DCMA and DFAS, the digital DD250 signed by the QAR (Quality
Assurance Representative), and the contract data extracted by DFAS from SAMMS/BSM. When
these three sources match, DFAS has no problems in making timely payments.

Total data canalteiy
alimtnates lx=

problatns

rieata douentrs usd to Dgita transmission to DFAS via WAWF-RA

eleictronli: transtinissions; from a

single source 01, Dgi~tal access for DCMA via WAWF-RA

-- p D~gital Access for OSCP

F 7 alwas ma~dDFAS

Transactions to SAMMS/BS M

Figure 12 - Manufacturing Processes Using VIM-ASAP

4.1.2 VIM-ASAP Impact on Bill and Hold Contractor's Depot Processes

The use of VIM-ASAP causes a major change in a bill and hold contractor's depot processes (see
Figure 13). It converts a series of independent activities where documents are created with
reentered and reformatted data into one where most of those old activities are eliminated. The
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traditional process requires the preparation of Material Release Orders (DD Form 1348-1A) from

DAMES transactions using a variety of tools (e.g., PerForm Flow, Adobe Acrobat, etc.) where

all of the data must be extracted from an 80-column text record and entered into all of the

appropriate blocks of the form. The same process is used for shipping labels, bar coded container

labels, and then into SAMMS via DAMES for all of the required MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP

transactions. Keeping all of this data and forms consistent is a nearly impossible task, not to

mention, a great deal of work. VIM-ASAP changes the way MROs are created, the manual

preparation of all forms, as well as the extraction and entry of data into DAMES.

Type MRO
' DD Form 1348-11A

Type Sippi bl

Type DAMES Data

TransactionsSMM

Legend ]

Figure 13 - Bill and Hold Contractor's Depot Processes Affected by VIM-ASAP

The bill and hold contractor's depot processes using VIM-ASAP look very different (see Figure

14) from the transitional process. All documents and electronic transactions are created from a

single source of requisition and inventory data called the AAVS DataMart. The requisition and

inventory data contains nearly everything required to complete all documents and electronic

transmissions. The selection of one or more requisitions initiates the printing of all required

paper (MROs, pick lists, and shipping documents), and the generation of all required electronic

transmissions to SAMMS/BSM (e.g., ARO MILSTRIP transactions). There are two principal

advantages in the use of VINM-ASAP. The first can be seen in the reduction in time it takes to

prepare all the documents and electronic transactions. The second, the creation of all documents

and electronic transactions from a single source has far ranging impacts. The impacts can be seen

in accurate and timely supply chain data for decisions by DSCP and the total elimination of

violations. Because everything is produced from a single source, there cannot be a discrepancy

between the original requisitions, all of the paper documents, and the electronic transactions sent

to SAMMS/BSM. When these sources match, DSCP can effectively manage the total supply

chain and the contractor can focus on filling orders, not in correcting data problems.
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D Form 1348-lA

Very~~elmnae liteiaaetrosusdt

create all docurnnt arnd i m m 2

electronic trars.issions from a
single source

Maufcurr cn s ti fntin oreot otrctdtaqalt prblm foranspcificn tye sof

dt(seFigure 15) Th user idn tifies othsoracetof the poProblsem a snd a Vprop SedsluinP n

ý0

aunemail ssag e requni ests ca bdesu ief thesnce followi type ofndata:

P~ ~ Adm inisatere byltin

FigDsr.ountrterm s

4.1.3. Examples Da Unit pak qunctnt

Manufaturerscan userthis manual (see Appendix Donrevis dte quat pofleah ofr t ecc t

data (see Figure 15). The user identifies the source of the problem and a proposed solution and
then clicks the "Submit to DSCP" button. The problem goes into the manufacturer's queue (as
shown in the bottom half of the web page) at the same time that it goes into DSCP's queue. The
responsible item manager at DSCP is notified of the existence of a new data change request with
an email message. Data change requests can be submitted for the following types of data:

"• Administered by
"• Discount terms
"• FOB Code
"• Pay office
"• Unit pack quantity
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Source of Problem : F Code Cd J
Contract: I SP01 0001 MCB1 '

Delivery Order.

CLJN:LALL -

FOB Cod. FO C."s

Dine Dmose (215) 737-2491 D 1 - Inspection and acceptance at destination, FOB source :1

Submit to OSCP]

Submitted Data Change Requests

q- fProam OVAe Od Sttu Dt

05/27/2003 SP[t 00t2DCA32 0002 ALL Pay Ofi a DweDoaum SC10i1 S1 1oe 050M27 03 Re -e1

Figure 15 - Submit Data Change Request

4.1.3.2 Digital Contract

The first significant function displays a digital contract (DD From 1155 "Order for Supplies or

Services) as extracted from SAMMS/BSM (see Figure 16). It is important that each contractor

compare their digital contract with their paper contract looking for discrepancies. Each can have

mistakes because they are not developed from a single source. Each is prepared separately. Once

all discrepancies are resolved, there cannot be a problem with the rest of the process because

from this point forward, all data and documents used by the contractor, DSCP, DCMA, and

DFAS work from a single source of data. The discrepancies have always existed, but they did not

show themselves until DFAS needed to review all data and documents to pay the invoice. This

was the worst time to find discrepancies because it not only delayed payments, but it required all

participants to coordinate a fix to one or more of the sources. One of the significant advantages

for the VIM-ASAP contractor is the capability to recognize and resolve all discrepancies at the

front of the process rather than the end.
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Figure 17 - View Contract Shipments and Invoices
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4.1.3.4 Invoice Preparation

Invoices are prepared (see Figure 18) from thie same data that is used to prepare the contract (DD

Form 1155). Nearly all of the data that is used to prepare the invoice is extracted from the
contract data so that no mistakes can be made. The only critical input that is done by the user is
the quantity for each CLIN that is being shipped. The creation of the invoice from a single source

of data means that there can be no discrepancy between the contract, the digital data transmitted

to DCMA and DFAS, the digital DD250 signed by the QAR, and DFAS's contract validation

database that was extracted from the same source as the VIM-ASAP contract. The inability to

create a discrepancy has meant that VIM-ASAP contractors are paid promptly nearly 100% of

the time.

Contract FSPO10002D0302 J Shipment #: TTT r I7 Final Shipment? '-- No r Yes

Delivery order r0002 *J Mfg. Invoice #:[12234 Weight: F I" Lot No. F 3

Destination I UY3146 - TENNESSEE APPAREL CORP, TULLAHI•J Shipper I Fed ExOround ýJ Tracking #: F*4216

Ship From [9At 80 - Tennessee Apparel Corpa Tullahoma TN 3 1 Mode of Shipment 15 - Surface-Small Package Carrier (see Other_Comments 111J
The Supplies in this shipment have been subjected

Alternate Release Procedure? 6 No ( Yes Block 23 Ito wad have passed all examainations and tests

Large Shipments Special Container Labels? 6- No r Yes Commet recquired by the contract were shipped in

accordance with authorized shipping instructions,

Generate DD2S0/Labels I and conform to the quality, identity, and

-- t - -- --m d e w i IFT o u"le ew s ) L b l

OOOSAA ] 840S.01.151-1877 ,•ems, mef 29 shodt so02 2 as I 1 EditJ

00I3AA: 8405.0.14S-1U54 trousers. mwft 30 doe en 90 F T a r Edkt

0040AA 840S-1-151-1913 Inoius, me. 3so 240 s235 - [ Edit I

Figure 18 - Invoice Preparation (DD Form 250)

VIM-ASAP produces a paper DD Form 250 that is included with the shipment as a packing slip.

The system also produces the container labels (see Figure 19) as well as all the shipping labels

per MIL-STD-129P. The single source of data for all documents means that no mistakes can be
made.
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8405-01151-1866 541-151-1866

"I-Of 3' liiiP 3 P... • -•• * ' '... .- II lllll lii [ IiI
MID0-MA M1040MA

8405-01-151-1866 8"5-41-151-1866p~ow UPC

...... PR M3 PR 30

- S10413 -10 1010,01i 4

__........ ______________ --__ ............ I�IMIIIIHI~IHIii IIIMhIIIIlIIIIiiIDI
. ... . , , , 8405-01.151.1866 8405-1-151-1866SUPC: UPC... ............ .... ... .. -= -" " Pnlll 838= I l l

"" 8405-01-151-1866 8405-01-151-1866

liii1 _ .. --. 0IIII 5 9o m-0 i l
_____ ____- MI-1084 MUDMA

"80540145141866 845-1.151-1866

.... .' ..... 1111 11HI- 111111

Figure 19 - Paper Invoice and Related Container Labels

4.1.3.6 Bill and Hold Contractor Requisition Processing

Each bill and hold contractor is presented with a daily queue of requisitions that have been
assigned to them (see Figure 20). The requisitions are organized by ship-to location so that
shipments to a single location can be easily kept together. An MRO is printed (see Figure 21) for
each requisition that is included with the shipment. VIM-ASAP also produces a packing slip and
all the required shipping (see Figure 22) and container labels. The advantage of the use of VIM-
ASAP for processing requisitions comes from the creation of all documents and electronic
transactions from a single source of data. There can be no mismatch between the original
requisition, the related documents, and the electronic transactions sent to SAMMS/BSM
(MILSTRIP transactions).

DODAAC: N41389- NAVY EXCHANGE 140 060, PEARL HARBOR HI (3 reqs) -i Print MRO($) I

IMoqGIemIS to sto, Mumdw M." mtjc (UDI Ore Adic Pas U kA.

POOAAC coeKyW Cd
44138912401931 N41389 8405-01-076-0741 trousers, ment 331Eg 253 03 ZW 169 1 2X

14413892541031 N441309r 8405-0-076-0741 0oawse, me's 33 long 265 03 Zn.E 169 2 21=

N41 389 25419034 N441389 9406-01-076-0744 ltD-IWO, men's 34 rager 266 j03 flJS 0 10 iL IrV

Figure 20 -Selection of Requisitions for Processing
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Figure 21 - Paper MROs (DD Form 1348-1A)

TCN N6626540845358'

Fro UY3146 Ia s mua,

AvrEx
TENNESSEE APPAREL CORP pasloat1809 ESTLL SPRINGS ROA D
TULrLA HO MPA TN 373 88-5F10o

090
PIIe z WII NO t lob Do a shppi PIF O Iodw

Sof 1 440 4090

tb(10 
FrlcZU5

titp TOel PO E

N6265 Nq S PENSACOLA
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION CENTER
AA CUNNINGHAM STREET BLDG 781 K
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Figure 22 - Shipping Label per MIL-STD-129P
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4.1.3.7 DSCP and Contractor Inventory Balances

DSCP's inventory counts for each NSN (see Figure 23) at a bill and hold contractor's site are
organized and displayed by Product Group Code (PGC) so that a contractor's records can keep in
sync with DSCP's inventory records.

Print All PGCs I Print Selected PGC Only PGC/NOMEN 101831- trousers, men's

ANtIT of2
PGC: 8t 1 - bouwrs, men's P. I--2

NW.N Tgo, Ql d am -

864 1-161-1406 26 esmh t 6 O 6 6 c

840641-1t1-1M 26 rsgmisr 177 0 17. 6 27

840-0"1-1614106 27 short 172 0 172 6 22

640541-18-1-170 27 reguter 342 0 342 1t 12

"640641-161-1911 27 oNV 71 0 71 2 11

8486-1-161-1472 27 dong 63 a 63 2 3

1406-0l-1t1-1173 28 short 46 6 40 1 10

840641-151--1674 28 rogular 465 0 406 13 15

640641-161-1175 26 long 71 a 71 2 11

"W466-61-161-1876 21 dong 28 0 26 6 28

9404111-1977 29 short 23 6 23 6 23

"M5-81-61-1874 29 raw" N7 a 6W 21 27

Figure 23 - DSCP Inventory Records for Each Bill and Hold Contractor

4.2 VIM - Virtual Item Manager

The current version of VIM supports all of the functions listed in Table 6. The functions are
organized hierarchically with only the lowest level function able to be executed. The functions
can be used by all DSCP personnel and its customers and manufacturers to analyze data from the
AAVS DataMart, make specific decisions, prepare documents, etc. All of the VIM functions
were developed by either AdvanTech or Modulant. This section of the report only goes into
detail for some of the Modulant developed functions that have been implemented (see first
column of Table 6 for a cross reference to the appropriate section). VIM is accessed using an
Internet browser at http://vi ni.ct-dscp.com.

Table 6 - VIM Functions, Status, and Development Responsibility

Section Function Status Resp.

4.2.1 Update User Profile Implemented Modulant

System Admin

Change CAGE Implemented Modulant

Set IRM RIC Implemented Modulant

4.2.2 Edit Menu Implemented Modulant

4.2.2 Structure Implemented Modulant

Membership Implemented Modulant

View Error Log Implemented Modulant

View Security Violation Log Implemented Modulant

Add New Shipper Implemented Modulant

Check Login Status Implemented Modulant

CAGE Initialization Implemented Modulant

Update WAWF-RA User ID Implemented Modulant
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Section Function Status Resp.

ASAP Administration
Administer ASAP Users Implemented Modulant

Administer DD250 Data Implemented Modulant

Administer DFAS Transmissions Implemented Modulant

Administer Various Options Implemented Modulant

4.1.3.1 Submit Data Change Request Implemented Modulant

Adjust Cut Oty and Finished Goods Counts Implemented Modulant

Add/Delete NSN Implemented Modulant

Manufacture Garments

4.1.3.2 Generate DD1155 Implemented Modulant

Process Contracts/Orders - Start Production Implemented Modulant

Print Carton Labels Implemented Modulant

4.1.3.4 Prepare DD250s Implemented Modulant

View/Edit Existing DD250s Implemented Modulant

Prepare Shipment Labels Implemented Modulant

View Existing Shipping/Container Labels Implemented Modulant

Manage Depot Operations

4.1.3.6 Review Orders and Generate MROs Implemented Modulant

Process Verbal/Written Orders Implemented Modulant

Print Unshipped MROs Implemented Modulant

Prepare Shipment Labels Implemented Modulant

View Existing Shipping/Container Labels Implemented Modulant

Review and Reply to Follow-Up Inquiries Implemented Modulant

Reports

4.1.3.3 View Contract Shipments and Invoices Implemented Modulant

4.1.3.5 Track DD250 Payments Implemented Modulant

4.1.3.7 Inventory Count Implemented Modulant

Requisition Shipment Status Implemented Modulant

Shipped Requisitions Implemented Modulant

Active Contracts Implemented Modulant

Wholesale

Analyze and Decide AdvanTech

Generate Recommended Stock Transfers AdvanTech

Add New Item AdvanTech

Enter Special Orders/ESOC AdvanTech

Data Management

Assign Contract to Buyer Implemented Modulant

Modify DVD Table AdvanTech

Revise Reorder Objectives AdvanTech

Revise Wholesale Inventory Factors AdvanTech

Manager Controlled Items AdvanTech

Modify Distribution Rules AdvanTech

Modify Distribution Rules by PGC AdvanTech

Resolve Data Change Requests

4.2.3 Resolve Contract Data Change Request Implemented Modulant
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Section Function Status Resp.

4.2.4 Resolve NSN Data Change Request Implemented Modulant

Submit Data Changes to SAMMS AdvanTech

4.2.5 Submit ACF Data Changes to SAMMS Implemented Modulant

4.2.6 Submit NSN Data Changes to SAMMS Implemented Modulant

Reports AdvanTech

View Contract Assignments Implemented Modulant

View Total Supply Chain Inventories AdvanTech

I View Expected Zero Balance AdvanTech

View Excess Inventory Summary AdvanTech

View Customer Information AdvanTech

View Inventory Trends AdvanTech

4.2.7 View Consumption Based Tariffs Implemented Modulant

View Delivery Order Completion Tracking AdvanTech

Overdue Requisition Status by PGC AdvanTech

View Order Ship Times AdvanTech

QLM Local - SAMMS Comparison AdvanTech

4.2.8 Requisition Shipment Tracking Implemented Modulant

View Contract Shipments and Invoices Implemented Modulant

Wholesale Local
System

Cost Centers AdvanTech

User Access AdvanTech

Stockroom

Stock Catalog AdvanTech

Supplemental Bin Location AdvanTech

Transaction History AdvanTech

Total Asset Visibility AdvanTech

Inventory

View Issues AdvanTech

Process Returns AdvanTech

Process Misc. Issues AdvanTech

Process Exchanges AdvanTech

View Credits AdvanTech

Inventory Adjustments AdvanTech

Process Physical Inventory AdvanTech

Physical Inventory

Enter Second Counts AdvanTech

Purchasing

View DSCP Requisitions AdvanTech

View Open DCSP Requisitions AdvanTech

Receiving AdvanTech

Process DSCP Receipt AdvanTech

View DSCP Receipts AdvanTech

Shipping Request

Add Shipping Request _AdvanTech
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Section Function Status Resp.

Shipping Request Follow up AdvanTech

Close Shipping Request AdvanTech

View Shipping Request AdvanTech

Enter Shipping Request AdvanTech

Manage Depot Operations

Ship Orders

Review Orders and Generate MROs Implemented Modulant

Print Unshipped MROs Implemented Modulant

Prepare Shipment Labels Implemented Modulant

View Existing Shipping/Container Labels Implemented Modulant

Reports
Requisition Shipment Tracking Implemented Modulant

Shipped Requisitions Implemented Modulant

Due Member

View Due Member Data AdvanTech

Delete Due Member Data AdvanTech

Fulfill Due Member Data AdvanTech

Reports
Recommended Replenishment Report AdvanTech

Print Stock Catalog AdvanTech

Stock Status AdvanTech

Stock Move Report AdvanTech

Expected Zero Balance AdvanTech

Excess Inventory AdvanTech

View Overdue Requisitions AdvanTech

View A2A Redistribution AdvanTech

Print Bin Labels AdvanTech

Print Adjustments AdvanTech

Receiving Report * AdvanTech

View Consumption Based Tariffs Implemented Modulant

View Daily Suggested Order List AdvanTech

View QLM Local Receipts Inquiry AdvanTech

QLM Local Update History AdvanTech

Requisition Shipment Tracking Implemented Modulant

Audit Data Management

Add/Update User Information AdvanTech

Add/Update Phase Information AdvanTech

Add/Update Form Information AdvanTech

Add/Update Recruit Activity AdvanTech

Audit Reports

Report by Phase AdvanTech

Report by Platoon AdvanTech

3D Body Scanner Sizing Validation AdvanTech

Retail

Requisition Shipment Tracking _AdvanTech
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Section Function Status Reasp.

Data Administration

Set Wholesale Parameters

Modify Customer Profiles AdvanTech

Modify PGC Demographics AdvanTech

Define Customer Types AdvanTech

Define Bill & Hold Contractor's DODAAC/RIC Implemented Modulant

Reports

View CAGE Codes AdvanTech

View Condition Codes AdvanTech

View Ownership Codes AdvanTech

View Status Codes AdvanTech

View Customer Types AdvanTech

View Download History AdvanTech

ASTRA

System

Stockrooms AdvanTech

MILSTRIP Document Types AdvanTech

View Hold Codes AdvanTech

Manage

View Unofficial Redistributions AdvanTech

View Unprocessed Issue Documents AdvanTech

View Documents on Hold AdvanTech

View Unprocessed Receipts AdvanTech

Reports

I View Detailed ASTRA Activity AdvanTech

View Daily ASTRA Report AdvanTech

View Wholesale Local Status Summary AdvanTech

VIM/QLM Central Reorder Objective Analysis AdvanTech

View Daily Demand Allocation Transactions AdvanTech

Unprocessed Credit Returns AdvanTech

Unreconciled Credit Returns AdvanTech

Contracting

Analyze and Decide

Define Production Mix of Sizes Implemented Modulant

Place/Release Hold on Delivery Orders Implemented Modulant

Analyze New Contract Minimums Implemented Modulant

Data Management AdvanTech

Update Contract Master Table AdvanTech

Identify Contract Minimums and Maximums AdvanTech

Set Production Capacity and Minimum Lot Size Implemented Modulant

Reports AdvanTech

View Remaining Contract Capacity AdvanTech

View Contract Expiration Report AdvanTech

View Production Size Mix Overrides Implemented Modulant
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Section Function Status Resp.

Manufacturing

View DD 1155 Implemented Modulant
View Contract Shipments and Invoices Implemented Modulant

View ASAP Compliance Implemented Modulant

Exit __

Both Modulant and AdvanTech developed some of VIM functions. Each operates from a copy of
the AAVS DataMart on a server that is located at their offices on the two coasts. At the end of
the current contract period, AdvanTech had nearly completed their move to the ARN servers in
Long Beach. A common look-and-feel and security methods were agreed to and then
implemented by both development teams.

4.2.1 Update User Profile

This is the first function that every VIM user sees at the top of their menu. It permits each user to
update their profile (see Figure 24).

P S.wrd I ....

SHom . John Doe

Phone: JFil ) F65-5 112-12 Et-F -
E-MI. lJohn.Doe@dlamil

ocE•u l-

Updat ~jt. Clear

Figure 24 - Update User Profile Web Page

4.2.2 Edit Menu Membership

A small number of users that are identified as "Master" users are the only ones permitted to edit
menu memberships. This function (see Figure 25) is used to permit each user group to access a
specific set of functions. All user groups are defined across the X-axis while all VIM functions
are defined along the Y-axis. A specific user group is authorized to access a specific function by
clicking at the appropriate intersection. The number of the authorized user group will appear at
the selected intersection. The user group is unauthorized by clicking at the intersection of a
previously authorized function.
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Figure 25 - Edit Menu Membership Web Page

4.2.3 Resolve Contract Data Change Request

This function is used by DSCP personnel to review and disposition (see Figure 26) potential data
quality problems with contracts that were identified by manufacturers that use VIM-ASAP. The
pull-down lists contain only reported problems that have not yet been resolved. DSCP personnel
can accept the proposed change, revise the proposed change, or reject any change. The "Update"
button causes an immediate change to be made to the AAVS DataMart and a SAMMS
transaction (e.g., YPE) to be transmitted to SAMMS to permanently update SAMMS. At this
time, BSM does not support any transactions that can update their data.

Manufacturer: 12V662 - Mount Rogers Csb "i

Source of Problem: FOB Code :

Contract: SP0t 0000DEA46

Delivery Order: 10001 J
CLIN: IALL]

F Date Requested 05105.2003

Requested by william Morton from PDIT (562) 495-6500I • • =,,. i :,• =;;;• .• .•=.c.. ;e- ------ ----.-........................
Cuirrent FOB Code I - Inspection and acceptance at destination, FOB source

Proposed FOB Code 2 - Inspection and acceptance at source, FOB destination.

Revised FOB Code 112- inspection and acceptance at source, FOB destination.

Update Reject

Figure 26 - Resolve Contract Data Change Request Web Page
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4.2.4 Resolve NSN Data Change Request

This function is used by DSCP personnel to review and disposition (see Figure 27) potential data
quality problems with NSNs that were identified by manufacturers that use VIM-ASAP. The
pull-down list of PGCs contain only reported problems that have not yet been resolved. DSCP
personnel can accept the proposed change, revise the proposed change, or reject any change. The
"Update" button causes an immediate change to be made to the AAVS DataMart and a SAMMS
transaction (e.g., YPE) to be transmitted to SAMMS to permanently update SAMMS. At this
time, BSM does not support any transactions that can update their data.

PGC/Nomenclature 102157- cover, helmet, camoufj View NSNs I

Update I Reject I

Figure 27 - Resolve NSN Data Change Request Web Page

4.2.5 Submit ACF Data Changes to SAMMS

This function can be used by DSCP personnel to make specific changes to any contract and
delivery order (see Figure 28) for any reason. It may be a problem found by DSCP personnel or
simply a change to the contract. The user identifies the source of the problem and then enters the
contract number and selects the delivery order number. The current value of the data is displayed
along with a pull-down list of all valid values. The user selects the desired value and then clicks
the "Update" button, causing a SAMIMS transaction to be created and transmitted to SAMIMS. At
this time, BSM does not support any transactions that can update their data.

Source of Problem: JAdministered By

Contract: jWs1NS2Iu~oI1

Delivery Order:.00

C•iwrA- * u o . . ........ 302-Si I 03A - DCMA • r ATL NT A rETTA% ......A ...... . .... . ...................................

R•ulsurd 1~43O.S1505A- DCMAINDIANAPOLISRAYTHEON FTWAYNE FORTWAYNE IN

Update

Figure 28 - Submit ACF Data Changes to SAMMS Web Page
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4.2.6 Submit NSN Data Changes to SAMMS

This function can be used by DSCP personnel to make specific changes to any PGC for any
reason see (Figure 29). It may be a problem found by DSCP personnel or simply a change to the
PGC. The user identifies the source of the pertinent PGC. The current value of the data is
displayed along with an area to enter the new value. The user selects the desired value and then
clicks the "Update" button, causing a SAMMS transaction to be created and transmitted to
SAMMS. The "Current Unit Pack" is only displayed if all NSNs for that PGC have the same
value. At this time, BSM does not support any transactions that can update their data.

PGC: F01644 View NSNs

Hmrnenchtuetw

trousers, men's, honor guard, wilelestique blue sh 151

Current Revised

UitaPack UnitlPeck

30

Update I

USH s~r.Current
Unit Pack Qty

8405-01-157-1251 29 regdar 30

8405-01-157-1252 29 long, j
8405-01 -157-1253 29 xlong 30

8405-01 -157-1254 30 regU.ar 30

8405-01-157-1255 30 long 30

8405-01-157-1256 130 xlong 30

8405-01-157-1257 131 regular 30

8405-01-157-1258 31 long 30

8405-01-157-1259 131 xlong 30

8405-01-157-1260 132 regular 30

8405-01-157-1261 32 long 30

8405-01-157-1262 32 Along 30
8405-01-157.1263 33 regular 30

8405-01-157-1264 133 long 30 j

Figure 29 - Submit NSN Data Changes to SAMMS Web Page

4.2.7 View Consumption Based Tariffs

The View Consumption Based Tariffs function (see Figure 30) can display annualized retail
consumption and tariffs for all sources of consumption or for specific Marine Corps or Army
recruit training centers individually. Consumption data is automatically archived on the first
Saturday of each new month looking back or all activity for the prior month. The oldest month's
data is subtracted and discarded and the new month is added to the annualized number.
Consumption data is tracked as follows:
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"* Marine Corps recruit training center consumption is calculated from the movement of
cases from bulk storage to the issue line.

"* Army recruit training center consumption is calculated from daily issues to recruits

"* All other consumption (primarily retail stores) is calculated from requisitions for the
replenishment of consumed stock.

Either enter the PGC or use the pull-down list

[ PGC(NOMN" 101887 shirt men's khek-i short sleeve • Consumption and tariff

Data View I ALL j data can either be seen
for all or selected sites

NSNI Sie TtlAmrl.JTrf

8405-01-196-1764 13 1/2370

8405-01-196-1765 14 522 0.480/ Total annual
consumption uses the

8405-01-196-1766 14 1/2 2,650 2.44% past twelve months of

Every NSN for the 8405-01-196-1767 15 10,048 9,26% retail consumption

selected NSN is 8405-01-196-1768 15 1/2 21,710 20,001/o
displayed 8405-01-196-1769 16 28.589 26.34%

8405-01-196-1770 16 1/2 25,251 2327%

8405-01-196-1771 17 14,367 13.24%

8405-01-196-1772 17 1/2 5.019 4 62%

Totals: 108,526 100.00%

Figure 30 - Sample View Consumption Based Tariffs

4.2.8 Requisition Shipment Tracking

The Requisition Shipment Tracking function can be used by anyone who wants to check on a
requisition through the carrier's web site (see Figure 31). The user simply enters the requisition
number and any suffix code and then clicks the "View" button. A click on the carrier tracking
number will cause the carrier's web site to be accessed for the details about the shipment.
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Requeston Number Suffix LCe

S..... ... • Vfx~e34 eat41460 t FI50-7••3 a 20

Isu~ed To WC SAD

Stbpped o 04AAC; FYOSM

OW. S~p,.a Mar 8 2004

T~ft F5263740575W4)OO(

CA"Ie IFS

AmWb e VW t - 0d ortuM&,y ol S

Cado Tres"No~m.bow V414114MOOM~ 8416.01.474-3953 Mew 2 2004 6 6 1

1!15Y~Ve)1414424 • FX303740S75544 845S-01.397-2078 Feb 26 2504 3 3 1

To see a detailed report for each package, please select the "Detail" link,

Tracking Number Statoes 06ie"y lnfoemat.UG

1. 1Z 815 VOY 03 9141 442 4 Delivered Delivered on: Mar 15, 2004 12:08 P.M.
Delivered to: ORANGEVALE, CA, US
Signed by: CONDLEY
Service Type: GROUND

Tracking results provided by UPS: Mar 31, 2004 12:04 P.M. Eastern Time (USA)

Figure 31 - Sample Requisition Shipment Tracking
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5 Accomplishments During This Contract Period

This Final Technical Report covers the work done on SP0103-02-D-0016 Delivery Orders 0003,
0006, 0007, and 0008. The tasks were performed beginning on March 21, 2003 and were
completed on March 31, 2004. The accomplishments are organized into the following five
primary categories:

5.1 Develop and Support the AAVS DataMart

AAVS DataMart accomplishments are focused on the development and implementation of the
server and database infrastructure required to support the ARN program. The accomplishments
included:

a) Conversion from SAMMS to BSM: DSCP-C&T decided to implement BSM on December
1, 2003 for only the BDU commodity. A small amount of BSM test data became available
from the C&T Data Warehouse in mid-October and remained available until the end of
November when the production conversion took place. The BSM test database was sparsely
populated which meant that combination of circumstance testing was very limited, e.g., the
test data contained no DVD orders so no testing could be done to verify that DVD order data
would be handled properly in production. A great deal of time was spent during the month of
November working with the BSM test team. On December 1, 2003, all BDU related data was
removed from SAMMS and BSM became the exclusive source for this data. We spent the
next two months working with DSCP C&T and their BDU manufacturers to identify
production data and interface problems and to develop workaround plans when they were
possible. We also prepared a special weekly data extract so that DSCP had the data they
needed to override BSM payment holds so that BDU manufacturers could be properly paid.
Some of the specific problems we encountered, included

1) Split requisitions were not assigned suffix codes
2) Payment data was not passed to VPIS
3) CLINs were automatically closed without accounting for the variance percentages

4) CLINs were incorrectly changed from the SAMMS to BSM format
5) Contract order quantities were reset incorrectly
6) DVD DD250s could not be created because data was missing from the ARCS tables
7) In the clear address data (REDF table) was not populated correctly

b) OCIE: The OCIE effort was started by visiting a number of Army CIF sites and by
researching and gaining access to Army legacy system data (i.e., SARSS and CIF-ISM).
After a great deal of effort, we were able to get data downloads from both SARSS and CIF-
ISM. We were also able to get access to user's manuals and a variety of other documents so
that we could construct data dictionaries for each of the tables from SARSS and CIF-ISM.

c) Technology Architecture: The work on this task was focused on getting all of AdvanTech's
VIM functions and databases moved from their servers in Annapolis to the ARN servers in
Long Beach. All the required databases and software directories have been initialized and
tested on the staging servers. The databases and software directories have been moved to the
production servers for final testing prior to implementation.
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d) Development Environment: We evaluated the impact of upgrading the ARN servers and
VIM to Windows Server 2003, MS SQL 2003, and ASP.NET. Windows Server 2003 is
already released, but MS SQL 2003 is still in Beta test mode. We will implement the two
Microsoft products at the same time, but only after both products are released and stable.
Both Microsoft products have many desirable features that would improve the performance
and security for the ARN servers and both products offer a smooth and clear migration path.
The third upgrade for ASP to ASP.NET is a far more complex undertaking, but well worth
the effort. ASP is interpreted software while ASP.NET is compiled and takes advantages of
many Microsoft advances. Compiled code runs very much faster than interpreted code. To
plan the conversion effort, we had an experienced ASP.NET staff do a study of existing VIM
software to understand what needed to be done to make the conversion (see Appendix B).

e) Security Practices: During the contract performance period, we reviewed a number of DoD
security requirements documents, provided information to DLA's IT security organization,
made a number of changes to the configuration of the ARN network, and had someone from
Modulant's offices in South Carolina try to gain unauthorized access to the ARN servers
from outside the ARN network (see Appendix H). Fortunately, each attempt to gain
unauthorized access to the ARN servers failed. There was one failure early in the year, but
not to any production data. The ARN info site at http://info.ct-dscp.com/ was hacked because
we did not apply our normal security practices to this site that only contains static web pages
used for things like "lessons learned". We immediately restored the site and applied our
normal security practices to this site as well. The problem has not reoccurred.

f) Utilities: We continue to automate nearly all of our recurring database update processes so
that we minimize our data maintenance efforts. During the past contract year we created VIM
functions to automated the data entry for new carriers; initialize the various data tables that
need to be updated when a user converts to WAWF-RA; and initialize the CAGE data
required whenever a new VIM-ASAP user starts using the system for production.

g) FEDLOG: We originally acquired data from the FEDLOG CD because it was the only
source of data for shipment related information, e.g., cargo codes. During the past contract
year, we were directed by DSCP C&T to also use FEDLOG for item nomenclature and size
data. The nomenclature and size data from SAMMS was very cryptic, was not complete, and
had many data entry errors. FEDLOG data is far more complete and accurate.

h) Automated Data Extraction: During the contract performance period we automated the
extraction of FEDLOG data from the monthly updated CDROM. We also converted the
extraction of CAGE data from a monthly CDROM to a daily access of an on-line database
that is maintained by DLIS.

5.2 Manufacturer Support

VIM-ASAP accomplishments are focused on the development and implementation of new and
expanded functions that support manufacturers and bill and hold contractors in their roles as part
of DSCP's supply chain management processes. The accomplishments included:
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1. VIM-ASAP's Material Release Order (DD Form 1348-1A) and carton and military shipping
labels (MSL) were modified to conform to MIL-STD-129P (effective February 17, 2004).
The new standard for the MSL permits the lower half of the form to contain each carrier's
additional data so that the MSL can be used as a combination military and commercial
shipment label. Once the top-half of the MSL was implemented, we started work on the
lower half and found that some of the larger carriers (e.g., FedEx and UPS) have established
a real-time electronic interface that permits us to not only format the bottom half of the MSL,
but to schedule pickups, acquire the commercial tracking number, and then, after the
shipment is complete, acquire the received date, actual cost, and the name of the person that
signed for the receipt. At the time of the preparation of this final technical report, we were
working with FedEx on preparing the format of the import/export data and on getting their
approval for the format and content of the lower half of the MSL.

2. We developed and implemented an interface to a new version of DCMA's WAWF-RA
(Wide Area Work Flow - Receiving Acceptance) that is used by QARs (Quality Assurance
Representative) to inspect and disposition DD250s for source-inspected shipments. The new
version is referred to as 3.0. We were able to complete all the software modifications and
testing and implement the new version of VIM-ASAP on the same day that WAWF-RA
implemented their new version of their program.

3. VIM-ASAP manufacturers occasionally have problems getting completely paid for some of
their invoices. The problem is normally isolated to a single CLIN where the quantity
received or receipt date has been incorrectly posted. To solve the problem, DFAS needs to
know everything about the non-payment, including contract number, shipment number,
CLIN, etc. To help the VIM-ASAP manufacturer resolve the problem, we setup an "DFAS
Inquiry" button on the payment tracking function that performs a DFAS payment inquiry by
automatically formatting and transmitting an email message to DFAS that provides all the
information that DFAS requires to identify and resolve the problems.

4. All Item Managers (IM) and selected contracting personnel (KO) now receive an email
notification whenever any VIM-ASAP manufacturer makes a shipment of an NSN or
contract that the IMs and KOs are responsible for. The IMs are always notified because their
ORC is always associated with the NSN that is being shipped. The KOs use a new VIM
function that permits them to identify contracts that they want to be notified about whenever
a shipment occurs.

5. Some of DSCP C&T's customers, particularly the Navy, prefer to use the Universal Product
Code (UPC) rather than the NSN. To support their customers, DSCP C&T requested that
VIM-ASAP be modified to include a bar-coded NSN and UPC on each carton label. To
accomplish this, we expanded the AAVS DataMart to include an NSN to UPC cross
reference table and then modified the VIM-ASAP software that produces the carton label to
add the UPC and its bar code to each label.

6. VIM-ASAP was modified to automatically include the Certificate of Conformance (COC) on
the face of the DD250 whenever that opion is coded in SAMMS/BSM by DSCP C&T.
VIM-SAP was also modified to permit users to select an option to have the Alternate Release
Procedure applied to each DD250.
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7. Some VIM-ASAP users need to occasionally make very large shipments where thousands of
cartons are shipped at one time. VIM-ASAP normally produces a carton label for each
carton, which means that the user's computer needs to be able to handle a very large print
file. We found that some user's computers simply did not have the capacity to handle these
very large print files. To solve this problem, we now provide each user to select the option
for "Large Shipments Special Container Labels". When they select this option, VIM-ASAP
produces one full page of carton labels for each NSN in the shipment. The manufacturers can
use each of the NSN pages and a copier to quickly make as many carton labels as they need.

8. VIM-ASAP was designed to support DSCP C&T's commodities and yet most of the work
that was done is equally applicable to many, if not all other commodities. We tested this
premise by acquiring a sample extraction of SAMMS data from DSCR's variant of the C&T
Data Warehouse. We reviewed the data to understand what needed to be done to map the
data to its C&T equivalent so that existing VIM-ASAP software could be used with DSCR
data. We found that they mapping was very straightforward and that VIM-ASAP could be
used with the data from DSCR. During the past year, we also worked with a number of
people to promote the use of VIM-ASAP at DSCR, but were unable to make any progress
until we started working with a WAWF-RA Integrated Product Team (IPT) with
representatives from DCMA, DLA, DSCP, DSCR, and DSCC. At the conclusion of the
contract-reporting period, we are working closely with DSCR to acquire their production
data on a daily basis to permit their manufacturers to become users of VIM-ASAP and its
interface to WAWF-RA.

9. VIM-ASAP was initially designed to support sewn product manufacturers that produced
deliverable end-items, e.g., dress pants. There are great similarities between how VIM-ASAP
can be used to support both sewn products and textiles, but there are also distinct differences.
During the past contract year, VIM-ASAP was modified to address those differences. The
primary difference is that, unlike the delivery of a specific quantity of shirts, textile rolls can
come in many different lengths and each roll has its own unique length. DSCP defines a
normal length and how much it will accept that is less than a normal length. VIM-ASAP was
modified to prepare unique textile roll labels and to ensure that textile shipments complied
with the contractually imposed size restrictions.

10. The VIM-ASAP supported processes, documents, and electronic transactions for most of
DSCP C&T's commodities are very similar to those required for chemical protective items,
but there are some unique requirements. The differences include: 1) a small sample of
chemical protective items must be sent to an authorized test facility before the bulk of the
items can be shipped; 2) a surveillance number must be assigned to each lot; and 3) special
bar codes need to be placed on each DD250 and on each carton. VIM-ASAP was modified to
support these unique requirements.

11. Any manufacturer (e.g., Unicor) that produces items at multiple sites for the same contract
can now control how much is produced and shipped from each site through a VIM-ASAP
production allocation function that assigns production responsibilities to each site.

12. The Army's Clothing Initial Issue Points (CIIP) can now use VIM-ASAP to process
requisitions that require them to ship some of their stock to other Army CIIPs.
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5.3 Develop and Support VIM Functions

VIM accomplishments were focused on the development and implementation of functions that
support DSCP Item Managers, contracting officers, and others with improved visibility into
wholesale, retail, and manufacturing data and activities. The accomplishments included:

1. A series of VIM functions were created to provide DSCP C&T personnel with access to
VIM-ASAP related data, including all manufacturer's and bill and hold contractor's 1)
digital contracts as extracted from SAMMS/BSM in the form of DD1 155s; 2) digital
shipment data as extracted from the AAVS DataMart in the form of DD250s; 3) matrix of all
shipments for a given contract against all CLINs for that contract, including visibility into the
production status of each CLIN; 4) requisition shipment status as extracted from each
carrier's status tracking web site: and 5) DD250 shipment status as extracted from each
carrier's status tracking web site.

2. A VIM function was created to permit DSCP C&T to control of their own user IDs and
passwords.

3. The Menu program controls user access and permissions to utilize specific VIM functions.
The program was updated to conform to DoD required security practices.

4. A new menu structure editing function was added to VIM to improve PDIT's editing of the
menu and to permit AdvanTech to do itsown editing from its offices in Annapolis. The web
function permits new functions to be added, moved to be part of any cluster of functions, and
then have the function's URL entered or changed.

5. A new VIM function was created to assign each VIM menu function to the user group that
has access to that function. The function permits the user to click at the intersection of a Y-
axis list of functions and an X-axis list of user groups.

6. A new VIM function as added to permit DSCP C&T's KOs to assign themselves to any
contract so that they receive all VIM-ASAP shipment notifications for the selected
contract(s).

5.4 Training Support

Training accomplishments were focused on the development and delivery of training materials
for VIM-ASAP, VIM, and general ARN related topics. The accomplishments included:

1. The VIM-ASAP training materials and the information web site (http://into.ct-dscp.com)
were updated with new training materials and lessons learned material a number of times
throughout the year as updated versions were released.

2. A CD-ROM "movie' of the use of VIM-ASAP was prepared and has been distributed to all
new VIM-ASAP users. The CD-ROM uses voice-over and dynamic screen capture software
to walk new users through the use of major VIM-ASAP functions, such as the preparation of
a DD250.
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3. Prepared a number of PowerPoint presentation materials with scripts for use by the ARN II
Program Manager and DSCP personnel.

5.5 Project Management

The project management related tasks included:

1. Reviewed the new contract and laid out the new structure and content for the CDRLs for this
contract.

2. Conducted a large of number internal project meetings to keep the Modulant ARN team
working together on the right things.

3. Prepared a series of monthly CDRL reports as required by the contract.

4. Prepared for and attended a number of ARN meetings in Long Beach, Annapolis,
Philadelphia, and Fort Belvoir.

5. Traveled to DSCP to attend a number of meetings to help with the requirements definition
for a number of ARN systems.

6. Conducted a two-day meeting in Long Beach with the ARN II Program Manager to review
the status of our efforts.

7. Developed robust software configuration management practices, including control over the
methods used to update production software. We provided AdvanTech with a digital copy of
the "SourceSafe" documentation as part of our efforts to develop a consistent set of tools and
procedures for all ARN II software. We ponducted a number of weekly conference calls with
AdvanTech to coordinate our mutual software configuration management methods on the
ARN single server.

5.6 Other RDCs (D.O. 0006)

The Other RDCs related tasks included formatting and transmitting data as Extensible Markup
Language (XML) data exports. Manufacturers and bill and hold contractors that have production
control and/or financial systems can select to receive XML formatted files that they can process
and load into their internal systems. They can select to receive data for the following classes of
data:

1. Issued Contracts: All currently active contracts, at the CLIN level, are extracted, formatted,
and transmitted to manufacturers that request a download of this data.

2. Shipped Contracts (i.e., DD250): Manufacturers select a date range and then receive a
download of DD250 data at the CLIN level that is extracted, formatted, and transmitted.

3. Issued Requisitions: All currently assigned and open (a.k.a., BA status) requisitions are
extracted, formatted, and transmitted to bill and hold contractors that request a download of
this data.
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4. Shipped Requisitions: Bill and hold contractors select a date range and then receive a
download of MRO data that is extracted, formatted, and transmitted.
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6 Conclusions

The primary focuses of the past year's efforts were to make a success of VIM-ASAP and the use
of its manufacturing data by DSCP C&T personnel through VIM. I believe that we can declare
that we achieved our goals in two very significant ways. The first can be measured by the results
experienced by manufacturers, such as:

1. VINM-ASAP created and tracked the payments for roughly 7,000 electronic invoices (DD
Form 250) from 60 manufacturers during the contract year without creating a single
violation. The vast majority of the 7,000 invoices were fully paid within 30 days. Over
30-day Accounts Receivables were normally running at 0% although three vendors were
seeing higher percentages. We are working with DFAS to try to isolate what is causing
the delay for the three manufacturers. Even with a few payment problems, VIM-ASAP
has achieved a dramatic improvement in the timeliness and accuracy of DFAS payments
and has virtually eliminated the need for manufacturers to spend long hours on the phone
with DFAS, trying to get paid.

2. VIM-ASAP automatically generated more than 75,000 MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP
transactions during the past year and created only a single violation. The violation was
caused by a user entering an unacceptably large ship quantity that exceeded the order
quantity for an MRO. Prior to the use of VIM-ASAP all 75,000 would have been
manually typed into DAMES and, based on prior history, a large percentage would have
been entered incorrectly and need to be fixed by DSCP personnel.

3. VIM-ASAP has been successful in many other less obvious ways, such as in making a
significant reduction in manufacturing clerical efforts, in eliminating the cost of using
outside services to prepare bar coded container labels, and in eliminating the need for
manufacturers to work with other DoD systems such as DAMES, WAWF-RA, and VPIS.

The second way we achieved ours goals can be seen in DSCP's use of VIM to access DD250s;
monitor contract, production, and shipment status; and promptly and easily correct SAMMS data
quality problems. Our success at DSCP can also be seen in the total elimination of the time
consuming need to manually correct vendor submitted MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP violations.

The success of our efforts can also be seen in the positive statements and email we have received
from many manufacturers.
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AAFA American Apparel and Footwear Association

AAVS ARN Asset Visibility System

ACF Active Contracts File from SAMMS

AMA Apparel Manufacturing Architecture

ARCS Active Requisition Control/Status from SAMMS

ARN Apparel Research Network

ASAP ARN Supply-chain Automated Processing

ASTRA ARN Supply-chain Transaction Repository for Action

ATI AdvanTech, Inc.

BDU Battle Dress Uniform

BIFRS Balance Inventory Flow Replenishment System

BSM Business Systems Modernization

C&T Clothing and Textile

CAGE Commercial And Government Entity
CAR Clemson Apparel Research
CAS Contracting Administrative Services

CIF Central Issue Facility

CUP Clothing Initial Issue Point

CLIN Contract Line Item Number

CRDL Contract Data Requirements List

DAAS Defense Automated Addressing System

DAM Defense Apparel Manufacturer

DAMES DAASC Automated Message Exchange System

DCMA Defense Contract Management Agency

DD Form 250 DoD standard Material Inspection and Receiving Report, a.k.a. Invoice

DD Form 1155 DoD standard order for supplies or services

DD Form 1348-1A DoD standard issue release/receipt document

DFAS Defense Finance and Accounting Service

DIC Document Identifier Code

DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DLIS Defense Logistics Information Services

DoD Department of Defense

DODAAC Department of Defense Activity Address Code

DORRA DLA Office of Operations Research and Resource Analysis

DOS Days of Supply

DSCC Defense Supply Center Columbus

DSCP Defense Supply Center Philadelphia

DSCR Defense Supply Center Richmond
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DSD Decision Support Database

DSS Distribution Standard System

DUE Due-In Table from SAMMS

EDI Electronic Data Interchange

EFT Electronic Fund Transfer

EOF Electronic Order Form

FG Finished Goods

FSC Federal Supply Class

FTP File Transfer Protocol

GFM Government Furnished Material
ISM Installation Support Modules

ISP Internet Service Provider

LMI Logistics Management Institute

MILSTRAP Military Standard Transaction Reporting and Accounting Procedures

MILSTRIP Military Standard Requisitioning And Issue Procedures

MOCAS Mechanization of Contract Administration System

MRO Material Release OrdeV

NIR National Inventory Record from SAMMS

NSN National Stock Number

OCIE Organization Clothing and Individual Equipment

ORC Output Routing Codes from SAMMS

OST Order Ship Time

PDIT Product Data Integrated Technologies, Inc.

PGC Product Group Code

PIX Private Internet Exchange

QAR Quality Assurance Representative

QLM-C Quality Logistics Management - Central

QLM-L Quality Logistics Management - Local

QLM-R Quality Logistics Management - Retail

RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks

RDC Regional Distribution Center

REDF Requisition Exception Data File

RIC Routing Identifier Code

RTC Recruit Training Center

SAMMS Standard Automated Material Management System

SARSS Standard Army Retail Supply System

SCF Supply Control File from SAMM
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SCS Supply Chain System

SSC Standard Supply Code

TCN Transportation Control Number

THF Transaction History File

VCSF Violation Control and Suspense File from SAMMS

VIM Virtual Item Manager

VPN Virtual Private Network

VPIS Vendor Pay Inquiry System

WAWF-RA Wide Area Work Flow - Receiving Acceptance

WInS Web Invoicing System

WIP Work In Process

XML Extensible Markup Language
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2.1 Introduction
The DLA (Defense Logistics Agency) and DSCP (Defense Supply Center Philadelphia)
sponsored ARN (Apparel Research Network) program's primary goals are to reduce total
supply chain costs and inventory levels while minimizing retail shortages. The
foundation for the achievement of these goals is the existence of a web accessible
database that provides total supply chain asset visibility to all functions that make
decisions or consumes apparel items (see Figure 1). Modulant's ARN assignments were
to create the web accessible database, create decision support tools that utilize this
database, and develop tools for use by apparel manufacturers and bill and hold
contractors that capture the data needed to fill voids in the total supply chain asset
visibility picture. Modulant initiated three key projects to address these assignments. The

ARN Asset Visibility System database (AAVS Data Mart) was developed to create the
central repository for total supply chain asset visibility. VIM (Virtual Item Manager) was
created to provide visibility and decision support tools. VIM-ASAP (ARN Supply-chain
Automated Processing) was developed to support apparel manufacturers and bill and hold
contractors. All of these efforts were focused on providing total supply chain visibility to
help DLA and the military service's personnel make more informed decisions.

Managemnn4
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2.2 Current State of ARN
The AAVS DataMart is an integrated collection of data from a variety of legacy and
ARN developed systems. The legacy system data provides part of the total supply chain
data, e.g., contracts, requisitions, depot inventory levels, payment responsibilities,
administrative offices, requisitions, and manufacturing, retail, and wholesale addresses.
The ARN developed systems provide the rest of the data about the total supply chain,
e.g., bill and hold contractor shipments, retail consumption patterns, and production
status. The current version of the AAVS DataMart contains apparel items for all military
services and data related to those items, e.g., retail addresses that received shipments.
Completeness of data and consistency between sources of data was a significant problem
that was addressed with Modulant developed screening software.

VIM is a collection of web accessible tools that utilize data from the AAVS DataMart to
provide visibility and decision support. Current VIM tools provide views of retail assets,
manufacturing production status, warehouse inventory levels at specific depots, tracking
status for shipments, contract production and shipment status, SAMMS data quality
corrections, and hyperlinks to a series of other ARN developed functions.

VIM-ASAP is a web accessible tool that is used by defense apparel manufacturers and
bill and hold contractors to record production status, create invoices and shipping
documents, track payment status from DFAS, operate a depot, and generate all
appropriate electronic transactions to complete the picture of the total supply chain. VIM-
ASAP performs all of these functions by accessing contract, requisition, and product data
to present each contractor with only their own specific subset of the information. It

facilitates the capture of the shipment data by utilizing the AAVS DataMart data to
capture the information needed to compl~te a all required DoD forms and transactions.
This reduces the time it takes each manufacturer to prepare their documents and improves
the quality and completeness of each document and transaction.
The results of these efforts can be seen in:

"* The significant inventory reductions that have been seen at the Marine Corps
Recruit Training Centers (RTC), improvements at the Army CIIPs (Clothing
Initial Inventory Points)

"* The growth of the use of VIM-ASAP to capture production status and shipment
data for DSCP

"• Improved manufacturer's cash flow,
"* And in a reduction in the manufacturer's efforts required to complete forms and

update systems.

The results can also be seen in the timeliness and accuracy of all the electronic
transactions and resultant inventory data.

2.3 Purpose of Study
This study examines the options and advantages associated with upgrading the present
ARN environment to an alternate Doc.Net programming framework.
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This study shows that Doc.NET programming framework built on a common language
runtime can be used on a server to build powerful Web applications. Doc.NET offers
several important advantages presented in this study over previous Web development
models.

2.4 Scope
This study reviews the alternatives to the current ASP framework. Sections 3 and 4
examine the current ASP environment and the proposed ASP.NET features. ASP.NET,
PHP, and JSP are examined with the respective pros and cons of each system presented in
section 5.0.

An in depth analysis presented in section 6.0 identifies those applications that are
reusable if a change is implemented and the labor effort to convert existing code.

Section 7 provides a review of the performance, functional and automation tests that must
be conducted to assure the product quality.
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3.1 ASP Built-In Objects
ASP has six built-in objects to build dynamic sites that will work in any browser.

1. Response Object
2. Request Object
3. Server Object
4. Application Object
5. Session Object
6. Object Context Object

The ASP Built-In objects are components that make web development dynamic. The
objects are interfaces based, not object based so are often called components. They can
be extended with COM objects or COM+ (including transactions) that can interact with
ASP objects. In addition, they support default interface COM programming, but not
multiple interfaces. COM and COM+ objects tend to need GUI tools that automate their
creation.

3.1.1 Response Object

The Response Object is to:

"* Send text to the browser
"* Halt the page being served in midstream if required.
"* Transfer the page being served
"• Control whether a page is served to the browser in one or many transfers

(buffering)
"* Sends cookies to the browser

3.1.2 Request Object

The Request Object is used to:

"* Retrieve any Form values that a page submitted to this script
"• Retrieve any cookies from the browser
"• Retrieve some vital server and script information.

"• Retrieves any information the browser willingly transferred to the server

3.1.3 Server Object
The Server Object functions:

* Create any COM objects (either supplied by Microsoft for FREE, bought by 3rd
party vendors, or built using tools like C++, Visual Basic) the web server needs to
do it's work
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"* Set the timeout so that long tasks can be completed. Pages automatically timeout
in 90 seconds if they do not comj~lete their task to conserve server resources being
consumed by runaway scripts, infinite loops and the like.

"• Encode text so that characters not allowed in a browser parameter can be used
without incident

"* Transforms text that are HTML tags into the correct codes to display properly

3.1.4 Application Object

The Application Object functions:

"* Store information that many scripts need to access globally
"• Can be used to store objects that many scripts will access
"* If tasks that affect application variables might be affected adversely if task

switching occurs, the Application Object offers a LOCK and UNLOCK capability
to force such operations to not be interrupted

3.1.5 Session Object

The Session Object functions are:

"* Store data attached to a specific user/browser with minimal effort on the

programmer's part
"• Can be used to store data on the server that can only be accessed by scripts but

never is stored on the client's cookies

3.1.6 Object Context Object

"* Assist scripts in processing data in a transactional fashion so that any code block
can specify a coordinated transaction succeed or fail with simple mechanisms

"* Can trigger events when code succeeds that will attempt to commit transactions
"* Can intercept unanticipated code failures and issue a transactional rollback.

3.2 ASP Language Support ,

Two built-in script languages (VBscript,'Jscript) that are NOT compiled. Some third
party languages: Perlscript, Python but not so robust and actually tend to crash the server.

3.3 ASP Data Base Support
Database support via ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) which communicates with ODBC

and OLEDB databases. Most database display is done through record sets and loops.

Most database manipulation requires code coupled to back-end database that may fail if

drivers are switched and needs to be written carefully.
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3.4 ASP Scalability

Scalability without work is limited because two of the core objects (session, application)
do not scale on web-farms. Those objects must be replaced with home-brewed or
commercial objects if that functionality ifs wanted on webfarm. Scalability, multi-tier
application building and transactional applications are possible to be built but the
programmer has few tools to make the task simple. It is just hard work and the
programmer must have experience building such systems in the past to build an effective
one today.

3.5 ASP Third Party Support
Includes some essential COM components that are needed to build websites (browser
detection, etc.). Sites with complex needs will have to build or buy many COM
components to complete tasks.

3.6 ASP Browser Support
ASP is browser neutral

3.7 ASP Execution Environment

"* Tightly coupled to Internet Information Services (IIS).
"* The ASP engine is undocumented so that it cannot easily be extended and only

low-level ISAPI filters can be created to accomplish tasks that ASP will not
support easily.

"* In "classic ASP", the first person to access a script compiles it but if the compiled
script cache fills, scripts are removed and if a machine physically restarts or a
service restarts the compilation process is triggered by first user access.

3.8 ASP Deployment

Once an application is created, its settings reside in the Windows Registry, Binary
Metabase, MTS catalogs, IIS settings. Transferring /copying an application from server is
a complex tedious job with few automatic tools. Component registration is done via a
variety of software packages all of which require a system administrator run these
utilities.

3.9 ASP Versioning Approach
"* New versions of components require stopping and starting the server
"* As new component versions are deployed, old versions are replaced

9
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3.10 ASP Stability

Environment assumes code and libraries are written carefully and debugged and stress
tested. Flaws in codes or component or memory leaks cause system deterioration, and
may require soft and hard reboots.

3.11 ASP Debugging

"* No debugging tools unless Visual Interdev is editor. Debugging tools are crude
and have limits on how deep they can examine the system.

"* Error trapping in all languages has severe limits. VBscript has ON ERROR
RESUME NEXT and not ON ERROR GOTO. Javacript on server has
TRY/CATCH but no other language does.

10
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ASP.NET is a programming framework built on the common language runtime that can
be used on a server to build powerful Web applications. ASP.NET offers several
important advantages over previous Web development models:

" Enhanced Performance: ASP.NET is compiled common language runtime
code running on the server. Unlike its interpreted predecessors, ASP.NET can
take advantage of early binding, just-in-time compilation, native optimization,
and caching services right out of the box. This amounts to dramatically better
performance before any line of code is written.

" World-Class Tool Support: The ASP.NET framework is complemented by a
rich toolbox and designer in the Visual Studio integrated development
environment. WYSIWYG editing, drag-and-drop server controls, and
automatic deployment are a few of the features ASP.NET provides.

" Power and Flexibility: Because ASP.NET is based on the common language
runtime, the power and flexibility of that entire platform is available for Web
applications. The .NET Framework class library, Messaging, and Data Access
solutions are seamlessly accessible from the Web. ASP.NET is also language-
independent, so any language that best applies to your application can be
selected or partitioned across many languages. Further, common language
runtime interoperability guarantees that existing investments in COM-based
development is preserved when migrating to ASP.NET.

" Simplicity: ASP.NET makes it easy to perform common tasks, from simple
form submission and client authentication to deployment and site
configuration. For example, the ASP.NET page framework allows user
interfaces that cleanly separate application logic from presentation code and to
handle events in a simple, Visual Basic - like forms processing model.
Additionally, the common language runtime simplifies development, with
managed code services such as automatic reference counting and garbage
collection.

" Manageability: ASP.NET employs a text-based, hierarchical configuration
system, which simplifies applying settings to server environments and Web
applications. Because configuration information is stored as plain text, new
settings may be applied without the aid of local administration tools. This "zero
local administration" philosophy extends to deploying ASP.NET Framework
applications as well. An ASP.NET Framework application is deployed to a
server simply by copying the necessary files to the server. No server restart is
required, even to deploy or replace running compiled code.
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* Scalability and Availability: ASP.NET has been designed with scalability in
mind, with features specifically tailored to improve performance in clustered
and multiprocessor environments. Further, processes are closely monitored and
managed by the ASP.NET runtime, so that if one misbehaves (leaks,
deadlocks), a new process can be created in its place, which helps keeps
application constantly available to handle requests.

* Customizability and Extensibility: ASP.NET delivers a well-factored
architecture that allows developers to "plug-in" code at the appropriate level. In
fact, it is possible to extend or replace any subcomponent of the ASP.NET
runtime with custom-written components, facilitating custom authentication or
state services.

4.1 ASP.NET Objects
ASP.NET supports the same objects as ASP described above in Section 3.0, and in
addition supports the following:

"* Can consume COM and COM+ objects, and can be used to create objects that
support interfaces and inheritance. Languages can inherit and override methods of
objects created in DIFFERENT languages. These can be built with text editors
and GUIs are a convenience not a necessity.

"* Can make its components into SOAP listeners and proxies with trivial amounts of
work by just setting a few attributes

* The "guts" of the component glue and framework are not tied to INTEL or
WINDOWS. The first release is Windows but porting to other computing
environments is feasible.

The NGWS (Next Generation Web Services) Framework, which has ALL the facilities
needed to build a ROBUST commercial product of the scope of Office 2000. NGWS is a
huge library with thousand of objects that are self-documenting and can be
programmatically interrogated. They range from browser interaction to cryptography to
GDIUGDI+ libraries, sockets and higher-level constructs.

4.2 ASP.NET Language Support

Three built in COMPILED languages (has NO scripting languages): VB7 / VBNET, C#
and JScript / JSNET.

4.3 ASP.NET Database Support

"* Database support via ADO.net which communicates with ODBC and OLEDB
databases, XML Streams, Binary Streams is loosely coupled so differences
between database vendors do not EVER affect programming model.

" Database display NEVER involves loops. Templates, grouped controls, Grids and
many other declarative structures' eliminate need for loops and flexibility is
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provided so programmer can control all interaction between templates
declaritivity.

4.4 ASP.NET Scalability

Sessions and all features are built with web-farms and supports "web gardens" (computer
with multiple CPUs) as assumed environment.

4.5 ASP.NET Browser Support

Validators and built-in components use detection to render GUIs that behave consistently
on a variety of browsers. ASP.net has lots of facilities so that controls can detect the
browser and render the GUI very differently depending on what browser requests the
page without having to expose this sensing to higher level callers.

4.6 ASP.NET Execution Environment
"* Loosely coupled to IIS to ensure that it runs on any web server without requiring

any IIS infrastructure
"* Extremely extensible and high-level utilities called HTTP Handlers can

accomplish the most complex of tasks without inheriting the ENTIRE ASP+
infrastructure or bloat.

"* Components and scripts have their compiled image written to disk so that
compilation persists.

4.7 ASP.net Deployment
Huge complex applications store their settings and components in ASCII files and
copying these ASCII files from server to server will result in a perfectly deployed
application with no effort. There are no component registration tools because components
do not make any registry entries nor do they need to be compiled before being copied to
server. All configuration/security options rely in ASCII/XML files.

4.8 ASP.net Versioning Approach
"• If a component is rewritten to have a new version, the next user accessing a page

that accesses the new version runs on a new thread. The previous versions and
new versions co-exist in memory since a running component live on a thread. Of
course, the ASP.net worker process will eventually finish all user requests
communicating with old component and quietly quit wasting memory on it.

" aspx or any programs can target any version of an assembly since side-by-side
execution is supported.

4.9 ASP.net Stability
ASP+ worker process assumes all components and code are likely to crash, leak memory
and have bad code (infinite loops, forgetting to advance record sets). The ASP+ worker
process notices bad code and then isolates the thread the code is on, allows no new code
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to run on same thread, and then destroys the thread and all bad code. If code leaks
memory, ASP+ worker can create a new instance of it to run requests and tear down the
previous instance that has memory leaks without ever rebooting.

4.10 ASP.net Debugging
"* Powerful debugging, millisecond timing and profiling are built-in. These can be

done without GUIs
"* All current page requests can be logged and inspected after the fact
"* Debugging can also be done with GUI tools that are not married to any editor

specifically
"* Error trapping at code level is simplified because there are many error-trapping

directives (about 8X more than ASP). Most languages support TRY/CATCH and
several other robust error trapping styles.
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5. SP-s ALT R ATIE

This section compares the pros and cons of ASP with ASP.NET, PHP, and JSP

5.1 ASP 3.0 Active Server Pages based on MS Visual Basic 6.0.

5.1.1 Pros:
"* ASP can be run via IIS 5.0 (native), Sun ONE Active Server Page 4.0. There is

no need for any other runtime/server add-ons other than IIS 5.0 if run natively.
" Code base is widely known and established. Behavior is rather balanced and

expected.
" ASP will not utilize a user account outside of the IUSR and IWAM accounts

unless specified otherwise. This lessens the possibility for exploits if the
aforementioned user accounts have been restricted via the IIS Lockdown/URL
Scan Utility and Local Security Settings.

5.1.2 Cons:
"* IIS 5.0 can be exploited rather easily via "brute force" tactics
"* The IUSR and IWAM accounts can be exploited if machine is not

patched/updated correctly
" ASP pages if coded incorrectly allow non-parameterized functions to be run via

URL input (ex http://localhost/scripts/default.asp?url=/badpage/exploit.asp). This
includes unauthorized deletion and editing of connected SQL databases.

"* ASP pages run slower in comparison to PHP and ASP.NET.
"* Database connection may be in clear text format. This will allow hackers to

attach to the SQL database with authorized user credentials.
" ASP pages utilize Active X to include certain methods. Active X can also be

exploited in machines that are not only up-to-date, but also in machines where the
Active X has too high of a security privilege.

5.2 ASP.NET Active Server Pages based on C# and Visual
Basic.NET.

5.2.1 Pros:

"* ASP.NET code is pre-compiled. Library and method allowances can be hard set
via compiled (read - not easily compromised) code.

"* Code base is rather straight forward
"• ASP.NET utilized the ASPNET user to run the ASP.NET pages. This user does

not have the ability to logon locally via Local Security Rights by default. It also
does not have executive privileges to many location on the %/system root (read -
main MS Windows install drive)

"* ASP.NET executes faster then ASP
"* ASP.NET can be run natively with IIS 5.0 (and higher) and the most recent

version of the .NET framework
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" ASP.NET ties in more closely to the MSXML parser, thus XML interaction is
more efficient.

"• ASP.NET is less likely to fall to URL specified/non-parameterized exploits.

5.2.2 Cons:

"• ASP.NET needs to utilize an external framework (.NET Framework) and this
increases the amount of RAM needed per machine/application.

"* ASP.NET can be exploited if permissions for ASPNET are elevated.
"* ASP.NET is a newer technology and exploits are still not yet found.
"* ASP.NET C# based pages are still vulnerable to exploits that plagued versions 1.0

and 1.0 SP1 (1.0.3705) of the .NET Framework.
"* MSXML 3.0 SP2 and 4.0 SPI still have some XML/HTTP Request exploits that

effectively open up the machines hard drive structure and file enumeration to
remote perusal.

"* ASP.NET has to be compiled even between newer version builds of the same
project to reflect code changes.

"* ASP.NET does not lend itself to clustered or load balancing very well since
processes are run via the .NET Framework that does not allow to converse with
other frameworks (security reasons) when file system objects (FSO) are utilized.

"* All development should be based upon .NET version 1.1.

5.3 PHP: Hypertext Processor

5.3.1 Pros:

"* Fast, Fast, Fast.
"• Code is more secure backend than ASP or ASP.NET
"* Built-in usage, manipulation, and parsing of XML is extremely quick and

intuitive
"* PHP lends itself well to any environment i.e., Solaris, Windows, Mac, among

other operating systems. It is not dependent upon IIS 5.0 (or higher). Can be run
via Apache, which is also more secure than IIS 5.0.

"* Has a rather C++ object oriented (programming language) structure, therefore any
C++/OOP skills lend themselves well to PHP

"* It can utilize either DOM or SAX methods of parsing XML. SAX is a much
faster and more efficient method of parsing/validating XML.

"* Runs as a server daemon (read - service) that uses the Local System account. It
does not write to file system (read - hard drive) unless specified...

"* It is free (read - open-source project) and constantly updated.

5.3.2 Cons:

* PHP is a different scripting language that is not covered natively via the MS
Visual Studio.NET.IDE. Modulant has committed itself to developing with MS
Visual Studio Net
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* Would unnecessarily introduce a learning curve.

5.4 JSP Java Serviet Pages

5.4.1 Pros:
"* JSP applications are based on Sun Java's Runtime Environment which has been

proven to be very secure
"* Full featured applications can be quickly built via the pre existing applets
"* Learning curve for Modulant would be rather low, on a par with ASP/ASP.NET
"• JSP applications do not utilize a user account
"* Can be run via the rather full-featured, yet free (read - open source) Apache

TomCat.
"* Code is compiled and not script based. Compiled code is less susceptible to script

exploits.
"• JSP applications can be developed and deployed on many platforms.
"• Utilizes a JDBC connector for database connectivity which does not send the

connection string in a clear text (read - easily exploited) method

5.4.2 Cons:

"* JSP applications execute slower than all of the above.
"• JSP may need to run via more expensive web server applications such as BEA

Weblogic.
" JSP applications do not lend themselves well to load balancing or multi-threading

while on the MS Windows platform
" JSP applications must be carefully planned to disallow non-parameterized URL

scripting execution exploits.

5.5 Summary
ASP.NET in a clustered environment will allow load balancing between multiple
machines. This is a plus. ASP.NET is the better choice of the above in most situations.

The fastest choice would be PHP. It is extremely threaded by design, and it can be
deployed on multiple operating systems, whereas ASP and ASP.NET are a MS Windows
only/mostly product. ASP 3.0 can be run on other operating systems via other third party
solutions. The .NET Framework has yet to be deployed to full compatibility and ability
to other operating systems; thus ASP.NET will be also a MS Windows solution.

JSP applications, while being robust, are indeed the slowest out of the above. It is,
however easily deployable in multiple operating system environments, and Apache
TomCat is a rather full-featured, open source web server.
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JSP applications do not lend themselves to load balancing too well; however it is very
possible. But some portions of Java are not multi-threaded; therefore they will not take
advantage of multiple processors or clustered environments.
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0

The analysis covered each module within the existing VIM application. The modules are
identified in the following table.

VIM Code Analysis

Tab No. Work Sheet Description

Current VIM Technology Technologies used within Current VIM Application

Totals VIM Code Analysis Summary

Miscellaneous Tasking VIM DOT.NET Updates

vim.cd-dscp.com {root) VIM Code Analysis - Code Directory

ASAP VIM Code Analysis - Code Directory

Administration VIM Code Analysis

DD250 VIM Code Analysis

Error Log VIM Code Analysis

Favorites Menu VIM Code Analysis

Government Functions VIM Code Analysis

Include Files VIM Code Analysis

Samms Data Quality VIM Code Analysis

Security VIM Code Analysis
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7.1 Performance Testing
* Current Performance Benchmarking - In order to ensure that migrating to the .Net

framework does not have a negative impact on performance we must benchmark
current application performance. In order to perform this analysis the testing team
should use the Astra QuickTest automation tool. This tool has a performance
module that captures page loading times. At a minimum, each of the following
functions need to be recorded and analyzed to capture current system
performance:

1. Adding, deleting, and editing data for user identifications

2. Adding, deleting, and editing data for prime contractor and
subcontractors/alternate sites

3. Submitting data change requests, processing those requests, and then
generating documents from the modified data, including validating the
MILSTRIP transactions for each of the classes of changes

4. Starting production for partial and full CLINs

5. Generating DD1 155s and DD250s for both manufacturers and bill and
hold contractors

a) Shipments to depots, self, and retail sites

b) Shipments from prime contractors and subcontractors/alternate
sites

c) Source and destination Inspected

d) With and without "in the clear addresses"

e) Regular and Direct Vendor Delivery (DVD) orders

f) Continental US and overseas shipments including foreign military
sales

g) Various quantity combinations, including in excess of variance

percentages

h) Changing various options and repeating some of the above tests

i) Validating MILSTRAP transactions for all the above
combinations

6. Preparation of shipment labels for all the above combinations

7. Viewing contract shipments and invoices for all the above combinations

8. Payment tracking for partial and fully paid invoices, including processing
DFAS inquiries
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9. Generation MROs for:

a) Shipments to depots and retail sites

b) With and without "in the clear addresses"

c) Continental US aid overseas shipments including foreign military
sales

d) For the exact quantity and less than and more than quantity
requested

e) Validating MILSTRIP transactions for all the above combinations

10. Entering Verbal/Written manual orders for all the above combinations and
processing those orders

11. Preparation of shipment labels for all the above combinations

12. Processing follow-up inquiries for previously and not yet shipped MROs

13. Processing cancellations for previously and not yet shipped MROs

14. Generating all reports for all the combinations of the above processing

* .NET Performance Benchmarking - In order to ensure that migrating to the .Net
framework does not have a negative impact on performance we must benchmark
the application after the migration to the .NET framework. In order to perform
this analysis the testing team should use the Astra QuickTest automation tool.
This tool has a performance module that captures page loading times. At a
minimum, each of the following functions need to be recorded and analyzed to
capture current system performance:

1. Adding, deleting, and editing data for user identifications

2. Adding, deleting, and editing data for prime contractor and
subcontractors/alternate sites

3. Submitting data change requests, processing those requests, and then
generating documents from the modified data, including validating the
MILSTRIP transactions for each of the classes of changes

4. Starting production for partial and full CLINs

5. Generating DD1 155s andDD250s for both manufacturers and bill and
hold contractors

a) Shipments to depots, self, and retail sites

b) Shipments from prime contractors and subcontractors/alternate
sites

c) Source and destination Inspected

d) With and without "in the clear addresses"

e) Regular and Direct Vendor Delivery (DVD) orders
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f) Continental US and overseas shipments including foreign military
sales

g) Various quantity combinations, including in excess of variance
percentages

h) Changing various options and repeating some of the above tests

i) Validating MILSTRAP transactions for all the above
combinations

6. Preparation of shipment labels for all the above combinations

7. Viewing contract shipments and invoices for all the above combinations

8. Payment tracking for partial and fully paid invoices, including processing
DFAS inquiries

9. Generation MROs for:

a) Shipments to depots and retail sites

b) With and without "in the clear addresses"

c) Continental US and overseas shipments including foreign military
sales

d) For the exact quantity and less than and more than quantity
requested

e) Validating MILSTRIP transactions for all the above combinations

10. Entering Verbal/Written manual orders for all the above combinations and
processing those orders

11. Preparation of shipment labels for all the above combinations

12. Processing follow-up inquiries for previously and not yet shipped MROs

13. Processing cancellations for previously and not yet shipped MROs

14. Generating all reports for all the combinations of the above processing

"Performance Comparison - After we have pre and post .NET performance data, a
performance analysis needs to be performed. Migrating to the .NET framework
should significantly increase performance; however, some process may initially
be negatively impacted. Any finding of such needs to be addressed by the
conversion team as the success of the transition will rely heavily on the
performance not being impacted niegatively.

7.2 Functional Testing

" Test Cases will need to be generated and executed in order to ensure that all
functionality is properly tested and that all test data is collected for future
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regression testing. The test cases should be executed both before and after the
conversion, and the execution should be recorded by the automation tool
(QuickTest). The following Test Cases will need to be written and executed by
the Quality Assurance team:

ARN-TP-001 - This is the Test Plan document intended to capture and document
the testing strategy that the Quality Assurance team at Modulant will employ to
accurately test the required functionality of the system being transitioned to the
.NET framework. This strategy will be developed in accordance with the overall
schedule of the project. As such, iany dates mentioned may be subject to change
based on changes to the project plan.

System Feature Description of System Feature Test Case ID

Adding, deleting, and editing data for user identifications

I Adding data for User ID ARN-TC-001

I Deleting data for User ID ARN-TC-001

1 Editing data for User ID ARN-TC-001

Adding, deleting, and editing data for prime contractor and
subcontractors/alternate sites

2 Adding data for prime contractor and ARN-TC-002
subcontractors/alternate sites

2 Deleting data for prime contractor and ARN-TC-002
subcontractors/alternate sites

2 Editing data for prime contractor and ARN-TC-002
subcontractors/alternate sites

Submitting data change requests, processing those requests, and then
generating documents from the modified data, including validating the

MILSTRIP transactions for each of the classes of changes
3 Submit data change request ARN-TC-003

3 Process data change requests ARN-TC-003

3 Generate documents from modified data ARN-TC-003

Validate the MILSTRIP transactions for ARN-TC-003
each of the classes of changes

Starting production for partial and full CLINs

4 Start production for partial CLINs ARN-TC-004

4 Start production for full CLINs ARN-TC-004
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System Feature Description of System Feature Test Case ID

Generating DD1155s and DD250s for both manufacturers and bill and hold
contractors

5 Shipments to depots, self, and retail sites ARN-TC-005

5 Shipments from prime contractors and ARN-TC-005
subcontractors/alternate sites

5 Source and destination Inspected ARN-TC-005

5 With and without "in the clear addresses" ARN-TC-005

5 Regular and Direct Vendor Delivery ARN-TC-005
(DVD) orders,

Continental US and overseas shipments ARN-TC-005
including foreign military sales

Various quantity combinations, including ARN-TC-005
in excess of variance percentages

Changing various options and repeating ARN-TC-005
some of the above tests

Validating M1LSTRAP transactions for ARN-TC-005
all the above combinations

Preparation of shipment labels for all the below combinations:

6 Shipments to depots, self, and retail sites ARN-TC-006
6 Shipments from prime contractors and ARN-TC-006

subcontractors/alternate sites

6 Source and destination Inspected ARN-TC-006

6 With and without "in the clear addresses" ARN-TC-006

6 Regular and Direct Vendor Delivery ARN-TC-006
(DVD) orders

Continental US and overseas shipments ARN-TC-006
including foreign military sales

Various quantity combinations, including ARN-TC-006
in excess of variance percentages

6 Changing various options and repeating ARN-TC-006
some of the above tests

6 Validating MILSTRAP transactions for ARN-TC-006
all the above combinations

Viewing contract shipments and invoices for all the below combinations

7 Shipments to depots, self, and retail sites ARN-TC-007

7 Shipments from prime contractors and ARN-TC-007
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System Feature Description of System Feature Test Case ID

subcontractors/alternate sites

7 Source and destination Inspected ARN-TC-007

7 With and without "in the clear addresses" ARN-TC-007

7 Regular and Direct Vendor Delivery ARN-TC-007
(DVD) orders
Continental US and overseas shipments ARN-TC-007
including foreign military sales

7 Various quantity combinations, including ARN-TC-007
in excess of variance percentages

7 Changing various options and repeating ARN-TC-007
some of the above tests

Validating MILSTRAP transactions for ARN-TC-007
7 all the above combinations

Payment tracking for partial and fully paid invoices, including processing
DFAS inquiries

8 Payment tracking for partially paid ARN-TC-008
invoices

8 Payment tracking for fully paid invoices ARN-TC-008

8 Processing of DFAS inquiries ARN-TC-008

Generation MROs for:

9 Shipments to depots and retail sites ARN-TC-009

9 With and without "in the clear addresses" ARN-TC-009

Continental US and overseas shipments ARN-TC-009
including foreign military sales

For the exact quantity and less than and ARN-TC-009
more than quantity requested

Validating MILLSTRIP transactions for all ARN-TC-009
9 the above combinations

Entering Verbal/Written manual orders for all the below combinations and
processing those orders

10 Shipments to depots and retail sites ARN-TC-010

10 With and without "in the clear addresses" ARN-TC-010

Continental US and overseas shipments ARN-TC-010
including foreign military sales

10 For the exact quantity and less than and ARN-TC-010
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System Feature Description of System Feature Test Case ID

more than quantity requested

10 Validating MILSTRIP transactions for all ARN-TC-010

0 the above combinations

Preparation of shipment labels for all the below combinations

11 Shipments to depots and retail sites ARN-TC-01 1

11 With and without "in the clear addresses" ARN-TC-01 I

Continental US and overseas shipments ARN-TC-01 I
including foreign military sales

For the exact quantity and less than and ARN-TC-01 I
more than quantity requested

I1 Validating MILSTRIP transactions for all ARN-TC-011
the above combinations

Processing follow-up inquiries for previously and not yet shipped MROs

12 Processing follow-up inquiries for ARN-TC-012
previously shipped MROs

12 Processing follow-up inquiries for not yet ARN-TC-012
shipped MROs

Processing cancellations for previously and not yet shipped MROs

13 Processing cancellations for previously ARN-TC-013
shipped MROs

13 Processing cancellations for not yet ARN-TC-013
shipped MROs

Generating all reports for all the combinations of the above processing

Generation reports for processing follow- ARN-TC-014
14 up inquiries for previously shipped

MROs
14 Generation reports for processing follow- ARN-TC-014

up inquiries for not yet shipped MROs

Generation reports for processing ARN-TC-014
14 cancellations for previously shipped

MROs

Generation reports for processing ARN-TC-014
cancellations for not yet shipped MROs
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7.3 Automation Test
"* Astra QuickTest - Astra QuickTest should be used to generate and execute the

automation scripts for the transition to .NET. QuickTest not only allows for
repetitious testing of systems with a web-based user interface, it also allows you
to capture your test data for regression test of future releases.

" Pre-conversion Script Generation - For each test case defined above, a
corresponding automation script should be generated as the test case is executed.
This will allow the scripts to be executed post-conversion with the same, valid
data.

" Post-conversion Script Execution - Each automation script that is generated in the
pre-conversion test should to be executed post-conversion. With the conversion to
.NET there will be some inherent UI changes that will cause the scripts to initially
fail; however, this will be very helpful as it will inform us of all the changes to the
UI that need to be documented and relayed to the customer.

"* Sample Script - Below is a sample script that is created using QuickTest. The
language is VB Script.

Services. StartTransaction "Logint
Browser("Login") .Page("Login") .WebEdit("txtUserID") .Set "admin"
Browser( "Login") .Page( "Login") .WebEdit("txtPassword") .SetSecure
"3dl9e8f7cael2bafbl"
Browser("Login") .Page("Login") .WebButton("Logon") .Click
Browser( "Login") . Page ("PRIDE - Product") .Check CheckPoint ("PRIDE -
Product")
Browser("Login") .Page("PRIDE - Product") .Link("- Query Search") .Click
Browser("Login") .Dialog( "Microsoft Internet") .WinButton("OK") .Click
Browser("Login") .Page("PRIDE - Product_2") .Check CheckPoint("PRIDE -
Product_2")
Browser("Login") .Page("PRIDE - Product_2") .Link("- Create Query") .Click
Browser( "Login") . Page ( "CreateQuery") .WebEdit ( "QueryNameTextBox") .Set
DataTable ( "QueryNameTextBox Text" , dtGlobalSheet)
Browser( "Login") . Page( "CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("DocumentNumberTextBo") .Se
t RandomNumber(0,i000)
Browser( "Login") .Page( "CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("DocumentNumberTextBo") .Ou
tput CheckPoint ( "DocumentNumberTextBo")
Browser( "Login") .Page( "CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("DocumentTypeTextBox") .Set

"Revision "
Browser( "Login") Page( "CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("DocumentCageTextBox") .Set
DataTable ( "DocumentNumberTextBovalueout",dtGlobalSheet)
Browser( "Login") .Page ("CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("DocumentRevisionText") .Se
t DataTable ( "DocumentRevisionTextText" ,dtGlobalSheet)
Browser( "Login") .Page( "CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("DocumentTitleTextBox") .Se
t DataTable ( "DocumentTitleTextBoxText",dtGlobalSheet)
Browser ("Login") .Page ("CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("PartNumberTextBox") .Set

DataTable ( "PartNumnberTextBoxText", dtGlobalSheet)
Browser( "Login") .Page ("CreateQuery") .WebEdit ("PartCageTextBox") .Set

DataTable ( "PartCageTextBoxText" , dtGlobalSheet)
Browser( "Login") .Page ("CreateQuery") .WebEdit( "NSNTextBox") .Set
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DataTable ( "NSNTextBoxText", dtGlobalSheet)
Browser( "Login") .Page("CreateQuery") .WebEdit( "NIINTextBox") .Set
DataTable ( "NIINTextBox_Text", dtGlobalSheet)
Browser( "Login") .Page( "CreateQuery") .WebEdit ( "StatusTextBox") .Set
"Stocked"
Browser( "Login") .Page("CreateQuery") .WebButton( "Save Query Data") .Click
Services.EndTransaction "Login"

7.4 Issue Management
Elementool - Issue management will be very important in the .NET conversion process.
Elementool is a web-based issue tracking solution that allows both internal and external
access to issues via a secure web service. This has already been implemented with high
levels of success at Modulant. Each time an internal issue is found, it will need to be
documented, fixed, retested, and then closed upon validation. The same methodology
should hold true for external issues found by the customer. If the customers find an issue,
they need to be able to log and track the issue.
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8.1 Benefits
As summarized in section 5.5 and restated here, ASP.NET in a clustered environment
will allow load balancing between multiple machines, and better choice of the above in
most situations.

ASP.NET was developed to make it much easier to develop dynamic, scalable Web
applications. ASP was easy to use and made the creation of dynamic Web content easy,
but as the complexity of the dynamic content increased, the code necessary to enable
complex pages became unmanageable. ASP.NET simplifies the creation of complex
pages by providing pre-built server-side controls and object types that Web developers
can use much like the drag-and-drop controls that Windows developers use to develop
Windows desktop applications.

ASP.NET is highly extendible. New object types and custom server controls can be
created in any .NET CLS-compliant programming language. The code-behind
development model allows developers to create just about any functionality, compile it
into a dll library and import it into a Web page. See the topics Introduction to Web Forms
Pages and Developing ASP.NET Server Controls.

ASP.NET is built around an extensible architecture known as the HTTP runtime. The
runtime handles requests and delivers responses. The runtime is designed like an
execution pipeline where any number of ocomponents can be daisy-chained together.
HTTP modules and HTTP filters are coriponents that can be added to the pipeline to
customize the request/response chain of events.

8.2 Migration Factors and Risks
The migration factors and associated risks involved with moving from the present ASP to
a .NET environment are described below.

The major migration factor is the training of developers and their understanding of the
.NET framework. Of minor concern are the inherent risks of newly released product
from Microsoft in regards to security and stability, and costs relating to training, support
and procurement of these new technologies.

Migration risks are the generation of code bugs due to rewrite of some code required to
take advantage of the .NET framework.

These migration factors and risks can be effectively managed and not pose any serious
threat to converting to a .NET framework.
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1 Introduction

The ARN Supply-chain Automated Processing (ASAP) system is a collection of Internet-based
functions that have been designed to support enhanced visibility, reliability, and document and
data consistency between defense apparel manufacturers, DFAS, and the personnel at DSCP who
are responsible for managing inventory levels, issuing contracts and requisitions, and monitoring
related activities. ASAP is a part of the total DSCP managed system called VIM (Virtual Item
Manager) that provides DSCP with a collection of functions to support their management of the
total apparel supply chain.

VIM-ASAP accomplishes these things by providing web pages for each manufacturer to start
production of selected contracts, create DD250s when the items are ready for shipment, and
transmit electronic DD250s to DFAS as well as to your QARs for electronic approval via
WAWF-RA. The system can print all of the shipping and container labels that are required when
making a shipment. For those manufacturers who are bill and hold contractors, the system also
generates MILSTRAP transactions (D4S) as well as all of the documents and MILSTRIP
transactions that are required for the operation of a depot. Most of the information required, like
contract numbers and ship-to addresses, have been extracted from a collection of DSCP, DLA,
DLIS, DAASC, and DFAS databases and inserted in the appropriate locations on the web pages.
This means that users need only make minimal entries of variable data, e.g., quantity shipped for
each CLIN.

Terms You Should Know

"* Click means that you should depress the left mouse button once after positioning the mouse
cursor over a specific point.

"* Cut Quantity is used to identify those NSNs that have gone from a status of on-order (the
contract has been issued) with the manutacturer into the production process. It is that point in
time where DSCP can no longer issue a modification that does not have a significant impact
on the manufacturer.

"* Finished Goods (FG) Quantity is reserved for manufacturer owned items for which no
current contract exists for the NSNs. These may be items that we manufactured a "at risk" in
anticipation of a contract or excess items that may have been left over from a prior contract
where the completed quantity exceeded the permissible variance. FG items can be seen by
DSCP personnel and can be used to fill requirements for future orders.

" PGC (Product Group Code): A five digit code that is used by DSCP to identify all NSNs
that belong to a specific garment family or commodity, e.g., all sizes of shirts made from the
same fabric and style are assigned to a single PGC. You will see the PGC whenever you are
addressing any of the NSNs that you are producing.
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Key Points Graphics

The following symbols have been incorporated into this User's Manual to call attention to key
points or tasks:

(>• Helpful suggestions or tips are prefaced with a light bulb icon. These suggestions
may not be required, but should make your use of VIM-ASAP easier and/or more
productive. These points or suggestions are recommended., 1 Cautions are indicated with an orange "Caution" sign, and are included next to
tasks or items that could cause problems if not accomplished per the directions.

This document is organized into the following sections:
1. Computer Requirements and Internet Connection: Defines what each contractor needs to

do to establish a connection to the Internet.

2. Acquiring and Learning How to Use a Browser: Users need to know how to use a browser.

3. User Identification and Passwords: Explains how to login to VIM-ASAP.

4. Login and Use of VIM-ASAP: Explains how to initially login and begin using VIM-
ASAP.

5. ASAP Administration: The Administration web functions provide controls for each
contractor over who can review and update their web pages. These functions also permit
each contractor to identify alternate production sites, to authorize the VIM-ASAP program
to transmit electronic DD250s to DFAS, to initialize data for the DD250, and control over a
number of other options.

6. Manufacture Garments: The manufacturing functions provide access to new and updated
contracts and delivery orders, the identification of CLINs that have been cut, the
preparation of DD Form 250s and all shipping documents, and the transmission of
electronic invoices to DFAS and QARs as well as MIILSTRAP transactions for bill and hold
contractors.

7. Manage Depot Operations: The depot operations functions provide access to new and
updated requisitions (a.k.a. MROs) and follow-up inquiries, prints all of the required forms
and shipping documents, permits the entry of phone or faxed orders, and generates all of the
required MILSTRIP transactions.

8. Reports: This section shows primarily "read only" reports such as contract shipment and
invoice data, payment data, and requisition status.
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1.1 Computer Requirements and 1Ihternet Connection

The minimal configuration for a computer required to access the Internet and use VIM-ASAP
varies as a function of the operating system, but needs to be able to utilize at least Microsoft's
Internet Explorer version 6.0. If you encounter slow performance, you may need to add RAM
or get a faster connection to the Internet. There are too many variables of operating system,
processor speed, and RAM to make a specific system recommendation. As a starting point, you
should check Microsoft's minimum system requirements for the version of Internet Explorer that
you have installed. You will also need an ink-jet or laser printer for printing the forms and bar
codes produced by VIM-ASAP.

There are a large number of options for establishing an Internet connection. Costs start at
roughly $10 per month for a dial-up service that works with each individual's computer modem.
This is a perfectly acceptable setup as long as your computer's modem is at least 56 kbs. High-
end performance options can cost as much as $1,500 per month, but these are only necessary for
very high volume multi-user environments. There are also many options in between these two.
Your initial connection can be focused on the very acceptable low-end, but make sure that the
provider has a local number that is not frequently busy. If you get poor service from one
provider you can easily switch to another until you get a good level of service.

The search for a good Internet provider should start with recommendations from local friends.
If you do not know anyone with Internet experience, look in the yellow pages under "Internet" to
find a local provider. Any Internet service provider will supply you with a start-up kit and
technical support if you have any communications problems.

1.2 Acquiring and Learning How to Use a Browser

A browser is a program that permits each user to navigate their way around the Internet. There
are several different brands of Browsers. The two most common ones are Microsoft's Internet
Explorer (EE) and Netscape's Navigator. At this time Netscape's browser is not capable of
properly handling a number of functions so you will need to use IE for VIM-ASAP.

In recent years, nearly every computer is p urchased with a browser already installed. If IE is
already installed, use its "Help" menu to check the "About Internet Explorer" option. Make sure
that it is at least version 6.0. If you need to acquire an updated version of IE, use your existing
Browser to access the indicated Web site for a free download of the IE software at:
http://www.microsoft.corm/winndows/ie/.

Before you use VIM-ASAP for the first time, you should become familiar with the use of your
Browser. VIM-ASAP utilizes many of the standard methods that you will find on nearly all Web
pages, such as pull-down lists. You should not use the enter button and instead click on the
appropriate action button. Browsers can get confused about what the enter button is being used
for. There are also books that you can read, but you will also need to sit and use the browser for a
few hours before you will become familiar enough to begin using VIM-ASAP.
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There is a useful Configuration Utility available at http://info.ct-dscp.com that will
set up your browser for you automatically. Once you click the link on the Installer
page you will be prompted to open the ARN Settings program. This will add the
VIM-ASAP website to your list of Trusted Sites, adjust your security settings

accordingly, and also adjust your browser's print margins so that documents will print correctly.

1.3 User Identifications and Passwords

A default user ID and password are established for each manufacturer and are provided to the
manufacturer's point of contact that will be serving as the ASAP Administrator. No one can
update or access a manufacturer's individual VIM-ASAP web pages without being authorized by
the specific manufacturer. Access is managed through the use of user IDs and passwords that are
controlled by each manufacturer through their Administration functions.

If you have misplaced your password or have any other problems, call the VIM-ASAP Help
Desk at 1-888-940-7348. The help desk is open from 7a.m. to 4p.m. (Pacific Time), Mondays
through Fridays, except Holidays. You may leave a voice mail message at any time and help
desk personnel will return your call as soon as possible.

A test site for version 2.1 with demonstration data has been established for each user to practice
using the system the first time. Use this demo site until you have learned how to work with the
system. The login and password are both "demo." The address is: http://vi-n.ct-dscp.com (the
same as the production site). In the demo site, you may perform all of the functions without
changing any production data or transmitting data to any external organization. You can make
mistakes that will not cause any problems. The demo site does not contain any requisitions
though, so you will not see the depot operations.

1.4 Login and Use of VIM-ASAP

When you are ready to start using VIM-ASAP, go to htp:i//viim.ct-dscp.com to access the web
site and enter your user identification and password (see Figure 1). Additional authorized users
may be created by each manufacturer's system administrator by following the instructions
contained in Section 2.1.

VIM
Virtual Item Manager

Enter your assigned
Login: i • User ID and your

password
Password: I

OK I

Figure 1 - Login
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After logging in, the first level of the menu will appear in the upper left-hand comer of your
screen (see Figure 2). Click each menu folder to get access to the lower level functions. The
administrator of an apparel manufacturer will see two clusters of functions titled "ASAP
Administration" and "Manufacturer Garments". A bill and hold contractor will see a third
cluster of functions called "Manage Depot Operations". All users will also see a folder labeled
"Reports" right above the Exit link.

Virttal Item Manager

j ASAP Adrnristratlon

"I anufactuie Garments A for tPast 7 dVs

i Manage Depot Operaton NSNs Cut 2 03/08/2004

I Reports DD250s Finished 0 02/07/2004

* Exit
Data Update Status
Type Last Updated
Contracts Mar 7 2004 11:04:00:000PM

VPIS Mar 8 2004 4:04:00:OOOAM

VIM-ASAP Information Website

Comments? Questions? Bugs?
888-940-7348 or

866-276-3375 @66-ARN-DESKg or
v1m-aSaP c - scp rom

Figure 2 - First Page After Login Menu

The right half of the screen is used to display usage statistics and contact information. "Activity
for the Past 7 days" shows a cumulative total of activities over the last week. Items identified in
Red font are items that are outside the range of normal operations (e.g., no activity, DFAS or
DSCP data not received in the last 24 hours). The "Data Update Status" lists the last update date
and time for the most recent update of the database for contract and MRO data from DSCP as
well as for VPIS data from DFAS. A direct link to the VIM-ASAP Information Website
(http://info.ct-dscp.com) is included, along with support phone numbers and an email link. The
Information website is where the answers to many Frequently Asked Questions may be found.
The current version of this User Manual will also be available there, annotated with the date of
the most recent update. Additionally, a Configuration Utility is available on the Installer page.
This utility will automatically adjust a user's browser settings to properly set their print margins
and security settings.

The functions available in each menu area are shown in Figure 3 through Figure 6. Simply click
on the folder to reveal the menu items in that group of functions, then click on the item with the
black dot in front of it to activate the desired function.
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jASAP Administration

" Administer ASAP Users

"* Administer DD250 Data

"* Administer Various Options

"* Submit Data Change Request

"* Adjust Cut Qty and Finished Goods Counts

"* Add/Delete NSN

Figure 3 - ASAP Administration Menu

j Manufacture Garments

"* Generate DD1155

"* Process Contracts/Orders - Start Production

"* Print Carton Labels

"* Prepare DD250s

"* View/Edit Existing DD25Os

"* Prepare Shipment Labels

" View Existing Shipping/Container Labels

Figure 4 - Manufacture Garments Menu

ii Manage Depot Operations

"* Review Orders and Generate MROs

"* Process Verbal/Written Orders

"* Print Unshipped MROs

"• Prepare Shipment Labels

"• View Existing Shipping/Container Labels

"• Review and Reply to Follow-Up Inquiries

Figure 5 - Manage Depot Operations Menu

J Reports

"* View Contract Shipments and Invoices

"* Track DD250 Payments

"* Inventory Count

"* Requisition Shipment Status

"* Shipped Requisitions

"* Active Contracts

Figure 6 - Reports Menu
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2 ASAP Administration

This collection of functions are used to periodically set options and enter data that does not
change from day to day, such as the boilerplate data for Block 23 of the DD250, permission to
transmit invoice data to DFAS, adding new users, etc. The following subsections explain how to
use each of the administration functions.

2.1 Administer ASAP Users

Each company uses the Administer ASAP Users function (see Figure 7) to control its own users
and what group of functions they will be permitted to access. All users that are created with this
function are assigned to the CAGE of the user that is logged in. Each user's identification must
be unique across all VIM-ASAP users so that each user is associated with the proper CAGE
when they login. If duplicate user identification is selected, the update will be stopped and a
message displayed which points out the problem. The set of functions that each user is able to
access is controlled by selecting the desired type of user (e.g., an "ASAP Manufacturer" can only
perform manufacturing related functions). For security reasons, a user with administrative
controls cannot change their own user type. All of the fields need to be completed before the user
data can be updated. E-Mail addresses and phone numbers will be used to contact users if there is
a need to contact someone directly.

U IdserHom Select a User

S• •M Us- l Add User name to edit
Select a specific

UserlD to edit- Select the access
,r Type ASAP Manufacturer -17 the person needs

User Id: ismith - Create a User ID

",Passwor.* .... 4 and password,

NamlJohn Smith __ Enter the User's

Phone: -contact 
info,

Psi - ___ 4____ 6_00___._____ 0 including their
aiLk !4smith@ct-dscp.com _ Email address

Click to save the
Jser's information - Add j Delete

Figure 7 - Administer ASAP Users Web Page

2.2 Administer DD250 Data

The "Administer DD250 Data" function (see Figure 8) is used to identify shipment prefixes,
CAGEs of alternate ship-from sites, and boilerplate information for blocks 21a of 23 of the
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DD250. These CAGEs are only a list of candidates that may do shipping. The actual shipping
site is selected when the DD250 is prepared.

Your primary CAGE code is listed first Enter the 3-letter Prefix Click to display yourI used for your shipments DD250 settings

Prime Contractor DM1- Demo- OEM " I ow/Edi

ýIternate Ship From Site T2 -TApparel Manufacturing Corp A View/EditRemove

ýfernate ShipFromý Site- 9A1 80 - Tennessee Apparel corp. TE View/Edit R -emove
Add Alternate Ship From Site I l i pdate

If you ship from more than Alternate Ship From locations Click to remove an
one location, add them here are listed below your own Alternate Ship From site

0

Figure 8 - Administer DD250 Data Web Page

This page is viewed as two separate, but related sections. The top section (see Figure 8) provides
for the initial entry and subsequent editing of shipment prefixes (the first three letters of your
shipment number) and the CAGEs of alternate manufacturing sites that can be responsible for
shipments. RICs for bill and hold contractors are displayed as well but are not editable. Each
shipping site must have its own CAGE and three-character shipment prefix.

The name and address of each manufacturer is taken from a DLIS database of CAGE code data.
The data can be verified online at http://www.gid-n.dlis.dla.mnil/bincs/begin search.asp. If
necessary, corrections can be made by emailing dlis-support@dlis.dla.mil or calling toll-free 1-
888-352-9333.

Manufacturers submitting DD250s to WAWF-RA will also need to ensure that they are
registered in the Central Contractor Registry (CCR), and that their information - including an
Electronic Business Point of Contact (EBPOC) - is correct and up-to-date. We always
recommend that there be two EBPOCs - a primary and a (different) secondary contact. If your
listing has been registered for less than a month we may not yet have it in VIM. You can look up
your CAGE at http://www.ccr.g,,ov.

A CAGE for an alternate "Ship From" location can be removed by checking the "Remove"
button next to it. To View or Edit the boilerplate data for blocks 21 and 23 of the DD250, simply
click the "View/Edit" button corresponding to the desired CAGE. The bottom half of the page
then appears with fields for the DD250 data.

This bottom half of the page (see Figure 9) is used to enter boilerplate data for blocks 21a and 23
of the DD250. Each of the CAGEs identified in the top-half of the web page has its own data
entry fields for each of the two blocks on the DD250, since each can have its own QAR and
comments in block 23 of the DD250. The "Update Template" button needs to be clicked once
the data entry is complete. If this is not done, the database is not updated and the data you have
entered will disappear. The data that is updated here will appear in the appropriate block as
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default data whenever a DD250 is generated, but can be edited at print time if needed. Only the
Address Line 2 field and the Block 23 Comment field are optional, all other fields must be filled.

P.I r , I ro I Ca. ...ec. 06.01 - Dow F - V Click this button
Bill & Hold Mt rs Md.FSk ON, T2 -App Cap FA M View/Edft i l to open the lower

Z ... ...... ..... ... a. Ship ...... Viehw/Edit I• e"ov half of the screen
shipping to their dd At.I.ate Skp Fea. Ske I of t

own location can
click here .. -0 U .Dt I

Create 1•p*Pt docaumst far or Wud Held ONe Wffamt. h elta

Conlred QW A •e u qOar Deeo Si.. o(DI2) A2lu1rlDed eAS UOer O1i1
UK-m IlySm• r UKAOTnjmZD=

Enter your QAR/ Tile IQ ,.,.,awoa,,ape..nto -ecr, 2 e ,ateaee
QAS information =AD, , D ii•i ,od,.2S When ready toAd&&&@e Lko 4: JP. 0. BOX W? ~ .wor W2f WE3 be1 o•ut to DFAS % "n• for P""WaK.

, I,•- Z L,•, begin transmitting,
Cft- aAGNOUA .The QA. R Rugta rg dWV,,-RAe. click to enable

Ste -- WAWF-RA-Poper =W need 0*l be Wtl wllh fte **•1t old to

zW F7--7.a-,, tta, ,tr dro... transmissions
Telephone etnber iw -S67T

If you have any c,,..*T.,..siae* 2mo

"boilerplate" info Foro quetio,,,concerning this DD,0, , leeo e contact , ,illia Morton at 562-
495- 6513 x204•O

that you list on
your DD250s,

enter it here to
save retyping it

on each form

Figure 9 - Administer DD250 Data Web Page - Detail Page

The DFAS transmission function on this screen is used whenever a manufacturer wants to
initialize or change the authorization for VIM-ASAP to transmit an electronic version of the
DD250. The default setting is "UNAUTHORIZED" whenever a new manufacturer begins using
VIM-ASAP.

To change your status if you have set up a WInS account:

* Click the small circle in front of "AUTHORIZED for WINS".
9 Click the "Update Detail" button after the black dot has been moved to the desired

location.

Please note that the WInS system will reportedly be discontinued in the future. DCMA is
encouraging vendors to use the Wide Area Work Flow - Receipt and Acceptance (WAWF-RA)
system.

To change your status if you have set up a WAWF-RA account (allowing electronic approval of
DD250s by your QAR/QAS):

"* Click the small circle in front of "AUTHORIZED for WAWF-RA." The black dot will
move to the new location and a text input box will appear to the right.

" If you receive an error, please contact vim-asap(act-dscp.com for assistance.
"* Click the "Update Detail" button at the bottom of the screen.
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Once authorized, VIM-ASAP will automatically transmit whenever the "Finish" button is
clicked at the top of a DD250 (see Section 3.3). If a user has established a WAWF-RA account,
an electronic copy of the DD250s will be routed to the QAR's office first for acceptance. Once
accepted, the invoice is then routed to DFAS. Destination Acceptance invoices are routed
straight to DFAS, as no QAR approval is required. Each manufacturer must acquire a user name
and password from DFAS before transmitting production electronic DD250s through the WInS
system. This process is explained in Appendix A of this User's Manual. Information about
registering for WAWF-RA may be found at https://wawf.ch.mil/, and the process for applying
for a WAWF account is illustrated in Appendix B of this manual.

2.3 Administer Various Options

Each manufacturer has control over three options that alter control of what VIM-ASAP does
when the system is used.

Define How Cut Quantities Are To Be Counted

r. Automatically Increase Cut Quantity from start of new r" Perform periodic counts and enter results In Cut
contracts/delivery orders and decrease Cut Quantity Quantity tables.
whenever shipments are made

For Bill & Hold contractors Only

(- Transmit all appropriate transactions via e Do not transmit all appropriate transactions via
MILSTRIP/MILSTRAP to DSCP/SAMMS MILSTRIP/MILSTRAP to DSCP/SAMMS (DAMES
(DAMES will no longer be used). is being used).

Cut Quantity Tracking

C Cut Quantity is entered for each individual site. G Cut Quantity is entered for the entire enterprise
(a single count of Cut Quantity for all locations).

Update I

Figure 10 - Administer Various Options Web Page

1. Each manufacturer can choose to either let the system (D automatically increase the cut
quantity whenever a CLIN is started into production (see Section 3.1) and automatically
decrease the cut quantity whenever a shipment is made (see Section 3.3); or Q periodically
enter the data manually using the function explained in Section 2.4. The first option is
preferred since it provides the manufacturer and DSCP with more timely information. The
second option may be more effective for those manufacturers who have an internal
production control system that permits them to download their cutting data on a regular basis.

2. Each Bill & Hold contractor has the option to either 0( permit VIM-ASAP to create and
transmit all pertinent MILSTRAP and MILSTRIP transactions when specific functions are
performed; or 0 continue to use DAMES to create all of the transactions. VIM-ASAP
essentially replaces DAMES, so most manufacturers prefer to use the transmit option. As this
function is effectively an "On/Off' switch, setting this option to "Transmit" will begin to
transmit MILSTRIP/MILSTRAP transactions.

3. Each manufacturer who does manufacturing and shipping from various sites (see how
alternate sites are identified in Section 2.1) can choose to 0( keep track of their cut quantities
as a single number that is aggregated from all sites; or 0) keep track of each site separately
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and then be able to view the data by site or aggregated. If you have no alternate Ship From
sites you would want to use the default option (with a single count).

Be sure to click the "UPDATE" button when you are finished setting your various options.

2.4 Submit Data Change Request
Upon reviewing the DD1155 data, if

Submit Data Change Request a manufacturer finds any
discrepancies between the digital data
presented in VIM-ASAP and their

Source of Problem Select an option paper contract, or if any of the data
1W•= does not appear to be correct, a Data

Administered By Change Request can be submitted to
Discount Terms DSCP (see Figure 11). If appropriate,
FOB Code DSCP can then either correct the
Pay Office electronic data or modify the paper
Unit Pack Qty contract at their discretion. The

elements of the contract that can be
Figure 11 - Submit Data Change Request Options changed include the Administered By

code, Discount Terms, FOB Code,
Pay Office DoDAAC, or Unit Pack Quanltity (which would update the National Inventory
Record of the particular NSN). An example of submitted requests and their results is illustrated
in Figure 12 below. The request is routed to the Item Manager or Contracting Officer for review
and approval or rejection. If approved, VIvIM-ASAP is updated immediately on SAMMS or
MOCAS contracts. Items under the BSM system require additional follow-up. The request
originator will receive an Email from VIM-ASAP advising them of the status, whether accepted
or rejected.

Source of Problem: select an option Select the type
SItrd yof change you

DiscounlTerms wish to make
FOB Code
PayOffice To remove a

IntPackQt closed item from

the list. click here
Submitted Data Change Requests

Figure ~ ~ uror 12-Sbi Dt hneReus R-esuts

11rpeq 4 s. KIL
09/23r"03 SP0100OO4022 008 ALL Dlamout Terms Dome Douse No D*=" I %10 Net 30 L4,died ] 91312003 Ruee
0912312003 SP0100(D022M 0028 ALL MATiste B enDoe SI1A-02 SAO -63 l Wed 0132003

091231203 01687 Lk PackQty Lynn O4Vkcenizo 10 open 1~2I03 E*i

09J2312003 Sý01000DQ422 0028 ALL Fp.výff,- DierieDouse SCI00 SCO100 Remov013100eF~

091212003 ISPOl OOO3MSD4S ALL FOB Code Aid~seow~e 2 D dlos~ed 0911512003 1 ev

___________- Figure 12 -Submit Data Change Request Results
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2.5 Adjust Cut Quantity and Finished Goods

Each manufacturer can use this function (see Figure 13) to either (1 keep their quantities current
if they chose to manually update their quantities (see Section 2.3); or 0 periodically adjust their
quantities to account for quality rejection rates that cause more or less items to be satisfactorily
completed. Cut quantities are those that have been started into the production process. This is an
important point for DSCP as it defines quantities that should not be included in any modification
plans. Finished goods quantities include only manufacturer owned items that were either built "at
risk" or excess quantities that exceeded permissible variance percentage and reverted to
manufacturer owned. These can be used on subsequent orders when they are moved from
manufacturer owned to DLA owned. The quantities are updated by entering the correct number
in the appropriate data entry field and then clicking either of the update buttons.

Save modifications to all NSNs or only one Select the PGC of the items to work with
PGC-Nome clature [101659- trousers, men's .

Update All NSNs Update

WU Owned WU Owned
NSK Size cu t paeDt Finishd Goods Finished Goods

_ _ Ut.. .. pda te
OOOTRS304 special measurement 0

6E405-01 -076-0720 28 regular0

I8405-01-076-0724 '29 regular0

Enter cumulative cut quantity for NSNs Enter cumulative quantities owned by
(across all contracts) Manufacturer (across all contracts)

Figure 13 - Adjust Cut Quantity and Finished Goods Counts

*& It is very important that the finished goods quantities NOT include any bill and hold
itemis held in storage by the manufacturer that have been invoiced via a DD250. These
quantities are accounted for by DSCP in their own inventory records from SAMMS,

which were updated by the MIELSTRAP transactions (D4S) generated by the creation of the
DD250. Including them in the finished goods quantities would count them twice.

2.6 Add/Delete NSN

Each VIM4-ASAP manufacturer can add or delete NSNs that are not on any of their existing
contracts. NSNs that are on existing contracts (see Figure 14) have their Include buttons grayed
out so that they cannot be affected. A check mark in the Include column means that the NSN is
to be added to the list of items to be tracked. The removal of the check mark deletes the NSN
from the lists.
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Click to save PGC-Nomenclature 101659 - trousers, men's Select the
your changes "w PGC of the

Update I items to work
with

Check item(s) _____N S
that you wish ~ ______ __________

torv trck _ OOOTRS304 special measurementto track_

F 8405-01 -076-0720 28 regular

Blank boxes 8 8405-01 -076-0724 [ 29 regular
are not in any
contracts and 840501076-0725 "29long
can be added 8r

for tracking P__ 8405-01-076-0728 30 regular

r7 --F8405-01-076-0729 30 long
G rayed item s - -- long
already exist 8405-01-076-0730 30 x-lg

in contracts - 1 5405-01-076-0732 31 regular

i r8405-01-076-0733 31 long

r 8405-01-076-0734 31 x-long

Figure 14 - Add/Delete NSN
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3 Manufacture Garments

Each manufacturer has access to the appropriate DSCP data to be able to perform manufacturing
functions, from the start of production through the preparation of all invoices and shipping
related documents. Electronic transmissions to the appropriate agencies are handled
automatically. The following subsections explain how to use each of the manufacturing
functions.

3.1 Generate DD1155

Each manufacturer can access, view, and print any DD Form 1155 "Order for Supplies or
Services" that they have been issued by DSCP. This is done (see Figure 15) by selecting the
desired contract and delivery order and then clicking the "Open Form DD1 155" button.

Each manufacturer should use this function to compare their new orders from
SAMMS to the paper contract they receive from DSCP. There can be mistakes on
either source. Notify your DSCP contracting officer (see the Submit Data Change
Request section for the most common errors, Figure 11) if you encounter any

discrepancies so that DSCP can either correct the electronic data or issue a paper modification.
This will correct any problems well in advance of the use of the data for shipments and invoices.
This will also correct the data used by DFAS to make payments for the DD250s. Getting
problems corrected at the front end of the process will result in a much improved payment
process.

Contract [P010ý096DCB69J Select the Contract number

Delivery Order 0001 and Delivery Order to view

* Click to open the DD1155 in
Open Form DB115541= a separate window

Figure 15 - Generate DD1155 Web Page

The "Open Form DDl 155" button will cause a second browser window to be opened that
provides control buttons (see Figure 16) to view each sheet of the DD 1155 and to print all sheets
of the DD115 if desired. Remember to remove the browser's headers and footers and set the
margins to 0.25" before printing any forms (see your Browser's Menu under "File" and "Page
Setup"); otherwise run the Configuration Utility found at http://info.ct-dscp.com to do this
automatically. All forms created by VIM-ASAP will open in a separate browser window. To
ensure that all forms print as designed, always use the "Print" button on the web page rather than
the button on your browser toolbar.
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Click this button to print the DD250

Click this button to view the CLINs, ,NSNs, etc.

P iL
p I Nex FI-F- of 2

ORDER FOR SUPPLIES OR SERVICES Page 1 of 2
t. CONTRACTIPURCHAIEORDER NO 2. DELWERY ORDEWRJALL NO 3. DATEOPORDERCALL 4 R WU ISrITNIPURCH R WUEIST NO 1, PRORITY.

SP0100-94-D-1020 0032 1995JUL22 SEE SCHEDULE DO-C9
6.1W31U ED BY Cool: SP0100 ?JADMINITER EOD BY WOUr UI3 OW CODE: SPo01S0 ILOELIWERYFO0

IWV DESTINATION

DEFENSE SUPPLY CENTER PHILADELPHIA SEE BLOCK 6
DIRECTORATE CLOTHING AND TEXTILES r OTHER

"700 ROBBINS AVENUE 3003011S "om

PHILADELPHIA PA 19111-6096
S.CONTRACT0R CODE: 9AI80 FACLrfYWOD: 10. DELWERYTO Pol POINT BY it. IP BUIINEII Is:

SEE SCHEDULE W SMALL

Tennessee Apparel Corp. 0, DISCOUNTTERMI.
401 North Atlantic Street No Discount r IItLDSADV

Tullahoma, TN 37388-3503 .MAIIL IN1OCEI TOTHEADOREU IN BLCK r" *OMEN-

SEE BLOCK 15 'NNED
14,1IPT CODE 1S.PAYUENTWILL BE MADE BY COE: SC0100 MAARKA.L.

PA COJKES AND

Figure 16- Controls for DD1155 Form

Each DD 1155 will contain at least two sheets (see Figure 17). The first sheet is the cover page of
the DD 1155 that identifies the contract number, payment office, total order price, etc. The
second and subsequent sheets contain a line-by-line listing of all CLINs, their NSN, size, order
quantity, unit price, destination DODAAC, and required delivery date along with the Closed
Date if any of the CLINs have been closed by DSCP. Any phased delivery data is not available
in SAMMS and thus cannot be displayed on the DD 1155.
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P"-" ^Z I& a .*=.

Fig ure7, Sample Two Sheet DDFom15

3ss/Ord -Stat -t--
Euc ll o fitsac e trts fr y ste s. "

Cotrcs/rdr -S• Star PrdcinIucio sue ocll-u spcii contracts an toidetf

• m* I I ~ S.tIs t* 1 VisU 5 lI

func tionisa invoedb .acceptingo chagin the data inthe "Stat Prdcio Qvity" column,

whc alaya displyh remainin baaceo any cotrat~S order quanit t Anaufcue

C I orthesa "Sta rtPouto aonAllata,"buto as t te t t op ofi th tale Oncet al i~tem o

flaa .atnt.mi•, ias, ,, ista~ , ise

partic po ci it willisa-pp scen I al CLeI

at.. . ..a-a a1. v'sta . a- '-

tiltis DoSM *fltlIIIt S.. tiSI 5 si) ll

hav ben pt ntoproucionte entire Delier T OrSheer ()orm Cotatiheein'55peii

2 Pr) treaoseOdrms -T Start Production qeil o ds

ieac rmaiinu cto be pt a eto lo fsf s dctts. i on

Thiolitraofsorders willtarobbl Prdcin"euciosued toblae-pb cal-u spewii manufacture and the idegntf

using the There c quantitiesfar that havtso neve bth tets ast F re eiv. e

funtin s ivoedby ccptng r hagin te a-ta ainah tr Prdutio Q~ty" column,

whih lwys islas he eminng alnco anyi conrac odrqatityAn Visanfcue

even toug the mantPoufcturer has been paids butonra the etire ordr This cleanup will neems ton be

done onl o n to becaustion, the initializatre ther systemrbegin usCn g the q isties avarspeci

DelieryOrdr) illbes rmvdfo ti see Thev lStisanartPodcsn uu willolydspa

item re ainig o e putintprducisn

Thsls]fodr ilpoal ned obeclaedu by each- newmisuacue as theybegi

evntogIh auatue- a enpi o tshy enVittire order. Thiclanu wislle.dtob

identified by each manufacturer to control this table.
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This button puts every Select the Contract and Delivery To start only one or

CLIN into production using Order to start, and if tracking selected CLINs, check

the Contract balance. production for multiple sites, this box and then
select the site click here

Contract •N

Delivery Order

I A Production Site [9A1 80 - Tennes see Apparel Corp. Tullahoma TN 37388-3503 
C I

-• ~ ~ , . ,c N I . ...... ........ . - ...... ,-s,, c

Starttate ifod othn ona All CalanSlecedeU

Lruarso owe Uand W we _t__

Figum 18
t

iPrcess nt s/on -d Starto 20 Pyroduti ' Page0001AA 8415-01.228-1341 f05ers Cld smllshr 1240' 12210 1 80

0002AA 8415-01-22-1342 sma i oregular 12 o 5o2004 2040 %1 ors Fhe r 01

O 003A 415-01-22n-1343 !- 05MO 240~

Enter the specific quatit being
etarrted if othr than thp hadlante

Figure 18 Process Contracts/Orders - Start Production Web Page

The data can be cleaned-up by turning off the option to automatically count cut quantities (see
Section 2.3), starting all quantities into production for those orders the manufacturer knows have
been completely started into production, and then turning the automatic counting on again. This
will leave the manufacturer with a queue of only open orders where quantities still need to be
started into production.

Each of the columns in the table has the following definitions:

" Start: This button is used to start production on one CLIN at a time.

" CLIN: This list contains only CLINs that have remaining quantities on the order that
have not yet been started into production. Each CLIiN will be automatically removed
from this list after the entire order has been started into production.

" m NSN, Nomenclature, and Size: These three columns identify the specific garment being
ordered.

" RDD: The RDD is the required delivery date for each CLIN. This is not related to any
phased delivery schedule that may accompany a paper copy of the contract.

"* Qty: This is the contract order quantity for each CLIN.

"* Already Started: This is the portion of the order that was previously started. Before a
manufacturer uses VILM-ASAP for the first time, the quantity is initialized to the quantity
shipped as defined by SAMMS. For active orders with recent shipments, this number
may be off a little due to the cycle time it takes to get the data updated. Once the system
is being used on a regular basis, this number will become both accurate and timely.

"• Mfg Owned FG Qty Used: This is a count of manufacturer owned items that were
previously allocated to fill some of the quantity ordered for this CLIN.
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"* Start Production Qty: This column is automatically set to the order "Qty" less the sum
of the "Already Started" and "Mfg Owned FG Qty Used". The manufacturer can change
the number if the order is being filled incrementally. The "Start Production Qty" should
not contain any additions to account for average quality defects. Over time, the pluses
and minuses around the average should balance out. If not, each manufacturer can
periodically adjust the quantities to account for any variations (see Section 2.4). The
quantity entered here will be used to automatically increase the cut quantity if the
manufacturer selected that option.

"* Mfg Owned Available FG Qty: This is the count for each NSN for those items that each
manufacturer entered as manufacturer owned finished goods.

" Mfg Owned Use FG Qty: This is the number entered for each CLIN of those
manufacturer owned finished goods that are to be used to satisfy some or all of this order.

3.3 Print Carton Labels

The Print Carton Labels function allows a manufacturer to generate sheets of 10 container labels
for an upcoming shipment prior to generating the actual DD250 for the shipment. Although you
will still get container labels when you generate the DD250, this function allows a manufacturer
to begin labeling their boxes as they are filled from the manufacturing line, rather than later
when they are pulling the shipment together. Please note that this feature will not print the
specific number of labels needed, as that information is not known prior to generating the
DD250. It will generate a full sheet of 10 labels for each NSN, and the user can determine how
many labels are needed by specifying the number of sheets/pages from their Windows Print
dialog.

Contract ISP0lO00O0D347 • Select the Contract and

e ODelivery Order for which
Delivery order 0112 ----- you would like labels

Print Selected Labels

003A 64 S0 .07 ...... .. .. 47 M M .......... a2 6V 204-

S e l e c t t h e . ................. ..1 T h e U n it0BA 8405-01-075-0/74 o "VS, 33~ W9n :2940

NSNs for J Pack can
which you r- ODD9M 8405-o -07"0745 o-r w smV 34b 3972 ... 2 be
would like r oWIAA 8405-M1-07-0749 ..... SM....s 3. 3" I F changed
a sheet of F O ,-• 8• .405- 1- -07. 12., M 3 F if needed

10 labels r- ow7AA 8405-01-076-0761 trsmen's 3..1752 F.12

F 0020.AA 8405.01 -07"-788 I frousea 1u:40 x-ian 45, 1

Figure 19 - Print Carton Labels
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3.4 Prepare DD250s

The fist page of the "Prepare DD250s" web page can be seen in Figure 20 and Figure 21. This
function provides each manufacturer with access to all of their open contracts so that DD Form
250s can be prepared in both paper and electronic form and so that container labels can be
prepared for attachment to each individual container. The electronic form of the DD250s is
automatically transmitted to DFAS if the manufacturer selects that option (see Section 2.2).
Nearly all of the data is extracted from DSCP, DLA, DFAS, and DCMA databases. The
manufacturers cannot edit any of this data, which means that there can never be an inconsistency
between the contract that DSCP creates, the paper DD250 that is signed by the QAR and used as
a packing slip, and the data that is transtnitted to DFAS; and the data that DFAS uses to
authorize payment for invoices. This cons~istency of data has a very positive impact on the
timeliness and effectiveness of the payment process. You may occasionally find differences
between your paper contract and DSCP's database data. Either of the sources may be incorrect.
You will need to contact your DSCP Point of Contact (POC) to get them to either issue a mod to
the paper contract or correct their database. Corrections to the database should show up on your
web pages the next morning. There is an overnight process at DSCP and VIM-ASAP to
incorporate changes. You can also contact the VIM-ASAP support staff using either the 800-
number or e-mail address. Both of these appear on the first page of the VIM-ASAP web site.

n Prepare DD250s

Contract FSPOI0000D4022 Shipment #: TTT F WOO Final Shipment? r No C( Yes

Delivery Order F0028_3 Mfg. Invoice #:I1?348 Weight F Lot No.
Destination 1W2501U-XUTRANSPORTATIONOFFICER, NEWV.J Shipper FUndtedParcelSeice z Tracking #:

Ship From 19A1 80 - Tennessee Apparel Corp Tullahoma TN 3"j Mode I
Alternate Release Procedure? r* No r" Yes l 2- Government watercraft, barge, lighter

Large Shipments Special Container Labels? r No 'G Yes "The supplies in this shipment have been
Block 23 subjected to and have passed all examinations and

Generate D0250/Labels tomment tests required by the contract were shipped in
accordance with authorized shipping instructions,

and conform to the quality, identity, and ZJ

Figure 20 - Top-Half of Prepare DD250s Web Page

The web page for the DD250 can be viewed as two pieces, i.e., the top-half and the bottom-half.
The top-half (see Figure 20) is used to enter the basic identification or header information,
including the contract number, delivery order number, destination, and ship-from location. Each
destination, when there is more than one, has its own set of CLINs because a single CLIN can
only be sent to one destination. There can be as many ship-from locations as identified by each
manufacturer (see Section 2.1). The header information also contains the shipment number, the
final shipment indicator, the manufacturer's invoice number (which must be a unique number),
the weight and lot number of the shipment, the shipper and its tracking number, the mode of
shipment, the use of an alternate release procedure, and free-form text for block 23 of the
DD250. The shipment number is automatically set to the next sequence number for the delivery
order, but can be changed by the user to any'other unique number. If this is the final shipment for
the delivery order, you need to click the "Yes" option.
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, If you do indicate that this is the final shipment, the current delivery order will no
longer appear on the "Prepare DD250s" web page, and will be deleted from SAMMS.

Click after all entries are made. (You
j can return to edit later if needed.)

GenerT DD2501Labels I

OOXAA 84i5-01-22B-1340i"beaM w. fgt- X. ~ I-aM It-12-0 0 icwtýN.4 6 Edi

Enter the number of items being shipped at this time
and any special remarks for the specific CLIN Click the Edit

_ . button to

change the
' number of

Any changes can be Edit Container Labels items in each
made as long as the ..... _ O-M .... a M container

ship quantity and total DLA•I•0 87. C .O41511.fl-3 PR

entry match

Add or delete rows to 1,,
make the required Add . I ,,,w m

changes

Click the appropriate A

button after changes
are completed

Figure 21 - Bottom-Half of Prepare DD250s Web Page

SThe option to handle large shipments is located directly above the Generate
DD250/Labels button. This option reduces the amount of data required to be
downloaded by printing a single page of labels for each NSN. Rather than having to

download 20 pages of labels for a shipment of 200 containers, checking "Yes" for this option
will allow you to download a single page of labels. You can then control how many copies of
that page are printed by using the Print Dialog in Windows, or by running copies of the single
page on your office copier.

Your manufacturer's invoice number must be a unique number across all contracts and delivery
order numbers. This is a tracking number for the payment process - the system will not let you
enter a number that already exists in VIM-ASAP (for your contracts). The shipper and its
tracking number can be entered here or later when you are preparing the shipping documents.
The final entry in the top-half is for freeforni comments for block 23 of the DD250. This block is
preloaded with the boilerplate created previ6usly (see Section 2.2). The header data entry should
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be completed before moving on to the bottom-half of the page because some header data
selections will change the bottom-half data.

The bottom-half (see Figure 21) is used to enter the quantity being shipped and any remarks for
each CLIN and to edit the number of containers and the quantity in each container. The table
contains the following columns:

* CLIN: Only the CLINs that are going to the selected destination are in this list.

* NSN, Nomenclature, and Size: These three columns identify the specific garment.

* Order Qty: This is the contract order quantity for each CLIN. The up or down arrow
buttons can be used to move from CLIN to CLIN for each of the order quantities or for
each of the number of containers depending on which quantity the user decided to enter.

* Ship: The user enters the quantity being shipped at this time. This number is
automatically calculated if the user epters the number of containers first.

* Shipped to Date: This is the quantity for this CLIN was shipped on previous DD250s.

* Remarks: Freeform comments can be added to each CLIN (e.g., 5 boxes, 162 lbs).

* No. of Containers: This number is automatically calculated after the Qty is entered. It is
set to the Qty divided by the unit pack. The user can change this number and also edit the
number of items in each container. The user is provided with an option to not enter the
Qty and instead enter the number of containers first. This causes the Qty to be
automatically calculated by multiplying the number of containers by the unit pack.

0 Quantity per Label: The quantity per label can be edited as long as the resultant total
equals the "Ship" quantity from the prior window.

, NOTE: DSCP discourages deviation from the defined Unit Pack.

Click the "Generate DD250/Labels" when ready to prepare the DD250. Once you see the
DD250, you can immediately return and edit the data or you may return at a later time to edit and
finish the DD250.

A second window will be opened as soon as you click the "Generate DD250/Labels" button. The
new window will contain two different types of documents (see Figure 22). The first is the
DD250 form and any continuation sheets that may be required if there are too many CLINs for
the first sheet. The second type of document includes the number of sheets that are required to
display all of the bar coded container labels (Avery Label 5263 4" X 2" - 10 labels per sheet).
The DD250 will appear with the word VOID in large red letters. The date shipped will also be
missing from block 3. This is done so that it is clear that this is not yet a complete DD250. This
document is frequently used as a pick list and for a review by the QAR to make sure that
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everything is correct before the DD250 is viewed as complete and accurate. The process for
completing the DD250 is explained in the next few paragraphs.

...... u.O l ....... h ....

Fu 22 -Sapl D• and Conta.iner LabelmSheets

tescnrnapgofhseeila ll Il i e

=- .--- |i~IIIIIIIII II~IH !IuIIfI

Figure- 22 -Sapl DD50a d C -~.ont ine aelSet

display all pages of the labels, and "Finish" the DD250 which removes the red VOID and inserts
today's date as the date shipped in Block 3. The "Finish" button also transmits the invoice to
DFAS and creates the MILSTRAP transaction if those options were selected. Each of the buttons

is activated by a simple click on the desired button.

Displays the DD250 form Displays the bar-coded Finish the DD250 after all changes

and provides access to container labels have been made and it is time to make
any continuation sheetsL•er] the shipment. This sendsF, lthe DD250.

Prn 41rez7 Next jj7 j IhhII~h

Prints all pages of either N A .Pr0 N)RrMGAPR

the "Form" or the "Labels," View each page of the
whichever is open DD250 or sheet of labels

Figure 23 - Control Buttons at Top of DD250 and Container Labels
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The "Finish" button is the most important button on the DD250 form page. Once clicked, the
DD250 can no longer be edited. If you give VIM-ASAP permission to transmit electronic
DD250s to DFAS, the "Finish" button causes the invoice data to be transmitted to DFAS. If you
are a bill and hold contractor and you are shipping to yourself, the "Finish" button causes a
MILSTRAP transaction (D4S) to be transmitted to DSCP. The "Finish" button also date-stamps
these forms and transactions., Click the "Finish" button only when you want these things to happen. You cannot pull

these things back once you have clicked the "Finish" button.

3.5 View/Edit Existing DD250s

The "View/EDIT Existing DD250s" function (see Figure 24) is used to work with any already
created DD250, finished or not. Unfinished DD250s can be edited, deleted, or simply recalled
and then finished. Finished DD250s can only be viewed. They are permanent and therefore
cannot be edited or deleted. Existing DD250s can be viewed by selecting the desired contract and
delivery order and then clicking the appropriate button for the desired DD250.

0

Select whether to vidw by Contract/Delivery Order
or view only Unfinished DD250s

By Contract ro Unfinished "DD250

Contract I SP01 OO0D034ý7 Select a Contract and

Delivery Order r01:12:- Delivery Order

This item is finished This item has been
and is no longer 1--,it { ShShip - shipped and can no
editable NO- EMOOUQ 03N222004 longer be deleted

i DEM02 Not yet shipped

Click to Edit an Click the Shipment Number Click to Delete an
Unfinished DD250 to view the DD250 form unfinished DD250

Figure 24 - View/Edit Existing DD250s Web Page

3.6 Prepare Shipment Labels

Every new DD250 is entered into queues of shipments that are organized by ship-from location
and destination. The shipping labels (DD Form 1387 "Military Shipment Label") are accessed
for one or more shipments (a.k.a., DD250s) by selecting the desired ship-form location and
destination (see Figure 25).
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Select the Shipper and Ship From I0N1T2 Apparel Manufacturing Corp, Steling CT Select the Ship From
Mode of Shipment EpiosOFM S17O1OF:j and the Destination

Shipper Ma~de o ViprmwtCrna

IFUrted Parcel Service `4 8urrace-Small Package Carrier (see Other_Corr" I

SWlohl Vakumo Chug" Traalrw Herbaee
Enter the Weight, [.. F FZ1346789123456 RemoVe Remove a Label
V o lu m e , a n d .. . ..... --- -. -.. _.___

Shipping Charges 2. .-32r- i:IF- I'll Z23465890I RO I .l
(if known) along Total Labels: 2 Add Label 1 Add additional labels, one

with the shipper's per separable container,
Tracking Number skid or pallet

Generate Label 41 Click to generate the
so........................... .......... M. . *a. shipping labels in a

new window
Labels will be printed for r7 spoooos ..A Aom
each DD250/shipment
checked S . ... Li.C

Figure 25 - Prepare Shipment Labels Web Page

Once the appropriate shipment is selected, the user enters data for the following:

"* Shipper: Use the pull down list to select the appropriate shipper (if you need a shipper4

added to the list, send an e-mail message to VIM-ASAP to identify the shipper).

"* Mode of Shipment: Use the pull-down list to identify the DSCP required code.

"* Add Labels: A separate address label is required for each separable package (e.g., a
pallet with many containers requires a single shipping label while two pallets require two
labels). When the "Add Labels" button is clicked, a new row will appear for the user to
enter data for each address label required. NOTE: You may have to scroll through the
window to see each line.

"* Comment: Any free form comment can be made about the shipment (e.g., pallet ID). The
comment will be printed off to the right of the shipment label.

" Postage: The cost of the postage is only entered if the package is sent via the US Postal
Service.

"* Weight: Enter the weight of all containers for an individual shipment label.

"* Volume: Enter the volume (in cubic feet) of all containers that are associated with an
individual shipment label.

"* Charges: The shipping charges are entered here.

"* Tracking Number: The tracking number as identified by the selected shipper is entered
here.
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"* Ship: The user can decide which of the DD250s are to be shipped at this time. Click the
small box under the Ship column to turn on the option to ship a specific DD250.

"* Contract Number: The contract number for the DD250 is displayed here.

"* Delivery Order: The delivery order number for the DD250 is displayed here.

* Shipment Number: The shipment number for the DD250 is displayed here.

After you are satisfied with all of the data and options, click the "Generate Label" button to
create the shipping label. A new window will be opened (see Figure 26) that provides the option
to print shipping label(s) as well as a list for all orders that are part of this shipment. The
shipping label will have a red VOID stamp on it indicating that it is not yet finished. Clicking on
the "Finish" button will remove the VOID as well as indicate the Date Printed on the subsequent
"View Existing Shipment/Container Labels" page. (NOTE: The label will no longer be editable
once it has been finished.)

Labl r7= List Finish

,,, I 4P I NW 1 oI-f I

TCN UY324640820003XXX TCN UY324640820003XXXliihllE 11111 |HIN~lU~l 111I
From DEMO Type Service F r DEMO1 Type Service

AAA AAA
Dom Demo
Main Street Main steet
AsM4own CA 00000 M SAown CA 00000 RDV,"lm o '-,2 oin Pok

of 2 10 4082 2 of 2 14 4082fll Qeft Projd 3 0l CQaft prold 3
Ship To IPOE S ToIPOE

UY3246 APPAREL MFG CORP UY3240 APPAREL MFG CORP
29 INXISTRIAL PARK RD NORTH 29 3NEfl0AL PARK ID NORTH
STERLING CT 06377-1799 STERIJNG CT 06377-1799

POD MSL, Supoy, & TOAD Data POD Kei., Supy, & TOCD Date

LAU d Caw'ne / Mk For CnMus Cornee e Mark For Conalgre

UY3246 UY3246

APPAREL MFG CORP APPAREL MFG COWP
29 RINUSTRIAL PARK RD NORTH 29 INDUSTRIAL PARK RD NORTH
STEPLING CT 011377-179 STERLMIG CT 00377-1799

Figure 26 - New Window for Shipment Labels

Once you have printed your label you may close the new window. You can then see a "Refresh"
button added to the original Prepare Shipping Labels page, and your choices in the drop-down
menu boxes are grayed out. To see the remaining data, simply click "Refresh" and your updated
items will be displayed that are still awaiting shipping labels.
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A sample list is shown in Figure 27. The list identifies all of the DD250s that are part of this
shipment, including total counts for all NSNs and a count for the number of containers for each
DD250.

Form Labe.l C t•ne• r ust Finish

Print 4 Pro I Next PI ofi

Twuwass. Apparel Cotp -. A8 -I .T1111-UY3146

F TcR:, SW32IS2321###IXXX

260900 WODI STREET

RECEIVEIG BLDG 3304
SAil DIEGO CA 9213-5-41

UI a C kInmbei .uvey Order S8hnIpmeb no IImaw of us" UNKY

SP0 10099DO309 0018 MTOMO IO0 350

F -TotakI 10 30

Figure 27 - List for Shipment Labels

3.7 View Existing Shipment/Container Labels

Existing shipment and container labels are kept in the database for 10 days following their initial
printing. This is done so that lost or damaged documents can be reprinted. They can be recalled
(see Figure 28) by first selecting the ship from location and then clicking on the "View" button
for the shipment of interest. The TCN (Transportation Control Number) provides a unique
identifier for each shipment, but the date of the shipment and its destination is also provided for
reference purposes. The "View" button will provide access in another window for reprinting
shipment and container labels as well as the list of DD250s that were shipped on the same TCN.

Click to edit the Select your Ship From
Shipping Label • (if you ship from more

Ship From lDEM01 -Demo, Antow CA than one location)

26-

t hwji ýe U326W2WM UY26ý PAE W OP

W hamt UY3246i4B0003•M UY3246 - APPAREL WfO CORP, :¥

El trwwNe Y2605= 0 Y324 -'"a• APPAREL WrO CORP, vie

3rZV2i Sh 1:OOPM Im) UY32464082M)=( UY3246 - APPAREL WFO CORP VI

•Th is item has already S hipped Click to view the
and is no longer editable Shipping Label

Figure 28 - View Existing Shipments Labels Web Page
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4

4 Manage Depot Operations

Each bill and hold contractor has access to DSCP data to be able to perform depot related
functions from the receipt of MROs through the preparation of shipping documents as well as the
electronic transmission of the appropriate transactions. The following subsections explain how to
use each of the depot functions.

4.1 Review Orders and Generate MROs

Each bill and hold contractor has access to all of the MROs that have been issued to them and
not yet filled from DSCP's system called SAMMS. This function is used to call-up a specific
ship-to destination by DODAAC or all destinations at one time (see Figure 29). The function is
operated by identifying the MROs to NOT be printed by turning off the check mark for a specific
MRO in the column identified as "Print". All MROs are initially checked for printing because
this is the most commonly selected option. Click the "Print MRO(s)" button when ready to print
the MROs (DD Form 1348-1A).

Select the Destination DoDAAC Print the selected MROs

DODAAC; IN66265- Priorty 03 - NAS PENSACOLA PENSACOLAFL (31 )j in MRO(V

N5626540771923 N2 8405-01-076-0733 "Aus. ,.r 31 8 1 088 03 M5 270 12 j Z"

N86265077194 8W6 0 405.M-0-".07" 4 InomrMrrrt 40 ragW 06 8 03 ZL 1339 60 ZL

1,882604017185 Na2SM "0540"-07640788 Ur.-,. -ft. 82 rog~lf 086 03 21.15 370 84 Note 120

Click to view a description of the Advice Code//Y/
and "In The Clear" Address (if provided)

Figure 29 - Review Orders and Generate MROs Web Page
8

The table of data for the MIROs contains the following columns:

"* Requisition: The requisition number for each MRO

"* Deliver to DODAAC: The DODAAC that is to receive the shipment

"* NSN: The National Stock number requested on the MRO

"* Nomenclature: The description for the NSN

"* Size: The size for the NSN

"• RDD: The required delivery date for the item stated as the Julian day of the year (RDDs
of 777 and 999 are used to indicate high priority MROs)
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"Priority: A two digit code with the following interpretation:

Code Conus Overseas Code Conus Overseas Code Conus Overseas

01 8days 12- 13days 06 *12 days 16- 17days 11 31 days 69-84days

02 8days 12- 13days 07 12days 16- 17days 12 31 days 69-84days

03 8 days 12 - 13 days 08 12 days 16 - 17 days 13 31 days 69 - 84 days

04 12 days 16 - 17 days 09 31 days 69 - 84 days 14 31 days 69 -84 days

05 12 days 16-17days 10 31 days 69 - 84 days 15 31 days 69 - 84 days

"* Project Code: A three character code that identifies the project that initiated the MRO

"• On-Hand Qty: DSCP's count of the quantity on-hand at the depot that received the
MRO after the quantity on the MRO has been subtracted

"* Order Qty: The order quantity of the MRO

"* Advice Code: A two character code (click on each advice code to get a full explanation)

"* Note: Notes are used whenever there is an in-the-clear address for an MRO (Click on the
note to see the supplemental address.)

" Print: A check mark in the box in this column means that the MRO is to be printed

A click of the "Print MRO(s)" button causes another window to be opened that contains one or
more pages or MRO forms and a list of those MROs (see Figure 30). Two MROs are formatted
for printing on each printable page except when there is an in-the-clear address for an MRO. In
that case, the in-the-clear address is printed on the bottom half of the MRO page. The "Print"
button in the upper left-hand comer of the window is used to print the form.

* DO NOT use the browser print button. The "Print" button in the window will format the
pages correctly and send the MRO to the shipping data queue.
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'"MRO fF-n USt

Print eyj Ot I~f
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Size: trousers, men's 33 regular -

Figure 30 - MRO Form Window

The list of MROs can be viewed by clicking the "List" button at the top of the window (see
Figure 31). If a destination's MROs exceed a single page, you may scroll though the pages by
using the "Prey" and "Next" buttons. Clicking the "Print" button when viewing any of the pages
of the "List" will print every page of the list. Once this MRO has been printed the MRO will
move from this queue in to the "Prepare Shipment Labels" queue. However, it can still be
reprinted if needed by going to the "Print Unshipped MROs" screen.

MRQ Fons u

Print lr4 PMer i[. Next IFofI

Trsu f A For The OWn 11190 TRA SC01W3

Deiatilem 967434
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9574342206(X)2 8405-M -477-1167 docls, nmen's3 regiiw7 2

95743422060004 841W-476-0207 ; gulf large 2~~~~~~~~~~~~. ......... .. . .. ,,..• ,5 ., - , , , ., .. , -• ; -f -..................-
[957'434Z22060005-S 8415S-01 .476-4949 J04kel. WWIIee, we large

-957432000 8416401 -476-5464 awed parts lWoe1

Figure 31 - MRO List Window
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p The MRO List window makes a great "Pick List" for the warehouse.

4.2 Process Verbal/Written Orders

There are times when material needs to be oydered immediately and the requisitioner cannot wait
for the formal system to issue the requisition. In these cases, the bill and hold contractor may
receive a verbal or faxed order. When this happens, the system still needs all of the required data,
which means that the data must be entered into the system manually (see Figure 32). The
manually entered MRO will immediately show up in the bill and hold contractor's queue of
MROs (see Section 4.1) so that VIM-ASAP can be used to prepare all required documents and
MILSTRIP transactions.

MS NN UR CAY 90cufmA na~tNber US scre SC urn swfm 1~jRM TD Own.Pur

PT 1J8406010760766 1 711 2 SCOIGO13261212 MFZ3lj~IA 3~FIi ± A:

Exception Comments

Enter all required Excepgti al IATTNSSGTG.L Joe .. Enter any "In-The-
data in this row to ExceptonDa2: IMateral Control Clear" address
match the order Exception a3:I information here
received Exception 4:

Exception Date 5:

Click to save the entered data == -- Update I clear All

Figure 32 - Process Verbal/Written Orders Web Page

The data entry fields are organized into the same sequence as the standard form that is faxed by
DSCP. Simply enter the data in the appropriate field, tab to the next field and enter that data, and
then click the "Update" button after all the data has been entered. You may edit or delete the
MRO data until the MRO is printed or until the data is replaced sometime in the next few days
when DSCP updates SAMMS. The headings for the data fields that need to be manually entered
are as follows:

Table 1 - Process Verbal/Written Orders Data Fields
Heading Definition Note

MS Media Status Code Required

FSC NIIN (NSN) The National Stock N~mber has two components (4 digit Federal Required
Stock Code + 9 digit National Item Identification Number)

U/I Unit of Issue is entered from the verbal or written order, but is then Automatic
extracted for the selected NSN from the DSCP database

Qty The order quantity Required
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Heading Definition Note

Document Number The 14 character requisition number (6 character DODAAC + 4 Required
digit Julian Date (YDDD) + unique 4 character string)

DS Demand Suffix (N and R codes are automatically reset to blank) Optional

Supp-Address DODAAC for supplementary address Optional

SC Signal Code Optional

FC Fund Code Optional

DIS Distribution Code Optional

PRJ Project Code Optional

PRI Priority Code Optional

RDD Required Delivery Date Optional

ADV Advice Code Optional

RIC FM The RIC of the depot that forwarded the requisition Optional

OWN PUR This is two separate one character data elements entered as if it Required
were a single field (Ownership Code and Condition Code)

Condition Code Supply Condition Required

Exception Comments A maximum of 20 lines (no word wrap) of free form comments Optional

4.3 Print Unshipped MROs

Once the MRO has been reviewed and printed, it disappears from the Review Orders and
Generate MROs queue. While the requisition is in the Prepare Shipment Labels queue, the MRO
form itself is not available. The Print Unshipped MROs queue allows you to review or reprint
those MROs during the shipping phase of the process. Once the shipping labels have been
finished, the MRO would be visible in the View Existing Shipping/Container Labels queue.

4.4 Prepare Shipment Labels

Shipment labels can be generated for a collection of already printed MROs that are all going to
the same destination (see Figure 33). Only MROs that have not already been shipped and were
previously printed using the function "Review Orders and Generate MROs" (see Section 4.1)
appear in the list of MROs for the selected destination. This function prepares the required
shipping labels (DD Form 1387), the bar coded container labels, a list of requisitions and
quantities as a checklist for the shipment, and any of the MROs that had their quantity changed.
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Destinations I HX2712 - ELLSWORTH AFMCSS 1078337, ELLSWORTH AFB SD (2)

I-, AA Cooper Transportatlon . 12 overmment watercrall, barge, lghýter .. . .

Large Shipments Spedal Coatainer Labels? r No r Yes

1 Remove

Total Labels: 1 Add Label I

Generate Label

- I4IlJNILe of Advie Cmtiar

~HX271 24078029R 8405-01 -377-9665 F- I EditL

HX271 24078041 R 0405-011 -377-9687 '~[ 3 1 Edt I

Figure 33- Prepare Shipment Labels Web Page

The data entry requirements have been organized for this user's manual into a top half and a
bottom half. The top half (see Figure 34) data is for information about the entire shipment (e.g.,
shipper, mode of shipment, etc.). More than one address label is required when the shipment is
being made in containers that can be separated (e.g., multiple pallets). Each separate container
needs its own address label. Change the number of address labels from the default value of one
to whatever number is required by clicking the "Add Labels" button for each label needed.

The same option for large shipments is available here as it was on the Prepare DD250s page
illustrated in Section 3.3. Selecting "Yes" for Large Shipments Special Container Labels will
allow you to download only one page of labels per NSN, printing as many copies as you need
locally. This can greatly reduce the time needed to generate the labels and download them.

Select the Destination for the shipment

Destinations I HX2712 - ELLSWORTH AFMCSS 1078337, ELLSWORTH AFB SD (2) jý

United Parcel Servce Z4 SurfaceSmall Package Carrier (see OtllerLCorrJ

Select your j CNO 'nal= C a No r- Yes4 Print only 1 sheet of
Shipper and L a VolW 03M Ttmb" wuIbw F -:J labels per NSN

t 1 of....... F - i U112346678123i6 Remove ithe Mode of 1

Shipment 2 II I -- 23464813461 e Remove any
Total Labels,: fid Label unneeded labels

Enter Weight and Volume Add labels for Enter the Tracking Number or
of each skid, pallet or multiple skids, Bill of Lading number if known
container if known pallets or containers

Figure 34 - Top Half of Prepare Shipment Labels Web Page
3
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The bottom half (see Figure 35) is used to enter data about each requisition in the shipment. Each
of the requisitions that is to be included with this shipment need to have a check mark inserted in
the "Ship" column by clicking that column for the appropriate requisition. The quantity to be
shipped can be changed if there were not enough items for a specific requisition. When the
quantity is changed, another MRO (DD From 1348-1A) can be printed to replace the previously
printed MRO. The number of containers can also be changed and/or edited using the "Edit"
button in the right hand column for each requisition. The "Edit" button causes a small window to
be opened (see Figure 36) where the number of items in each container can be changed as long
as the total quantity for the referenced requisition remains the same at the time that the "Update"
button is clicked.

Click to generate your

Generate Label Shipping Label

S No. of A4uice otie
Continr Code

F' l1NDD402601 44A 18430-01-3125-6510 -7 12 27Ed

Check this box Make any corrections Click for description Click to Edit
to ship this item to the ship qty of Advice Code number of NSNs

per Container

Figure 35 - Bottom Half of Prepare Shipment Labels Web Page

W81NDD40260144A 8430-01-325-6518 PR

F .mber o Quantif pr ol

Make changes to the [-s 1-12 s

number of containers ,. - -_
and/or the qty of 2 r--6 12

NSNs per container - "
7 TotlEntry. 72 Your edited total must

SW 72 match the ship qty

Add additional row(s) Add ROW j Remove Row I

for differing unit pack

,•l "pdate cancel k Close cancel Entry

Save any change madeT Resets quantitiesResets quantities and closes window

Figure 36 - Small Window for Editing Container Information
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Click the "Generate Label" button when you are satisfied with all of the data that you have
entered. The "Generate Label" button causes a new window to be opened that contains the
shipping label (see Figure 37), any changed MROs (button is grayed-out if no MIROs were
changed), the container labels (see Figure 38), and a list of all requisitions that are included in
this shipment (see Figure 39). The list is intended to be used as a checklist to make sure that
every container is accounted for in the shipment. Each of the documents can be printed by
clicking on the document (e.g., "Shipping" button) of interest at the top of the web page and then
clicking the "Print" button at the top of the web page. Use the maroon print button, not the
browser's print button. Until the "Finish" button is clicked, the shipping label (see Figure 37)
will contain the large red letters VOID as a reminder that the shipment remains open for changes
and that none of the MILSTRIP transactions have been transmitted.

* A click of the "Finish" button will remove the VOID lettering and transmit the
appropriate MILSTRIP transactions for each of the MROs in the shipment. Do not
"Finish" the document unless you are ready to transmit the MILSTRIP transactions.

"-1 I-j p •,, tainer t finish

Print 4 Pro, Nexti 5-of i

TCN FG303540839134XXX

From. SCO 104 r w, m
UPS

ALTAMA DELTA COF4PORATION PS

10575 HiGNAY 412 W
LEXIGTON TN 36351-d280

\I@a I ) 1b.) Od hWPriorly
1 of 1 0 4084

Ship To I PO
ROM AFITIC 051 160
LUIERSITYOF GEORFiA
HARDOMAN HALL HIM 207
ATHENS GA 30602-2302

POD MRL, SW*Iy, & T.Co Da•a

LUUtnr CQMWM I MES For CoW, nue

FY8956

AFROTC DET 160
U#VErS" OF GEORGIA
HARDMAN HALL RM 2071
ATIENS GA 3V0 23

Figure 37 - New Window for Shipping Forms
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ForI Label iLcontalner it Finish I
Print 14 Prey I Next rI - ofoI

liiI 111111111 III1111111 1111 l iill lll 11111111lii h~ ll 1111 HItil UilI
8430-01-198-1392 8430-01-198-1397UPC UPC3

PR 2 fIPR 2
FG303540839134 FG303540839135
M30- 03104 M30- 03104

7 7 7t

Figure 38 - New Window for Container Forms

The container labels are formatted to match a standard 5263 Avery label (4" X 2") - 10 labels
per sheet.

Form Label Container I List Finish

Print 14Prev Next r Io

Alsma Doeh Corportin- 02LQ - 6EG- SC@14
f •TC: Irý ýG0S=134UX

DetkWaon: FY8956
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
HARDMAN HALL RM 207
ATHENS GA 30642-2302

Reuiito NubrSHHomen sie o Qa-

F03035408334 8430--198-1392 boots. .o*bWt 7 RE7GLAR 1 2

F3035408391 35 8430-01-198-1397 boots, combat REGULAR 1 2

Ttetsi 2 4

Figure 39 - New Window for List

4.5 View Existing Shipment/Container Labels

Existing shipping and container labels can be recalled and edited or reprinted (see Figure 40) for
a few days after they were originally created. This is done so that lost or damaged documents can
be reprinted. Shipments can also be edited before they are finished to add or remove MROs and
to change MRO quantities. Shipments that already have a "Date Printed" can only be viewed.
They cannot be edited.
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Click to return to the Prepare Shipment Click to return to the Prepare Shipment
Labels screen and edit this label Labels screen and edit this label

SCAO40SACl)OIN WW2SUJ .N25OI - XU TRANSPORTATION4 OFFICER, NEWajEERAND PA__

24 2004 S25AM SC= 404(1AM0OO( ISO31 - St31 - TRAVIS ASSOCIATIO FOR fT MN.D, AWITZ TX

MW 24 2. 4 &25AM 5LI..4I.2i1WSX. .I YWat. dOMLIU . €PRWIZA-V ktT KA HSPt.7W A ALV

Mw 24 2004 &2SAM Vd1X1U•4C7101)OO( I -ie
I • .~.. ... ..e( llO n -r,------- --- -

MW24 2004 &24AM SCT010i 2Q176XXX MOM S138- SC0138- SR CLOTI INITIAL ISSME POWFORT 100X KY vie.

MW 24 SCO1004030M X SCSI37. SC137-SR CLO. 3 NTIALSIJ FNT, FO" KA ONX SC

These items have already been shipped

Figure 40 - View Existing Shipment/Container Labels Web Page

4.6 Review and Reply to Follow-Up Inquiries

Follow-up inquiries are periodically sent by the organization that initiated a requisition to inquire
about the status of their order. The inquiries are directed to the depot that is responsible for
filling the order. If the requisition has already been shipped, VIM-ASAP automatically replies to
the follow-up inquiry with that information. If the requisition is still in the depot's queue, it is
displayed on this web page (see Figure 41) so that an estimated shipment date can be entered.
The people responsible for MROs should review this list every day to provide an estimated
shipping date that is sent back to the requestor. The most common follow-up inquires are those
for high priority requisitions with an RDD of 999, which means ship it immediately. This is sent
the same day that the requisition is sent. Yoti need not reply to this inquiry if the requested items
will be shipped the same day that the requisition is received. If not, you need to enter an expected
shipping date and then click the "Transmit" button.

Enter the olanned shi)oinP date and click Transmit

Figure 41 - Review and Reply to Follow-Up Inquiries Web Page
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5 Reports

Several reports are available to manufacturers, with several additional reports being available to
Bill & Hold vendors. These now exist in a separate menu folder for convenience.

5.1 View Contract Shipments and Invoices

The "View Contract Shipments and Invoices" function (see Figure 7) utilizes a mixture of data
from SAMMS, VIM-ASAP, and VPIS to construct a matrix for each contract of shipments and
CLINs that tracks the completion status of each contract. SAMMS is used to define contract data
(e.g., CLINs, NSNs, order quantities, received quantities, etc.). VIM-ASAP is used to identify
shipment data (e.g., shipment numbers, date shipped, CLIN shipment quantities, etc.). VPIS is
used to correlate shipment numbers with a QAR's acceptance of that shipment. DSCP Personnel
must first select the contractor of interest by using the pull-down arrow to the right of the
contractor's CAGE and name. Once selected, all contracts and delivery orders for that contractor
will appear in the pull-down lists below the contractor's name. Manufacturers simply select the
contract and delivery order of interest to display its data in the lower half of the frame.

Click to view the Select the desired
selected DD250 Contract and Delivery

Click the "X" to t Check carrier's

export data to •.1, Ok

your local Excel V•- sa•.•. W2" 00250j Tf, tracking status
__ _.........................._'_,,_ for the selected

T0 0a DD250A 8 c D E F 6 H I i J K

I C-btctor 9AI90
2 CQýt"t SPO10(002D0302 Deiver t Order; 0001

Click on any 6 l/3123UY3Go

0DD250 to 1TL1 1~UYl 6 29~dD 182Sd 3504 321v 31 31-Its1 :

select it for 1' .. "s Drag corner with
viewing (above) "' == ZIleft mouse

or tracking _5n rml 42r•Z 4im button to resize
(above at right) 3 0 data view

Figure 42 - View Contract Shipments and Invoices Web Page

The data is presented in the frame with all of the shipments listed down the left hand side of the
table and all the CLINs listed along the top of the frame from left to right. Each column and row
heading is explained in either Table 2 or Table 3.

Many of the contracts have far too many CLINs and shipments to view on one screen. The data
can be easily transferred to Excel with a click of the green X at the top of the frame. Excel can be
used to format the data for viewing, printing, or saving to the user's local disk for later use. This
function can also be used to gain access to DD250s and to carrier tracking data. Simply click on
any row in the frame that has a shipment of interest. A click of either the "View Selected
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DD250" or "View Carrier Tracking" button provides access to the selected DD250 or to the
carrier's web site that tracks each shipment., Carrier data does not exist for a bill and hold contractor's shipment to itself nor does it

exist if the carrier selected by the manufacturer does not provide for web based tracking
of their shipments.

Table 2 - View Contract Shipments and Invoices Column Headings

Column Heading Description Data Source

DD250 Ship No The shipment number is extracted from each DD250 that was VIM-ASAP
completed using VIM-ASAP.

Date Shipped The date shipped is extracted from each DD250. VIM-ASAP

Shipped To The shipped to DODAAC is taken from the SAMMS contract SAMMS
shipment destination.

Total Shipped The total quantity shipped is extracted from each DD250 for all VIM-ASAP
CLINs for each shipment.

QAR Accepted The QAR acceptance date is taken from DFAS's records from their VPIS
VPIS system. This data is accessed so that manufacturers can stop
faxing/mailing signed DD250s to DSCP. The existence of the QAR
acceptance date in VPIS is the equivalent of seeing the signature on
the paper DD250. The acceptance date is only sporadically
recorded for fast pay contracts when the items are being shipped to
a retail site and the inspection is done at the destination.

Cum Total The cumulative total shipped is a running total extracted from the VIM-ASAP
Shipped DD250 for all CLINs for all shipments.

Table 3 - View Contract Shipments and Invoices Row Headings
Row Heading Description Data Source

Shipped The shipped quantity is the total for all shipments for each column VIM-ASAP
(one column for all CLINs -and one for each individual CLIN). This
data is only complete if all stiipments were made using VIM-ASAP. It
is not uncommon for manufacturers to begin using VIM-ASAP after
they have already completed at least one shipment for a contract. In
those cases, the total shipped quantities will be inaccurate. Check
the first shipment number in the list. If it starts with "0001" then VIM-
ASAP has a complete record of all shipments.

In Transit The in transit quantity is calculated by subtracting SAMMS's VIM-ASAP
received quantity from VIM-ASAP's shipped quantity. This quantity is and SAMMS
not reliable when the manufacturer did not start using VIM-ASAP
until they had already completed some shipment prior to their use of
VIM-ASAP.

Received The received quantity is extracted from the contract's received SAMMS
quantity, which is calculated from the D4S transaction that is
generated by receiving organization. There are instances where the
QAR has accepted the items, but they have not been recorded as
received. This happens when the D4S caused a violation or the
receiving organization has not yet posted the D4S.
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Row Heading #Description Data Source

Ordered The ordered quantity is taken from the contract's order quantity SAMMS

Balance The balance quantity is calculated by subtracting the received SAMMS
quantity from the ordered quantity

Shipment data will be kept for each contract as long as that contract is active in SAMMS. Once
the data is deleted from SAMMS, you will no longer be able to utilize this function for that
contract.

5.2 Track DD250 Payments

This function displays the payment status of all SAMMS-formatted VIM-ASAP DD250s (see
Figure 43).

Menu Track DD250 Payments

.. . =1 ,i 9 M ,0 V -..
8988 061I202 002 0011 $13799.999 1,W 0. 0 inquire

8971 081212W SM'18OW2CO320 0031 Ah¶C007 I $9,199 $0.00107AMO200 $8.799.99 $400.00 Vie- Remove inquire

8973 06125/2002 iSPO102O32o 01 AMCOO18 $14,800.X0 $0.00 07,4/2982 $14,0.00 $M200. View Re

Figure 43 - Track DD250 Payments Page

This list is primarily focused on unpaid balances. Fully paid invoices are kept in the list for a few
weeks, while unpaid and partially paid invoices are kept until they are paid in full. The list is
initially sorted by invoice number with the oldest at the top of the list. Clicking on a column
heading (the row with the green background) will sort that column in ascending order. A second
click on that same heading will reverse the sorting to descending order. (See Figure 44)

Click on the Contract column _

heading to sort by Contract, , S

Delivery Order and _

Shipment number. An arrow 20 1 0

indicates whether the 9424 0624203 SP01 0001 D0329 0012 AMC0001 $3,389.76

column is in ascending or -_[

descending order. 8429 06/26t2003 SP010001D0329 0012 AMC0002 $2,677.14

9432 07A38i2 SPO1 0001 D0329 0012 AMC0003 $4,863.15
_____ ______r_______ _____ ______ _ _ _ _

Figure 44 - Sorting the Data on the Track DD250 Payments Page

Payment data for each CLIN can be reviewed by clicking the "View" button at the end of each
invoice. Recent DD250s may not have a "View" hyperlink for a day or two because the DD250
has not yet been recorded in the DFAS payment system. SAMMS-formatted payment data is
extracted from the DFAS system called Vendor Pay Inquiry System (VPIS), currently located
online at http://www.dfas.mil/money/vendor/index.htm. MOCAS-formatted payment data cannot
be tracked at the current time due to MOCAS payments not being associated with specific
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Invoices and CLINs, however MOCAS-formatted data can be viewed online in VPIS at the
address above. As more and more contracts are being generated as SAMMS contracts, the
MOCAS data situation will be disappearing. Each manufacturer can automatically contact DFAS
if the VPIS data is not updated after five dafs by clicking the Inquire button at the far right. (See
Figure 45) This button will be available if an Invoice has been in VIM-ASAP for 5 days without
any VPIS data, or if it has been over 33 days without the Invoice being paid in full.

I Dae Pi Upi FS Rmv nur Submiit Click to remove
Pad Aont Aon this Invoice from

Trucking ......... the tracking page

S1 0A212002 $1,822.87 $181.89 View Remove Inquir Send an Inquiry to
-$ -ve DFAS for any

10/04[2002 $ View Remove Inquire unpaid invoices.
-r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ................................ . ................. ....... ................ .....

$0.00 $450.48 Remove [ 7290 The date of inquiry. ................. .... ........... .. . .......................... • .. .w ill d is p la y a t le ft.

[071212003 $2,974.52 0 view Remove [ - liarw i a
---------- ........ These item s are

07111/2003 $9,314.77 $).00 View Remove I InquiretZ: too new toF$___ inquire about

No payment data reported by VPIS VPIS Payment detail available

Figure 45 - DFAS Detail and Inquiry Section of Track DD20 Payments Page

y The "Remove" link will remove that Invoice Number from the tracking window.
This feature will keep paid items from displaying and make it easier to view only
those items that need to be tracked.

A click of any "View" button generates a detailed list for the selected invoice (see Figure 46).
Whenever DFAS makes a partial payment for any of the CLINs, they create a suffix code for that
CLIN and separate the invoice amounts into multiple pieces. DFAS frequently does not enter
some of the data into VPIS until they make a payment. It is not uncommon for the gross invoice
amount to be blank until the payment is made. Unpaid items are highlighted in a red font. Any
item marked "*** paid? ***" are items that have disappeared from VPIS without displaying any

record of payment. This is most common when a manual payment is made (not necessarily by
check, but an electronic payment) outside th& VPIS system.
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C66IkU et AhWmm" P A n Summary line repeated

9038 0o r" o SPo09o331• 01 AWCooo4 3,So8 WOO 1or $, 87 5U from selected View button

0001IAA E001832 0440 070( paid $437SO $43760 $0.00 $000 $0.00 [$437.60 1004=12002 1012002 0952

0002AA E001 8302 0440382077M paid $875.19 $875.1b $0O00 $0.00 $0.00 "875 19 101041200 10041200 094)5200 09==2t

0003AA E00l 8302 044036202770003 paid $8751I9 $875.1 0 00 $0 $0.00 $87.1 10420 1004200 0522 09810

0004AA i 00018302 04403822770003 paid $510,03 $510.53 $0.0 $000 $505 142 002 10041200 095102UM 8i

O00SAA 6001302 04403622770003 paid $67N $670.08 $0.0 $0.0 $0.00 $608 04102 041002 090 6/20

(0006" i0EM 8302 0440362027700D, .. $56l.. 1 33 $5105 $0.00 $000) $0 00 $51025 1014Q2(2 1004r"(2 0(452(2 9)J(

ooi -,o, -o ---- --- A -- I

Close I

Unpaid items are II Statuses marked "-..paid? .. are items
highlighted in red that have been deleted from VPIS

Figure 46 - DFAS Detail Web Page for a Single DD250

The list of invoices contains columns that are defined in the table below. The column marked as
"Source" is used to identify the source of the data.

Table 4 - Track DD250 Data Fields and Sources
Name Source Description

Invoice Number ASAP This number is extracted from Block 6 of each DD250.

Invoice Date ASAP This date is extracted from Block 3 of each DD250.

Contract ASAP This is extracted from block 1 of the DD250.

Delivery Order ASAP This is extracted from block 1 of the DD250.

Shipment ASAP This is extracted from block 2 of the DD250.

Invoice Amount ASAP This is extracted from block 20 for the sum of all CLINs for the DD250.

Adjustments VPIS This is extracted from the DFAS data for discounts taken (negative
number) and interest paid (positive number).

Date Paid VPIS This is extracted from the DFAS data for the most recent payment on
any of the CLINs.

Paid Amount VPIS This is extracted from the DFAS data for the sum of all payments for all
CLINs of the DD250 (including both partial and full payments for each
CLIN).

Unpaid Balance ASAP This is the differ9nce between the Invoice Amount and the Paid Amount.
& VPIS

DFAS Detail Click the appropriate button to see the detailed data for each CLIN. A
blank button means that DFAS has not yet received the digital DD250
data. This is normal for a day or two. Contact the VIM-ASAP help desk if
the data has not been received by DFAS after more than three working
days. There may be a problem at one end or the other that needs to be
corrected.
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The detailed list of CLIN payments for the selected invoice contains the following columns (a
few of the columns at the end of the list would not fit on the figure, but are defined below):

Table 5 - DFAS Detailed Invoice Data Sources

Name Source Description

CLIN ASAP This number is extracted from Block 15 of the selected DD250.

Sfx VPIS DFAS creates a, suffix code whenever a CLIN is split into two or more
payments). I

Voucher VPIS DFAS voucher identification number

EFT Trace Electronic fund transfer trace number (if payment was made
electronically)

Check VPIS DFAS check number (if payment was not made electronically)

Status VPIS DFAS payment status (either pending or paid)

Invoice Amount ASAP This number is extracted from Block 20 of each CLIN.

Payment Amount VPIS DFAS payment record for each CLIN

Discount Amount VPIS The amount of discount taken by DFAS.

Interest Amount VPIS The amount of interest paid by DFAS whenever the payment is late.

Tax Withheld VPIS This is a DFAS number that is not explained, but can be used in the
calculations.

Gross Invoice VPIS This is the sum of the invoice amount plus the interest amount less the
discount amount and tax withheld.

Last Action VPIS The date of the last action taken by DFAS.

Date Paid VPIS The date that a CLIN is paid (blank while payment is pending).

Invoice Received VPIS The date that DFAS received the invoice.

Material VPIS The date that the material was accepted by the ship-to destination (block
Acceptance 13 of the DD250). This typically comes from the date that the D4S

MILSTRAP transaction was created.

Locator Code VPIS Defense Contract Management District (DCMD), or the Defense Plant
Representative Office (DPRO), or Accounting Office(AO)

Scheduled VPIS This is the date that DFAS has entered for the date they plan to make
Payment the payment (frequently left blank by DFAS).

Reason Code and VPIS These two codes work together to explain what is happening with the
Remarks payment. You can download a DFAS document that explains these

codes at http://www.dfas.mil/monei/vendor/remdoc.pdf.

5.3 Inventory Count

The inventory count report can be used to synchronize each bill and hold contractor's inventory
records with those of DSCP. DSCP's records are based on adding any quantities that were
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accepted from a DD250 and subtracting any quantities for an MRO that was issued (issued
MROs are requisitions with a status of "BA" that are assigned to the bill and hold contractor).
The table of data for the inventory counts contains the following columns:

* NSN: The national stock number of each item in the list

* Size: A definition of the size for each NSN

0 DSCP Qty: The DLA owned quantity on-hand in the warehouse after all of the issued
MROs have been filled.

0 Outstanding Order Quantity: The total quantity from MROs that have been issued to
the warehouse, but have not yet had their shipping label printed. This quantity may still
be in storage or it could be picked anti on a pallet that does not yet have its shipping label.

e Total Qty: The sum of the DSCP Qty and the Outstanding Order Quantity

0 Full Cases: The total quantity divided by the unit pack (the whole number only with any
fraction removed).

0 Qty in Broken Cases: The fraction that was left over from the full case count.

A drop-down menu allows you to select a specific PGC to view. All PGCs as a group or the
displayed PGC can be printed by using the relevant "Print All PGCs" or "Print Selected PGC
Only" button at the top of the web page (see Figure 47). If the PGC listing exceeds a single page
in length, you may scroll through the pages by clicking the "Prev" or "Next" buttons.
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Print an inventory report of either
All PGCs or only the current PGC Select a specific PGC to view

Print All PGCs Print SeltdPGC Only PGC/NOMEN 101659 - trousers, men's

S, sse
4P INext FiTo f i

S405-01-076-0720 28 regular 31 O 31 2 7

8406-01-076-0724 29 regular 29 0 29 2 6

8406-01-076-0728 30 regular 300 0 300 26 0

6406-01-076-0729 30 long 231 12 243 20 3

8406-01-076-0730 30 x-long 0 44 3 8

S406-01-076-0732 31 regular 321 12 333 27 9

8406-01-076-0733 31 long 388 216 604 60 4

8406-01-076-0734 31 x-long 12 S 12 1 0

8406-01-076-0736 32 regular 691 1 692 67 a

8405-01-076-0737 32 long 4,482 1 4,483 373 7

8405-01-076-0738 32 x-long 53 0 53 4 5

8406-01-076-0740 33 regular 496 0 496 41 4

8406-01-076-0741 33 long 6,807 0 5,807 483 11

8405-01-076-0742 33 x-long 469 0 469 38 3

8406-01-076-074" 34 regular 662 0 662 66 2

8406-01-076-0746 34 long 6,064 2 6,066 604 8

8406-01-076-0746 34 x4ong 626 48 88 69 0 U

8406-01-076-0748 36 regular 362 B 363 30 3

Current Inventory before filling
Projected balance after orders any existing orders,
Projengctedbaance afers with number of cases
filling current orders and open case totals

Figure 47 - Inventory Count Printing Page

5.4 Requisition Shipment Tracking

This report provides access to the shipment status of requisitions that have been shipped during
the last month or two. The status stays available for inquiry for one month after the requisition
has been received and is closed out of DSCP's database. The inquiry is done by entering the
requisition number and any suffix code (see Figure 48) in the fields provided at the top of the
web page. A click of the "View" button will display the data that is known about requested
requisition in a data table beneath it.
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Enter the Requisition number that you wish to track (with any suffix),
then click the View button

o~Requestion Number Suffix Code

IKU"f741711MR I.- F
View I

I sse e -,,1to iW_

Shipment summary information SpT .7
appears in the first table eMa 24 2W

TC* HX27774079041iRXX

Iss ue TomDW: SAD

ShppdTo ODA HX2T7n

Date ippe Mar 24 2004

TM- HX27774071041RXXX All items in this shipment
Carr UPS are listed here

F ........ llon WW no te2 j,
HX27774079J41R 8405-01-377-467 Mu 23 2004 2 2

H1X277740745R B405-01-377-950 Mur 23 2004 6 6

The Carrier Tracking Number will
appear if it was entered. Click the link
to go to the Carrier's tracking page

Figure 48 - Requisition Status Page

If you entered a Tracking Number when you selected the Shipper and Mode of Shipment in the
Prepare Shipment Labels window, it will be displayed as a hyperlink. Clicking this link will
open a new browser window and load the shipper's tracking detail page for that particular
shipment (if the shipper has that feature online).

5.5 Shipped Requisitions

This report provides a listing of all requisitions shipped within a specified time frame (see Figure
49). Once the desired Start Date and End Date have been filled in, clicking the "View" button
will launch an Excel object showing all MRO data completed within that time frame. The
window can be resized by clicking-dragging the lower right comer, and can be exported to a

separate Excel spreadsheet on your local computer by clicking the green Excel "X" icon beneath
the title bar.
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Start Date 13/1r 4 Enter the date range forStrt Nte /tDo/Y**• •• ' the report and click the

To export the data to your End Date t3h2Vew r ort andclk the
local Excel file, click View button to load the

loac tExcel spreadsheet
Excel "X" icon V,_ w

MR hipettlepri riMiA 3?0
LA B c D0

2 FedExGr 3/l/201 107636061022617 N4205A40560087X* N4205A405&OXJ7 8405-01-151-1891 10 N4205A
3 LFedExGr 3/1/2004 107636061022617 N420A056400087)0 N4205A4056088 8405-01-151-1895 5 N4205A

"4 FFedExGr 3/1/2004 107636061022617 N4205A4"05687)0 N4205A405%60C89 8405-01-151-1902 10 N4205A

S FedExGr 3/1o2004 107636061022624 N6%26540565354)=( N6626540565354 8405-01-151-1918 180 N66265

6FedExGr 3/121 4 107636061022624 N66i26540565354)( N6626540565363 8405-01-151-1927 90 N66265

7 FedExGr 3/1r2004 10763&610261 24 N662%40%5354)= I N6626540565366 8405-01-151-1930 30 N66265
8 FedExGr 3/1/2004 107636061022723 N9673940560238)0 N9673940560238 8405-01-151-1878 3 W6739

FedExGr 3/1/2004 107636061022723 N9673940560238)-J ( N%5673940560239 B405-01-151-1891 3 K%739
10 FedExG 3/1/21f04 107636061022723 N96739405W0238)= N9673940560240 8405-01-151-1918 3 N9739

11 FedExGr 3/1/2064 10763606102273T SC01084057057D)0= SCOt084057057D 8405-01-151-1900 60 SCO108

12 FedExGr 3/1/204 107636061022730 SCO1084057057DW SC01OB4057058D 8405-01-151-1904 60 SCO108

13 FedExGr 3/1204 107636061022730 SC01084057057DX) SC01084057061D 8405-01-151-1918 30 SCO108

-4 edExGr 3/1/2004 107636061022785 HX26734055817R)0( HX26734055817R 8405-01-341-9998- 7 HX23

15 FedExGr 3/1/2004 107636061022785 HX26734055817R).( H-6734055 R 8405-01-342- 33 1 HX2673
16 FedExGr 3/1/2004 1076361022785 HX26734055817R)X0 HX26734055833R 8405-01-342-0014 6 t-073

"17f edExGr 3/1/2064 107636061022792 HX34174055823R)00 H)34174055823R 18405-01-342-000 4 I'X417

18 FedExGr 3/1/2064 107636061022806 V64FWT40441010A)N W64HWT40441010 A 8405-01-341-9969 3 Y464HWT

19 FedExGr 3/1/2004 107636061022808 VV4HWT40441010AM "W64HWT40441012 8405-01-341-9997 4 W64HWr

2 FedExGr 3/1/2004 10763606102280B M4FWi4HW40441010AAX VY54HWT40441016 '8405-01-342-0004 W64HWT

21 FedExGr 3/2/2064 SC01004057Q357)00( SC010040570357 8405-01-341-9991 150 SC0139

22 FedExGr 3/2/204 SC01004057o357) SC010040570358 8405-01-342-0001 210 SC0139

2 edExGr 3/2/2064 SC010040570357)00= SC010040570359 8405-01-342-0013 49 SC0139

24 edExGr 3/2/23064 107636061022822 N3641iA05aU-44)00( N3641A465wX4 8405-01-151-1882 3 N3641A

25 edExGr 3/2/204 107636061022839 N9707840570082)00 N9707840570082 8405-01-151-1931 2 N97078
FedExGr 3064 107636061022846 SC010040506ABKIO0 SC010040568ABK 8405-01-151-1916 3) SCO102
Fed x 3/2/204 107636061022853 HG31203356843R)00 H)(31203356843R 8405-01478-1177 2 -3120

28 FedExGr 3/2/204 107636061022853 HX31203356843R)0X HX31204040843R 8405-01-478-1177 1 3120

29 FedExGr 3/2/2004 107636061022853 H(31203356843R)00 iH31204056843R 8405-01-_47-1177 1 HX3120

Figure 49 - Shipped Requisitions Page

This report is designed to simplify the Bill & Hold manufacturer's reconciliation of shipping
charges. Once the data for the desired time period has been downloaded and shipping invoices
have been received (i.e., weekly UPS statements, FedEx invoices, etc.), the charges for each
shipment may be entered on each line. All other required information should already be listed
from the original data.

5.6 Active Contracts

The Active Contracts function is another Excel object that allows a manufacturer to view all
open contracts, delivery orders and CLINs. (See Figure 50) As with the Shipped Requisitions

page, clicking on the green Excel "X" will download the data in to a local copy of Excel on the

user's computer. The data can be imported into a manufacturer's own enterprise system by
saving the downloaded Excel file in whatever format (Comma-Separated Values or CSV, Text,
etc.) necessary.
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To export the data to your
local Excel file, click the
Excel "X' icon

A B C OjE F G H f K LI

2 SPOI(0000MC839 0001AA 10000 EA BDUCOATSSAAAA 09/13/r2(00 NCC SC010OO1581202 SCO10J
3 ISP010OI MSE10 0O00AA 1 PR TRS 437 A1186 11/11/2m FY04530255CO06 FY0453
4 jSPO102flMSE10 00M9AA 1 PR TRS 437 Al183 11/11/2000 FY0453025BC03 FY0453

5 SP01007C4003 (000BA 10824 PR 8415012281346 01)07f=2 V2G2T
i :SP1 :0004C4193 D0I0A, 48) EA 8415014701944 05/19/2004 W25G1U
7 S01fOL34C4193 0002AA 4800 EA 8415014701949 05/19/2024 W25G1U
8 !SPOD1004C4193 OD03AA 48M EA 8415014701952 05/19/2054 W25GIU
9 SP010I24C4193 000o4AA 18= EA 8415014701953 (8192(04 w2-GIU

10o!sP oo04C4193 O15AA 180M EA 8415014701954 05/191O)4 W25G1U
11 ISP01004C4193 0006A 18X00 EA 8415014702B18 05/19/200)4 W25GIU
12 SPO1(10)4C4193 0007AA 24(500 EA 8415014702828 (19/2(0)4 W25G1U
13 ISP0104C4193 0008AA 600 EA 8415014702B33 05/19O2004 W25G1U
14 SP0oo(I4C4193 o009AA 2400 EA 8415014702841 0"1/() W25GU
15 SP011004C4193 O01OAA 4200 EA 8415014702B44 05/19/2(04 W25GIU
16 SP01000400326 U001 0001AA 30 PR 8405015105434 05/29(3004 W25GIU
17 SP010004D0326 0001 0002AA 30 PR 840601510•437 (6f/292024 W25GiU
18 SP010004DO326 (001 0003AA 60 PR 8405016105439 07/29/2004 W2SGIU
19 SP010004D(326 0001 0004AA 30 PR 8405015105441 06/2/29004 W2501U
2 SP010104D0326 0001 0006AA 60 PR 8405015106442 07f29/2024 W25GI U
21 SP010004D0326 000 0006A1 30 PR 8405015105444 06/29/2024 W25G1U
22 SP01002400326 00)1 0007AA 60 PR 84M5I105446 07/29/2024 W25GIU
23 SP010404326 0001 0008AA 30 PR 8405018105448 05/29/2024 W25G1U
2•4SP0I004D2M (0)1 009AA 210 PR 8405015105449 05/28/2024 W25G1U
25 SPO1OM4000326 (0)1 01OAA 90 PR 8405015105451 0/28/02004 W25G1U
28 SP(1004CO326 0001 0M11AA 30 PR 8405015105455 o6/29/2024 W25G1U
27 SP01000410326 0001 0012AA 120 PR 840501510545B 0/2/2004 W25G1U
28 SP010004D0326 0001 0013AA 90 PR 8405015106459 02/28/2024 W26GIU
29 SP01004D0326 001 0M14AA 30 PR 8402)1510590 05/29/2004 W25G1U
30 SP01(DD400326 0001 0M15AA 240 PR 8405015105461 05/28/2024 W25G1U
31 SPO100042•326 0001 0U16AA 120 PR 8405015105463* 05/28/2(0)4 W25G1U
32 SPO10004CO326 0001 0017AA 60 PR 8405015105471 , 07/2o 4 W2ZG1U
33 SPO1(I04D0326 (0)1 0)1&A 90 PR 8405015106472, 05/28/2004 W25G1U
34 SPO1000402326 (11 0019AA 60 PR 84U0=15105474 07/29/2004 W25G1U
kBSP091004C0326 0001 0020AA 30 PR 84015105487 06/292(0)4 W25G1U
36 SP010004D0326 0001 0021AA 120 PR 8405015105488 05/28/2024 W25GIU
37 SPO1034D326 00)1 0022AA 120 PR 84 15105499 08/25/2304 W2SG1U
38 SP010004DO326 0001 0023AA 30 PR 840501510%501 06/29/2054 W25GIU
3A SP010041DQ125 02)1 o0024AA 60 PR 84015105507 07/29/204 W2SG1U
40 SP010004D0326 0001 0025AA 30 PR 8405015105511 06/9/2054 W25GI U
4A1SP010004D0326 00)1 0026AA 120 PR 8405015105576 08/28/2024 W25G1U
42 SP01Q014D0326 0001 0027AA 90 PR 84015105577 05/28/2004 W25G1U
43 SPO1004D3)326 (031 0028AA 30 PR 8405015105578 05/29/2(04 'W2SG1U
44 SPF01004D02326 0001 0029AA 60 PR 840S)15105679 07/29M2004 WV25GIU
45 SP0100040326 0001 003DAA 60 PR 8405015105580 07/90 W2GIIU

Figure 50- Active Contracts Page

Since this report lists all active contracts, there is no selection or specifying of dates required.
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Appendix A. Registration for Electronic Transmission of DD250s
Using WinS

DFAS (Defense Financial and Accounting Service) has established a Web-based system they call
WInS (Web Invoicing System). Any defense supplier can use its system to:

1) Set up a new account
2) Enter manual invoices directly into the Web site (non-ASAP invoices)
3) Obtain production approval for ASAP transmission of electronic invoices
4) Monitor progress of DFAS payments

Functions 1, 3, and 4 are part of ASAP processing and are explained in the following
subsections. Function 2 can be used to manually enter electronic invoices into WInS for non-
ASAP contracts. Currently WInS is only used

A-1. Setting Up a New DFAS Account

Before authorizing ASAP to transmit electronic invoices each new manufacturer must first
establish a new account with DFAS. The first page that appears after accessing the Wins site
(See Figure 6.1-1) permits existing users to log in or new users to create an account.

Username:

Password:

Figure A-i: WInS System Login Page

To create a new account:

"* Go to the WInS Web site at http://ecweb.dfas.mil/.

" Click on "New Account." There is no need at this point to enter a user name or
password.

" Fill out the information requested in the fields provided.

" Remember to checkmark the small boxes to the left of MOCCAS and SAMMS by
clicking each box. DFAS requires ASAP to be able to transmit both MOCAS and
SAMMS invoices. ASAP users do not need to know the difference between SAMMS
and MOCAS invoices. The DSCP database that is used by ASAP for its contracting
data identifies the format of the invoice transmission.

"* The ASAP user must remember to respond "Yes" to the question toward the bottom
of the page "Interested in batch submission?" ASAP does batch submissions of
invoices to DFAS.
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" Enter your CAGE in all caps. The WInS system is case sensitive.

" Click the "Continue" button after completing the fields in the rest of the form. DFAS
will process the request and e-mail you a user identification and password within a
few days.

REGISTER FOR THE SYSTEMS YOU WISH TO INVOICE

-w r- MOCAS r SAMMS r STARS
Remember to click

both of these boxes Click here for MOCAS Payment Offices Click here for SAMMS Payment Offices Click here for STARS Payment Offices

NEW ACCOUNT REQUEST FORM

"Company Name I
"First Name I
'Dis Name

Remember to enter the 0 'Cage Code [ -
CAGE in all caps (e.g.,

0ZQ46 not 0zq46) "Dma/Dms+4 Code
"Addressl I ___________

Address2

"City I
"Country/State lAlabama
"Zip Code

"Phone Number

Fax Number F
...Email

Remember to answer In trested in batch submission? (No
this question Yes TACOM WEBEC direct vendor delivery user? (NO

Field is rmqwred

Field is requirc•jei Stars, but is optional for others.
... Field is reqw rad and is critical. Please check and recheck spelling.

You may enter more Cage codes after you click continue
You may enter more Duns codes after you click continue

_SýJ GoBac

Figure A-2: Setting Up a New WInS Account

A-2. Obtaining Production Approval

DFAS has approved ASAP for production submittal of both MOCAS and SAMMS formatted
invoices.

An additional test needs to be performed each time a new manufacturer requests authorization to
transmit production (i.e., live) invoices to DFAS. In doing this, DFAS is not testing ASAP's
transmission of correctly formatted data. They are testing the setup they need to do for each new
manufacturer that uses their Web site.

To perform the test:

"* Log in as system administrator.

"* At the bottom of the next page, click "Authorize DFAS Transmission."
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"* Next select "AUTHORIZED for Testing."

"* Click the "Update" button.

"* Once this is done, use ASAP to create a DD250 (see Section 5.2). You will not be
paid by DFAS for this DD250, so choose one you have already submitted for
payment.

"* Provide the information for the DD250 and then click the "FINISH" button on the
DD250 page.

"* ASAP will automatically send the test DD250 to DFAS. DFAS will verify that the
information is correct. It will then send an e-mail message informing users they are
approved or declined for production submittal of DD250s to DFAS. If declined,
phone or send e-mail to the ASAP help desk.

"• DFAS uses the e-mail address you supplied when you set up the DFAS account (see
Figure 6.1-2).

"* Once approved for production, return to the System Administrator's function and
click the "AUTHORIZED for Production" and "Update" buttons. From this point
forward, every "FINISH"ed DD250 will be transmitted electronically to DFAS for
payment.

A-3. Monitor Status of DFAS Payments

The status of your DFAS payments can be monitored using the WInS Web site.

To view your DFAS payments:

"* Go to the site at hittps://ecweb.dfas.rnil/.

"* Entering the user identification and password sent to you by DFAS in an e-mail
message. Enter this information at the WInS web site (as shown in previous Figure
6.1-1.)

"* Figure 6.3-1 (below) will appear.

Click here to check

status of SAMMS Web Invoicing System (WINS)
formatted invoices

Click here to check _ Payment System acceuible

status of MOCAS1 Payment System is NOT accessible.

formatted invoices To request access to additional payment system, click the Vendor Profile Button

Figure A-3: First Web Page After Login "Select MOCAS or SAMMS"
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" Determine whether the invoice of interest is for a MOCAS or SAMMS format. The
ASAP function "View DD250" will show you which format was used for each
invoice.

" Next click the MOCAS or SAMMS button on the left-hand side.

" MOCAS:

"* "MOCAS Invoice Entry System" page will appear

"* Select "Commercial Invoices" button.

"* Choose "View Log" button found on the left-hand side to view submitted
commercial invoices.

"* A page similar to Figure 6.3-3 will appear right after the "View Log" button is
clicked. This page will list all of the submitted and accepted ASAP invoices

" This page will also provide you with three options for each invoice in the list.

" The first option is exercised by moving the mouse cursor over the invoice of
interest in the "Status" column. A message will appear that explains the current
status of that invoice.

" The second option is a temporary "Edit" link that allows you to make any changes
or fix any errors that are discovered by DFAS. The "Edit" option goes away as
soon as DFAS processes the invoice for payment. You should never need to edit
any of the ASAP submitted invoices. The data is extracted from the DSCP
contracts database directly. No change is made to this data.

" The third option allows you to click on the invoice number link in the "Invoice
No." column. The detailed ,data for that invoice will then appear as shown in
Figure 6.3-4.

" OR stay on current page to manually create a non-ASAP invoice or to check the
status of invoices created by ASAP
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SAMMS: 4

"* The upper left-hand corner of the next Web page that will appear is shown in
Figure 6.3-2.

"* This page permits the user to either manually create an invoice or to check the
status of invoices created by ASAP.

"• Check the status by clicking the "View Log" button

CONTRACT NO.
Select from list

CALL/ORDER NO. F
Click this button to INVOICE NO.

check invoice status
SHIP NUMBER

TOTAL$ *

Figure 6.3-2: Second Web Page After Login "View Log"

"* The page in Figure 6.3-3 will appear right after the "View Log" button is clicked.
This page will list all of the submitted and accepted ASAP invoices

"* This page will also provide you with three options for each invoice in the list.

"* The first option is exercised by moving the mouse cursor over the invoice of
interest in the "Status" column. A message will appear that explains the current
status of that invoice.

"* The second option is a temporary "Edit" link that allows you to make any changes
or fix any errors that are discovered by DFAS. The "Edit" option goes away as
soon as DFAS processes the invoice for payment. You should never need to edit
any of the ASAP submitted invoices. The data is extracted from the DSCP
contracts database directly. No change is made to this data.

"* The third option allows you to click on the invoice number in the "Invoice No."
column. The detailed data for that invoice will then appear as shown in Figure
6.3-4.
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SUBMITTED COMMERCIAL INVOICES
Sort Order: r Ascending t Descending Records: 1

Clea your Invoice list View the LOG LEGB14D

Search by InvolceOumnber: f _S!J J
0o

0' IStaus Edit Batch 1nvosce No T Cosratact No. Dehv. Order ate Tranaj Detet-]

Edit Y 776 SP010095D1012 0435 1999/1217V

Move the mouse pointer Click Edit - Sometimes DFAS Click the invoice

over the desired row permits edits of the submitted number to see a display

and a status description invoice if there are problems of detailed invoice data

will be displayed with the data that was submitted

Figure A-4: Third Web Page After Login "Review Individual Invoices"

Company Info

compay Nam _ ooc Name
Apparel Technology and Research Cbe Debra Wassel

POC Phone # POC Entail
909 869-2862 dtwassel@csupomona.edu

Header

Invoice Invoice Date Cage Contract No Delivery Order
No. Code C No.

777 T ' 0ZQ46 SP010095DIO12 043516, 1999

Final Shipment ShipNtunber Admin Office
No ATROG01 SPO1O0

PayingOffice
(DSCP Clothing/Textile) DFAS-CO-LSCBA (SEPT)SC0100
Discount Percent Discount Due Days

Total Amount Transport Amount

0.00

TransPupose TransType
00 DI

Details

CLI=I Product/Part # PIr'o'duct type UM Typ IeI

O00IAA 8410014439134 NSN EA

Quantity UnitPrice Ship Date
1 Tuesdy. Deceber 07, 1999

*Description

Figure A-5: Fourth Page After Login "Invoice Detail"
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Appendix B. Registration for Electronic Transmission of DD250s
Using WAWF-RA

B-1. Self Registration for WAWF-RA

To Self-Register for Wide Area Work Flw, go to http://wawf.eb.mil and follow the steps
illustrated below. If you have any questions during the process, please call the WAWF Help
Desk toll-free at (866) 618-5988. The phone number will always appear in the left-hand frame of
their website.

Please note that the information filled in on these screenshots are for illustrative purposes only -
please enter your own contact information as appropriate.

Do bA "w FaVetes tols U* A4dre I ._j httpsu//wawf.eb.nrIV

4 JA! Lks _.JVIM-ASAP _UJGortStw _.JPWSW 4)GOO* ...A.eaDecoder

Wim~t ++I• AIQQI Woe U

Wide eUli tis dll

Customer Support Wide Area WorkFIow

DISA WESTHEM Version 3.0.2.1
Area Command Ogden
Customer Serice Center
CONUS ONLY 1-84W-618-59(
COMMERCIAL: 801-605-70%
DSN: 368-7096 System Messages

FAX COMMERCIAL 801-60E 
--- -... . . . . .. .. ... . . .....

FAX )SN: 3_W7453 WAWF Users
cscassiofiogden.disa.mil Many of you have experienced severe performance degradation when using WAWF over the last couple of months We have

identified and fixed these issues in WAWF v3 0.3 which is currently in testing We expect to deploy v30 3 in early January We
I- About WAWF - appreciate your patience and "hanging in with us" while continuing to use WAWF We apologize for the inconvenience this has

caused you

w Wha-. WAWF Program Management Office

secudit & Piay

...... l+.nr-ruM trtlgSl SUlu u lgll.

Warning and Disclaimers I Self Renjster to use WAWF.RA (New users)'

Active DoDAACs and Roles

W A W F.R A 2.00 A rchive ... . . . ... . . . . ...... ... .... .. .. ....... . .. ... . . . . . . . . ........

"*Note Your computer must be set up to run WAWF-RA before you can self register See "About WAWF-RA."
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:1 4tewrc _Fj ~woft 6toli j

"Agd e ss J...t.tps.. . . ....b.d .C->Go

t•n
Wide Rica Wohli F - _-

Customer Support WAWF Self Registration
C

DISA WESTHEM Indicates mandatory field
Area Command Ogden
Customer Service Center First Name Last Name
CONUS ONLY 1-886-618-i
COMMERCIAL 801-S05-7i ce D..
DSN: 3BB7095 Commercial Telephone DSN Telephone
FAX COMMERCLAL_ 801.E
FAX DSN: 388W7453 F(888) 123-4567
cscamiasogden.disa, Rank/Grade (Mandatory for Government Users) E-mail Address

It About WAWF RA -Ct lidoe@compeny.com
Job Description Title -

-i What's N IDD250 Submission to WAWF-RA f(Your Job Title)

Security & Privacy fJ Co*•'h,e. Return £ Pgo H.,ip .

4 -- ----
,3 Wie Ar-t okfo Vrio .0Mcrsftemeot xloe

Ele*i Yew Favorte Tooth h*~ ,Adr t Essqswtcrbfeio~dexh"
4' Back -Lir" W LjV,1s JM-AP JGOMtkes Sjwu ~Go ls tl*ASA

Home WAWF Self Registration

Customer Support Indicates mandatory field

DISA WESTHIEM Logon Method
Area Command Ogden
Customer Semce Center User ID and Password

CONUS ONLY 1,M"6-818-598E r Digital Certificate
COMMERCIAL aoDI-05-7095
DSN, 388.7095
FAX COMMERCIL4 801-13D-4 Continue I Rettum
FAX DSN: 388-7453
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I ,. ..... , .......1

Wide Rsiq Woi ..l

Home WAWF Self Registration

Customer Support indicates mandatory field

DISA WESTHEM
Area Command Ogden User ID
Customer Service Center el 2i 1
CONLIS ONLY 1-866-518.
COMMERCIA- 801-605- Continue Return JPalo Helpt
DSN: 386-7095
FAX COMMERCIAL 801-

Elle I9k Vow Fyrton ot- 1006 U Adcd'ss kd Wps://waWf.eb.;n~idex.htiro

4- Back - 4 -J j ý ý Lnk. _JVN+ASAP _JCovStes _iP"s tjGoc e jVM4-ASAP

W ide Amu Wqdilow

Home WAWF Self Registration

Customer Support indicates mandatory field

DISA WESTHEM Role
Ares Commend Ogden
Customer Semce Center
CNUS ONLY 1466-618-59M•
COMMERCIAL 801-605-7095 continue IRoet
DSN: 3W87096 ___

FAX COMMERCIAL- 01805-;

NOTE: You would normally select "Group Administrator" (GAM) on the screen above.
However, most users have gotten errors using this setting. Alternately, you should register as a
Vendor and then call the WAWF Help Desk and ask them to change the account to a GAM.

Ole 1, W 1M O 001,• Addess k• J • vt5-wf.ebamdrxl

4 back - -Lk* JV AS P _J . .JP r W.. ...... .. ................ ............. .m

Home WAWF Self Registration

Customer Support Indicates mandatory field

DIS WEMEM CAGE Code* xtenson

Area Commend Ogden , -

Customer Service Center
CUS ONLY 1866-6186598E
COMMERCIAL 8014605-5 'Utur
DSN: 388-7095 ______ue

FAX COMMERCIAL: 801-605-4
FAX OSN: 388-7453
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w m • WAWF Self Registration

Hm Indicates mandatory field

Customer Support Profile Information

DISA WESTHEM
Ares Command Ogden First Last Commercial DSN
Customer Sotice Center Name Name Phone Phone Email Rank Tide Job Description Action

CONUS OY 1-86-618-59
COMMERCIAL 801-605-705 Joe Doe (88) 123-4567 jdoe@company.com CV (Your Job DD250 Submission

DSN: 3B87095 Title) to WAWF-RA

FAX COMMERCIAL- 801-6D
FAX DSN: 388-7453
l;soW9&oden.disa.mil Usarid Action

b, About WAWF - jdoel234

1 What's Nw Role Information

esttdy & Pritacy Role Group Code Extension Action

Warning and Disclaimers Vendor 9A1) 9A1 0

Active DoDAACA and Role

WAWF-RA 2.0D Archive

W3 STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTABILITY`
Su1-. ___ ......... ..... odtsword/certificate. I assume the responsibility for the data and
system I am granted access authorized access.

B-2. Registration for Electronic Transmission of DD250s Using WAWF-RA

At this point you have completed the WAWF Self-Registration process. As soon as you receive
a notification from WAWF that your account is active (along with a one-time password to access
the account), please notify vini- a psa @ct-dscp.com so that a sub-user account can be created.

You will be required to log into WAWF once again to activate the new sub-user so that VIIM-
ASAP can transmit your data for you. Once this has been accomplished, you may select
"Authorized for WAWF-RA" on the Administer DD250 Data page of VIM-ASAP. From that
point on, any DD250 that you finish in VIM-ASAP will be transmitted to your DCMA office.
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VIM-ASAP v2.1 Capabilities Overview

Overview of System Capabilities and Advantages

VIM-ASAP is being sponsored by the DLA Apparel Research Network program and DSCP. The
system has been designed as part of a total supply chain management system to provide support
for DSCP Clothing and Textile contractors who manufacture items and/or handle the distribution
as bill and hold contractors (see Figure 1).

. DSCP

FVIM-ASAP 1S

• _•.,--,....,• •Customer

_ -- -•'- _- _.Warehouse

The m~~~~~~~~~~anufacturer'sfntoso h ytmspottefloig

"* Acceptance and handling of electronic contracts (DD Form 1155)

"* Preparation and printing of all shipping documents, i.e., Packing Slip (DD Form 250),
Shipment Labels (DD Form 1387), and Bar Coded Container Labels

"* Transmission of electronic invoices (DD Form 250) to DFAS and to DCMA's QARs via
WAWF-RA

"* Monitoring DFAS payments for each invoice and each CL~IN

The warehouse functions of the system support the following:

"* Acceptance and handling of incoming shipments (MRO DD Form 1348-1lA)

"* Acceptance and handling of incoming electronic requisitions and the printing of MROs

(DD Form 1348-l A), bar coded container labels, and Shipment Labels (DD Form 1387)
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"* Acceptance and handling of incoming MRO related orders and inquiries

"* Automatic preparation and transmission of all required MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP
transactions that eliminates the requirement to use DAMES

VIM-ASAP is an Internet based system where all the data is managed and maintained on a DLA
server and database that is dedicated to this purpose. Manufacturers and warehouses access their
specific subset of data from their own sites using a local Internet Service Provider and browser.
Nearly all of the data is automatically extracted from a variety of DLA, DFAS, and DCMA
systems that are used by DSCP to manage contracts, requisitions, inventories, invoices, and other
supply chain related data. The only other data in the system is the small amount of data that is
entered by individual users, e.g., the quantity shipped for a specific CLIN. DSCP data is updated
each night after all of the previous day's actions have been recorded. The updated data is
available each morning normally around 3:00 AM (East Coast Time), although there are periodic
problems that can delay the updates. Even when there are problems, the prior day's data is
available until the update is completed.

VIM-ASAP has been designed so that all communications and data formatting is done by the
system automatically. The user does not need to be aware of any data formats or the transmission
protocols. This can be seen when the system formats and transmits the appropriate MILSTRIPs
and MILSTRAPs whenever an action takes place. For example, when a bill and hold contractor
finishes a DD250 for a shipment to themselves, two things happen in the background. The first is
the fully automatic formatting and transmission of the DD Form 250 data to a DFAS system
called WInS (Web Invoicing System). Additionally, if the user has established an account with
Wide Area WorkFlow-Receipt and Acceptance (WAWF-RA), an electronic DD Form 250 is
automatically formatted and transmitted to the DCMA office of the user's Quality Assurance
Representative (QAR) using the WAWF-RA system. The second thing that happens is the fully
automatic formatting and transmission of :the MILSTRAP transaction known as a D4S that
informs the DLA systems of the receipt of the items identified on the DD Form 250.

The power of the VIM-ASAP system is based on the consistency of all documents and
transmissions that are extracted from the single source of data from DLA's systems, e.g., the
contract data in SAMMS is used to prepare both the paper DD Form 250 and the transmission of
the invoice to DFAS. There can be no data mismatch, and thus no payment-delaying correction
cycle. The only problem with this single source of information can be seen when the source data
is incorrect. When this happens, personnel from each manufacturer or warehouse will need to
contact the people they deal with at DSCP to correct the data problem. VIM-ASAP also provides
an 800-number and e-mail address that can be used to get problems resolved. This may
periodically cause a delay at the start of an activity, but the advantage is that the problems are
corrected before more serious problems occur, such as shipments going to the wrong location or
delays in payments because of some mismatch in data between the invoice and DFAS's records.

VIM-ASAP supports two classes of users and each has their own, but overlapping series of
functions that they can perform. A summary of the functions that each class of users can perform
is identified in the following sections. Detailed explanations of how to perform each function can
be found in the users manual.

Do not miss Section 4 "User Notices - Important"

2
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I Manufacturers

The primary manufacturer's functions (see Figure 1-1) include the receipt and review of new
contracts, the recording of the planned start of cutting, the preparation of the required shipping
documents and invoices, and the monitoring of the payment process. The specific manufacturing
capabilities of VIM-ASAP are as follows:

Contract Invoie

[Z~ww= Payment DA
I Status

SElectronic
•..= __ _invoice Conitakmr Label

Daily updates of I0 Process (j Record ()Ship .11" W
DSCP contracts Incoming Start of CompletedIcontracts Cutting Items •Simn ae

Exported contract data Exported invoice and-J
for use in manufacturer's shipmxent data for use in W •MU10•

systems manufacturers systems --

Figure 2-1: Manufacturer's Primary Functions

1. Contracts and delivery orders can be received electronically as a DD Form 1155 "Order for
Supplies or Services" as well as a queue of CLINs that can be individually started into
production as an entire or partial CLIN order quantity. The contract data is updated every
night from the prior day's releases by DSCP. The data can also be downloaded for use in
each manufacturer's internal accounting and/or production control systems. Any differences
detected between the paper contract and the DD Form 1155 can be automatically submitted
to the appropriate Item Manager/Buyer ht DSCP for evaluation and correction if appropriate.
Any corrections would be available in: VIM-ASAP immediately upon approval by DSCP
and then updated in SAMMS.

2. The system provides a list of CLINs for unfinished orders so that the start of cutting can be
recorded for each contract and CLIN. This information can be used by manufacturers to
track the status of their orders as well as by DSCP for a variety of purposes, including
helping with the evaluation of the impact of a change to the schedule or order quantity.
Both DSCP and the manufacturer can monitor the progress of the contract on the "View
Contract Shipments and Invoices" screen.

3. When it is time to ship an order, the system can prepare all of the required shipping
documents and labels. A shipment is a collection of containers (e.g., boxes) from one or
more DD Form 250s. Each container requires a bar coded stick-on label that shows the
NSN, quantity, and contract identification. The collection of containers on an individual
pallet or inside a larger container requires a "Military Shipment Label" (DD Form 1387).
The shipment contains one or more packing slips that identify all of the items being shipped.
The packing slip is also the invoice in the form of a Material Inspection and Receiving
Report (DD Form 250). The system is capable of formatting and printing all of these
documents on 8/2x 11 sheets of standard Avery labels in accordance with the current MIL-
STD-129, and then formatting and transmitting the invoice data to DFAS for payment. If the
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0

manufacturer and their QAR are signed up with a WAWF-RA account, an electronic copy of
the invoice is also automatically submitted to WAWF-RA for the QAR's approval. The
invoice data can also be downloaded for use in each manufacturer's internal accounting
and/or production control systems.

4. The system can track payment status by combining the submitted invoice data with payment
data that is extracted each morning from the DFAS payment system. The tracking can be
done at the invoice level as well as at the CLIN level. Data can be sorted and displayed in
multiple orders. An inquiry can be automatically submitted to DFAS by the vendor for any
Invoice that does not appear in VPIS within a few days of submittal or for any Invoice that
has an unpaid amount after 30 days.

5. Additional management data can be analyzed by either the manufacturer or by DSCP
utilizing a "View Contract Shipments and Invoices" function.

2 Manufacturers with Warehousing Responsibilities

Manufacturers with warehousing responsibilities are called Bill and Hold contractors. Their
manufacturing capabilities (see Figure 2-1) are nearly identical to those of the manufacturers
identified in Section 1 of this document. The only difference between the two can be seen in
function 3 where a MILSTRAP transaction "D4S" is automatically sent to SAMMS at DSCP
whenever the manufacturer is shipping to themselves. The "D4S" informs SAMMS that the
shipment has been received at the warehouse. It is sent automatically because the shipment never
really goes anywhere. The shipment is kept by the manufacturer, who also manages the
warehouse until the bill and hold contractor is told to ship some or all of the items to a specific
location.

Controct InvoSCe

Status

, Elecronic
Invoice Container U

Daily updxates of /®Process Record Ship MA4
DSCP contracs- Incoming[- Start of - completed SIPA ae

| contracts cutting I Items sm,,•

Exported contract data Exported Invoice and

for use In manufacturer's shipment data for use in

systems manufacturer's systems

Figure 2-1: Bill and Hold Contractor's Primary Manufacturing Functions

In addition to their manufacturing activities, the bill and hold contractor has warehousing
responsibilities for responding to orders and inquiries (see Figure 2-2). The specific warehousing
capabilities of VIM-ASAP are as follows:
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Order and Inquiries Orders and [
inquiries -

MR0

C2Shi mont Label container Label
)Receive MILSTRIPs

I Returns 8415-01 3i 4j
Nqý NW 210 EA

* SPOtOO6DIO5-D11-0402__-ý
Exported data for use in
manufacturer's systems

Figure 2-2: Bill and Hold Contractor's Primary Warehousing Functions

1. Orders and inquiries can be viewed and acted upon by the bill and hold contractor. Orders
come in the form of an MRO to ship a quantity of a specific NSN to a particular location.
Inquiries take many forms, but are primarily follow-up inquiries from the organization that
created the original requisition. When acted upon, both orders and inquiries need to have a
MILSTRIP transaction created to inform DSCP of the actions taken. VIM-ASAP is capable
of formatting and transmitting these transactions automatically. When an order is being
filled, the system can also prepare and print all of the required shipment documents,
including a Material Release Order (DD Form 1348-1A), a Military Shipment Label (DD
Form 1387), and whatever numbers of container labels are required for each individual
container. These labels are formatted to fit on standard sheets of Avery labels, which can be
used in any typical office printer. The data can also be downloaded for use in each
manufacturer's internal accounting and/or production control systems. Additionally, data on
all MROs processed through VIM-ASAP can be viewed or downloaded in Excel format to
simplify monthly or quarterly transportation charges reconciliation.

2. Bill and hold contractors never receive shipments from other depots or manufacturers. They
only receive manufacturing shipments from themselves. The MILSTRAP D4S has already
been transmitted (upon generation of the DD 250). The data can be downloaded for use in
each manufacturer's internal accounting and/or production control systems.
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3 System Requirements

The following equipment and software is required to use VIM-ASAP:

Computer: The computer requiremeqts are a function of operating system and the version
of the browser that is being used although the operating system must be MS Windows
based. Microsoft provides minimum configuration information for their latest browser (IE
6.0) at http://www.m icrosott.com/windows/ie/evaluat; on/syssreq s/defauIt.asp. A general
comment is that if the browser you selected runs on your computer, then VIM-ASAP will
also run.

9 Internet Connection: Any type of Internet connection will work although faster is always
better. Phone modems at 64k bps will work fine in nearly all circumstances. Delays should
only be noticeable when large numbers of shipping labels or container labels are required.

* Printer: Nearly any brand of printer can be used as long as it is either an ink jet or laser
printer.

* Software: You will need to install Microsoft's Internet Explorer 6.0 and set the security
level to no higher than "Medium". Users who prefer higher security settings are advised to
add http://vim.ct-dscp.com to their list of "Trusted Sites," with security settings for the
Trusted Zone set in accordance with the Lessons Learned notes on littp://info.ct-dscp.com.
Some versions of the browser do not contain all the needed additional software. If your
version does not have everything that is needed, the system will automatically detect this
and initiate a download of the required components. You will be asked to give permission
for the download. Simply approve the download and everything that needs to be done will
be done automatically. This will only happen the first time a missing component is
discovered. Once downloaded, the component is permanently installed.

The two most common causes of slow VIM-ASAP performance are the speed of your modem
and the amount of RAM you have on your computer. Adding additional RAM can typically be
done for less than fifty dollars, and significantly improves performance. There are dozens of
ways to improve communications speed. Your local Internet Service Provider or cable company
can review what they have to offer. Satellite communications are also available in rural areas that
do not have many other options. Each of the satellite companies can tell you about their services.
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4 User Notices - Important

Item Problem Solution

1 There are problems with invoices for DSCP has stated that the only way to
subsequent shipments after earlier resolve this problem is for the manufacturer
shipments were within 2% of order to contact their DSCP contracting officer to
quantity , get the contract reinstated. Once this is

done, VIM-ASAP and DFAS will have theDFAS frequently close contracts wheneverdoeVI-SPadDA wilhvte
the received quantity gets within 2% of the data required to create and pay the DD250.
order quantity. This also causes DSCP's DSCP is beginning to modify the method
contract data to be removed from their they use to code variances so that
contrac(i.e., SAMMS). When this happens, shipments within the variance percentage,
system -A SAP When this hate but under the order quantity stay active in
VIM-ASAP can no longer be used to create DFAS.
DD250s for the last 2% of the order.
Bypassing VIM-ASAP and sending a paper
DD250 is not a solution to this problem.
DFAS will not pay the invoice because
they no longer have a record of the
contract.
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Appendix F

Appendix F

MILSTRIP and MILSTRAP
Formats



Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

D6_ All D6- DICs 1 3

RIC 4 6 RIC of the DODAAC of
the DOCNR or the

SUPPADDR if
SIGNALCD = J, K, L,
or M

Leave Blank 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOCGNR 30 43

SFX_CD 44 44

SUPP_ADDR 45 50

SIGNALCD 51 51

FUNDCD 52 53

DISTCD 54 56

PROJECTCD 57 59

Always Blank 60 66

RIC 67 69 RIC of receiving depot

OPCD 70 70

CONDCD 71 71 Entered by receiving
organization from pull-
down list of codes

MGTCD 72 72

Day of Year 73 75 Right justified, zero filled

Always Blank 76 80

Note: All data is left justified, blank filled unless otherwise indicated (including all "Nulls" converted to
blanks)
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

D4_ All D4_ DICs 1 3

RIC of ICP 4 6 RIC from DODAAC of
DOC_NR that ordered

the material. If
DODAAC is null or
blank, then set RIC to
"S9T"

Always Blank 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

PIIN 30 42

Always Blank 43 43

Always Blank 44 44

CLIN 45 50

Always Blank 51 53

DISTRCD 54 56

PROJECTCD 57 59

Shipment Number 60 66 Entered by receiving
organization

RIC of receiving 67 69
organization

OP-CD 70 70

Condition Code 71 71 Supply condition
selected by user from
pull-down list

MGMTCD 72 72

Day of the Year 73 75 Right justified, zero filled The day of the year
that the MILSTRAP is
generated

Always Blank 76 76

CALL_NR 77 80
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

D8_ All D8_ and D9_ 3
& DICs, except D8E,

Dc_ D8F,tD8S,hD9E,
D9F,nD9S

RIC of ICP 4 6 RIC set to "S9T" for
DSCP

Always Blank 7 7
NSN 8 .22

Ul 23 24

OTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled Quantity to increase or

decrease (do not use
negative sign for

classi ndcrease)?
N 6 6 If this is driven by the

calendar, then there is
no DOC_NR

SFXCD 44 44 ????? If this is driven by the
calendar, then there is
no SFX_.CD

Always Blank 45 51

Always Blank 52 53

Always Blank 54 56

Always Blank 57 59

Always Blank 60 62

Error Classification 63 64 Set by the user using a
pull-down list

Always Blank ??? 65 65 Does DLA use this error
classification?

Always Blank 66 66

RIC 67 69 RIC of depot making
the adjustment

Always Blank 70 70

Always Blank 71 71

Always Blank 72 72

Day of the year 73 75 Right justified, zero filled Julian day of the year
that this transaction
was generated

Always Blank 76 80 _7
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Data Format for MIISTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

A2A A2A 1 3

RIC 4 6 RIC of depot or bill and
hold contractor that is
will fill the order

MEDIASTAT_CD 7 7 Always "S" (100 %
supply status and
shipment to
requisitioner)

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

OTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOCNR 30 43

DMD_CD ? 44 44 ?????????????

SUPPADDR 45 50 Always blank for
replenishment orders
from depots

SIGNALCD 51 51 Always set to "D", i.e.,
free-issue

FUND_CD 52 53 Always set to "00"

DIST_CD 54 56 ???????????

PROJECTCD 57 59 Lion Vallen is always
set to "EDI"

PRIORITY_CD 60 61 Lion Vallen is always
set to "06"

RDD 62 64 Right justified, zero filled Lion Vallen is always
either null or "S24"

ADVICE_CD 65 66 Always set to "27"

Date of Receipt of 67 69 Leave Blank
Requisition

Ownership 70 70
Supply Condition 71 71 ???????

System 72 73 ?????????
Management

RIC of requestor 74 76

Inventory Control 77 80 ?????????????
Data I
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

A6- All A6_ DICe 1 3 A61 - overseas shipment Material Release
except A6J A65 - overseas shipment Denial

with exception data
A6A - domestic shipment

A6E - domestic shipment
with exception data

RIC of ICP 4 6 Always "S9T" RIC from DODAAC of
DOCNR that ordered
the material. If
DODAAC is null or
blank, then set RIC to
"S9T"

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

OTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled
Requested Oty - Shipped Oty

DOCNR 30 43

SFXCD 44 44

SUPPADDR 45 50

SIGNALCD 51 51

FUNDCD 52 53

DISTCD 54 56

PROJECTCD 57 59

PRIORITYCD 60 61

RDD 62 64 Right justified, zero filled

ADVICECD 65 66

RIC 67 69 RIC of the depot
sending this
transaction

OPCD 70 70

CONDCD 71 71 Entered by sending
organization from pull-
down list of codes

MGTCD 72 72

Always Blank 73 80
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

RIC of ICP 4 6 Always "SgT" RIC from DODAAC of

DOCNR that ordered
the material. If
DODAAC is null or
blank, then set RIC to
"S9T"

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOC_NR 30 43

SFX_CD 44 44 Leave Blank

Retention Quantity 45 51 Right justified, zero filled The only reason for a
disposal release order
denial is that there are
none on hand.
Therefore, this will be
set to zero. On hand
qty from NIR2

FUND_CD 52 53

DISTCD 54 54 Always "9" Mike, this is always "9"
in ARL, so I defaulted
it here also. Doina

Leave Blank 55 56

Denial Date 57 59 Right justified, zero filled The day of the year
that the MILSTRAP is
generated

Leave Blank 60 66

RIC 67 69 RIC of receiving depot

OPCD 70 70

CONDCD 71 71 Entered by receiving
organization from pull-
down list of codes

MGT_CD 72 72 Always blank

Leave Blank 73 80
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

A-All AF-s 1 3

RIC 4 6 RIC that was assigned
0 responsibility for the

_ _ _requisition

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

Ul 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOC_NR 30 43

DMDCD 44 44 Doina -this is in the
ARCS1, but we are not
currently getting this

SUPPADDR 45 50

SIGNAL_CD 51 51

FUNDCD 52 53

DISTCD 54 54

Leave Blank 55 56

PROJECTCD 57 59

PRIORITYCD 60 61

RDD 62 64

ADVICECD 65 66

Blank 67 69

Blank 70 80
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

A6 AG6 1 3 Material Release
Cancellation Reply

RIC of ICP 4 6 Always 'SgT' RIC from DODAAC of

DOCNR that ordered
the material. If
DODAAC is null or
blank, then set RIC to
"S9T"

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled Cancellation qty

DOCGNR 30 43

SFXCD 44 44 Leave Blank

Always Blank 45 50

SIGNALCD 51 51

FUNDCD 52 53

DISTCD 54 56

PROJECTCD 57 59

PRIORITYCD 60 61

RDD 62 64 Right justified, zero filled

ADVICECD 65 66

RIC 67 69 RIC of the depot
sending this
transaction

Always Blank 70 80
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

AGJ AGJ 13Disposal Release
Cancellation Reply

RIC of ICP 46RIC from DODAAC of

DOC_NR that ordered
the material. If
DODAAC is null or
blank, then set RIC to
"S9T"

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOCNR 30 43

SFXCD 44 44 Leave Blank

SUPPADDR 45 50

SIGNALCD 51 51

FUNDCD 52 53

Distribution 54 54 Always "9"

Quantity on hand 55 61 Right justified, zero filled Total quantity currently
on hand at this RIC

Precious Metals 62 62 Always "A", i.e., no known
Indicator precious metal

ADPE 63 63 Always "0", i.e., no ADPE
Identification

DEMILCD 65 65

Reclamation 66 66 Always "N", i.e.,
reclamation not required

OPOCD 70 70

COND_CD 71 71 Entered by receiving
organization from pull-
down list of codes

MGTCD 72 72

Flight Safety 73 73 Always Blank
Critical Aircraft
Parts

ARCSlUP 74 80 Unit price
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

A.R- AR0, ARA, & ARB 13 Material Release
& AU0, AUIA, & AUB Confirmation
A.U-

RIC 4The RIC of the
DODAAC of the
DOC_NR or the
SUPPADDR if
SIGNALCD = J, K, L,
or M

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOC_NR 30 43

SFXCD 44 44 Leave Blank ????? Why ?????

SUPPADDR 45 50

HOLDCD 51 51

FUNDCD 52 53

POE (Port of 54 56 Leave blank except for
Embarkation) OCONUS destinations.

Date Shipped 57 59 Right justified, zero filled Julian day

TCN 60 76 Determined by code
that generates the
shipping label (DD
1387)

Mode of Shipment 77 77 Set by user using pull-
down list when
preparing shipping
label

Date Available for 78 80 Right justified, zero filled Set to Date Shipped
Shipment
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

AR_ ARJ, ARK, & ARL 1 3ARJ: ship qty = req qty Disposal Release
ARK: ship qty > req qty Confirmation

ARL: ship qty < req qty

RIC of ICP 4 6 "S9T"

MEDIASTATCD 7 7 ARCS1

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled Shipped qty

DOC_NR 30 43

SFX_CD 44 44 Leave Blank

Retention Quantity 45 51 Right justified, zero filled Calculated by
subtracting the
shipped OTY from the
current on-hand
inventory level;
changed to use NIR2
qty

FUNDCD 52 53 ARCS1

DISTCD 54 54 Always "9"

Always Blank 55 56

Ship Date 57 59 Right justified, zero filled Today's Julian day of
year

Always Blank 60 61

Precious Metals 62 62 Always "A", i.e., no known
Indicator precious metal

ADPE 63 63 Always "0", i.e., no ADPE
Identification

Disposal Authority 64 64 Always set to "M"

STATUS_CODE 65 66 Always set to "DG"

RIC 67 69 RIC of the depot
sending this
transaction

OPCD 70 70 ARCS3

COND_CD 71 71 ARCS3

MGT_CD 72 72 Always blank ARCS3 is always
blank

Always Blank 73 80

Last saved by Mike O'Connell Page 11 06/29/2004 8:51 AM
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

AAll AE-s13 Supply status
Replies

RIC of ICP 4 6 "S9T"

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOC_NR 30 43

SFXCD 44 44

SUPPADDR 45 50

SIGNALCD 51 51

FUND_CD 52 53

DISTCD 54 56

PROJECTCD 57 59

PRIORITYCD 60 61

Transaction Date 62 64 Right justified, zero filled Today's Julian day of
the year

Status 65 66 The user defines the
status of the requisition
using a pull-down list
of valid codes

RIC 67 69 RIC of depot sending
this reply

Shipping Date 70 73 Right justified, zero filled This is either the actual
of the form YDDD shipped date or the

planned ship date as
entered by the user

Always Blank 74 80

Last saved by Mike O'Connell Page 12 06/29/2004 8:51 AM
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Data Format for MILSTRIPs and MILSTRAPs

AZ ASZ 1 3 Disposal Shipment
Confirmation

RIC of ICP 4 6 "S9T""

MEDIASTATCD 7 7

NSN 8 22

UI 23 24

QTY 25 29 Right justified, zero filled

DOC_NR 30 43

SFX_CD 44 44 Leave Blank

SUPPADDR 45 50

SIGNALCD 51 51

FUNDCD 52 53

DISTCD 54 54 Always "9"

Always Blank 55 64

ADVICE_CD 65 66

Always Blank 67 80

Last saved by Mike O'Connell Page 14 06/29/2004 8:51 AM
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VIM-ASAP Implementation Status
5/26/2004

The companies in the table below are all production users of VIM-ASAP. Seventy-two of
the eighty-seven (83%) companies use the WAWF-RA interface to process their
DD250s. The remaining fifteen use WInS and will continue to do so until their QAR is
ready to start using WAWF-RA. Each company's QAR drives the decision to convert
from WInS to WAWF-RA.

VIM-SAP Production Companies CAGE WAWF-RA
1. AC Inc. 9Y595 X

2. Action Embroidery Corp 75556

3. Alabama Institute For Deaf And Blind 6B775 X

4. Albest Metal Stamping Corp. 4J765

5. Alphasoft Wearables LLC 1W2C8 X

6. Altama Delta Corporation 02L06 X

7. American Apparel Inc 0B419 X

8. American Power Source Inc 03FY4 X

9. Anchor Industries Inc. 4M381 X

10. Apparel Manufacturing Corp ON1T2

11. Ashland Sales And Service Co 6B277 X

12. Atlas Headwear Inc 2V040 X

13. Belleville Shoe Mfg. Co. 90976 X

14. Bernard Cap Company Inc. 63954 X

15. Blind Enterprises Of Oregon OTYB5 X

16. Bremen-Bowdon Investment Company OKOX2 X

17. Breton Industries Inc 54799 X

18. Brookline Inc 1RNY7 X

19. C & C Metal Products Corporation 08CT5

20. Camel Manufacturing Company Inc. 80515 X

21. Capps Shoe Company 1 B5D1 X

22. Caribbean Needle Point Inc 1 DEG6 X

23. Choctaw Mfg. Co. Inc. 5A271 X

24. Coastalenterprises Of Jacksonville 8T532 X

25. Columbia Sewing Co Inc 1XFJ6 X

26. Conrad Industries 4M221 X

27. Creative Apparel Assoc OGBF3 X

28. Crown Clothing Co 0B5C5 X

29. Derossi & Son Co Inc 6A315

30. DJ Manufacturing, Corp. 0C5G5 X

31. Dorothea Knitting Mills U.S. Limited 1VCFO X

32. Dow Cover Co Inc 33514 X

33. EA Industries Inc 8U017 X

34. Elder Hosiery Mills Inc 9E058 X
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VIM-ASAP Implementation Status
5/26/2004

VIM-SAP Production Companies CAGE WAWF-RA

35. Equa Industries Division Of Propper 8W919 X

36. Eveready Embroidery Inc. 7A611 X

37. Front Line Apparel Group 1V1H2

38. Golden Manufacturing Co Inc 2S952 X

39. Goodwill Industries Of South Florida 3Z771 X

40. Graco Awards Inc. 6Y663 X

41. Guardian Manufacturing Company 01 FK6 X

42. Hawkeye Glove Mfg 1CB38 X

43. Human Technologies Corp 9N049 X

44. Ira Green Inc. 7H062 X

45. J.H. Rutter-Rex Mfg. Co. Inc. 2A091 X

46. Jensen Promotional Items Inc 1 SKL3 X

47. Lions Industries For The Blind Inc 1S034 X

48. M & B Headwear Company Inc 2A750 X

49. M J Soffeco 2A769

50. Mauney Hosiery Mills Inc 60688

51. Meke Corp 1W1J1 X

52. Middle Georgia Diversified 1Q917 X

53. Mount Rogers Csb 2V662 X

54. Nationwide Glove Co Inc 6K235 X

55. NCED 1A9C2 X

56. New Maryland Clothing Mfg Inc 6F063 X

57. New World Leather Corp 3ERF5

58. Northeastern Assoc. Of The Blind 4W353

59. Olympic Mills 3S812

60. Omega Apparel Incorporated OZTF7 X

61. ORC Industries Inc 8M926

62. Outdoor Venture Corporation 1 M877 X

63. Patriot Industries Inc. 1 SFM6 X

64. Peckham Vocational Industries 4Z048 X

65. Princess Knitwear Inc 1VR33 X

66. Propper International Inc. 8A749 X

67. Racoe Inc 1WWD8 X

68. Raleigh Lions Clinic For The Blind 6H438 X

69. Sam Bonk Uniform Cap Co Inc. 3A943 X

70. Scottcraft Monogramming 0ZZ02 X

71. Seneca Cayuga County Chapter NYSARC OBSY7 X

72. Sidran Inc. 5A378

73. Southeastern Kentucky Rehabilitation 2Z957 X
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VIM-ASAP Implementation Status
5/26/2004

VIM-SAP Production Companies CAGE WAWF-RA

74. Southside Training Employment 070D2 X

75. Special T Hosiery Mills Inc 039P8
76. Standard Manufacturing Co Inc OFSP5 X

77. Tennessee Apparel Corp. 9A1 80 X

78. Tennier Industries Inc 2T217 X
79. Tradewinds Rehab Center Inc. 0BRB3 X

80. Travis Assn For The Blind 1 B006

81. Tullahoma Industries LLC 1 NTN6 X

82. Uniart Corp 02LZ4 X

83. Unicor / Federal Prison Industries 82125 X

84. Valley Apparel LLC 1 SSG5 X

85. Winston-Salem Industries For The 6A851 X

86. WL Gore & Associates Inc 1 UE23 X

87. Wolverine World Wide Inc 9U907 X
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Appendix H - ARN Security Analysis and Testing

1.0 ARN Security 01: Network Discovery/Early Exploit
Detection

1.1 Method
(medium) Nmap 3.00 (Networked Messaging Application Protocol)

1.1.1 Operating System
RedHat Linux 8.0 - 2.4.0.26 kernel

1.1.2 Report
1. Starting Nmap V. 3.00 (www.insecure.org/nmap/)
2. Interesting ports on (65.160.126.140):

a. (The 1599 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
3. 80/tcp open http (Transmission Control Protocol)
4. 443/tcp open https
5. Nmap run completed -- 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 171 seconds

1.1.3 Findings
1. HTTP and HTTPS are allowable. Filtering on all other ports.
2. Suspect URL Scan 2.1 and some attempts to harden OS.
3. Parent Pathing seems to be allowed. This is a Known exploit, and further testing

will confirm.
4. Further script attempts may prove to not be "friendly".
5. Partial scan. Not all ports to 65335 tested

1.2 Method
(low-tech) Netcraft.com inquiry

1.2.1 Operating System

MacOSX 10.2.8

1.2.2 Internet Browser
Safari 1.0 (Build 85.5)

1.2.3 Report

OS Server Last Changed IP Address Netblock Owner

Windows 2000 1S 5.0 10/06/2008 65.160.126.140 PDIT/Modulant

Windows 2000 IS 5.0 05/28/2002 208.3.92.65 PDIT

Windows NT4 11S 4.0 12/13/2000 208.3.92.65 PDIT
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1.2.4 Findings
IP address, Netblock Owner, possible IP Gamut.

1.3 Method
(medium) Network Discovery Tool

1.3.1 Operating System
MacOSX 10.2.8

1.3.2 Report
Ports 80/tcp and 443/tcp open, return arguments.
Ports 25/tcp and 1025/tcp do not respond to long/verbose echo direct attempt.

1.3.3 Findings

1.3.3.1 Telnet GET/Post has yet to be attempted on ports 80/tcp and 443/tcp. Expect
verbose error if method not allowed.

1.3.3.2 Noticed that I was able to connect to NETBIOS via POSIX.dll (seemingly)
being on machine; further tests will confirm.

1.3.3.3 WebDAV, a known exploit, is present. Further testing will confirm if
RBUpdate.exe, MSDAIPP.dll and MSDAURL.dII are current versions.

1.3.3.4 Further testing to complete will show any other directly exploited OS
restrictions and IIS patches that were neglected. However, testing with certain
scripts will interfere with production. Will warn per request.

1.3.3.5 Research into overcoming URLScan initiated

1.4 Conclusion
So far, this is a rather tight machine; however, filtering may not prevent all future
exploits.

2.0 ARN Security 02: ItS Script and Exploit Detection

2.1 Method
(high) Script and Admin Script Detection

2.1.1 Operating System
MacOSX 10.2.8

2.1.2 Internet Browser
Safari 1.0 (Build 85.5)
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2.1.3 Report
Via simple URL, parameterized queries tested to see if Administration and Server Scripts
were present, and if IUSR and IWAM accounts were disallowed the ability to affect files
outside of CAinetpub\wwwroot.
(ex.-/scripts/..%cO%af..%cO%af..%cO%af..%cO%af..%cO%af..%cO%af..%cO%af..%cO%a
f/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c%20dir)

2.1.4 Findings
Scripts did not execute.

2.2 Method
(medium) Script and Admin Script Detection

2.2.1 Operating System
MacOSX 10.2.8

2.2.2 Internet Browser:
Safari 1.0 (Build 85.5)

2.2.3 Report
Via simple URL queries, Administration Scripts were probed for their existence.

2.2.4 Findings
Scripts were not available.

2.3 Method
(medium) IIS Admin HTML site

2.3.1 Operating System
MacOSX 10.2.8

2.3.2 Internet Browser
Safari 1.0 (Build 85.5)

2.3.3 Report
Via browser, check for Admin HTML Panel (IIS) existence.

2.3.4 Findings
Suspect URL Scan intercepted HTTP requests; however, Admin site may not be present.
Inconclusive findings.

2.4 Method
(medium) Script and Admin Script Detection
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2.4.1 Operating System
Windows XP SP I

2.4.2 Report
Via browser, check for Admin HTML Panel (US) existence.

2.4.3 Findings

Same as above.

2.5 Conclusion
Machine is not susceptible to simple script and remote execute attempts. That's a good
thing.

3.0 ARN Security 03: ARN Security Summary
This is not standard install or out of the "box" install and the IIS is rather insecure.
Index.asp has been switched to a more cryptic lnd3x.asp, and does not seem to be
responsive to remote script manipulation. Nor does the machine seem to lacking any
major updates for HS 5.0.

However, Parent Paths may be present and active. This is a possible exploit and can
provide an attacker the ability to access any location where virtual directories are located;
which are usually outside of C:\lnetpub.

I suspect that the IIS is still on the C:\ drive. Even though IUSR and IWAM accounts are
restricted via URLScan/IISLockdown, they still have rights on the machine due to them
"Acting as part of the OS" and "As Services" via Local Security Policy settings.

The machine is indeed using a certificate; however, Verisign certificates have been
proven to be responsive to even faked CA's (certificate authority). These types of
exploits are usually derived from viewing sites via Internet Explorer, and the exploit
being on the remote server.

Brute force tactics as "Denial of Service" or "Buffer Overflow" were not tested.
In some cases, these have been proven to be an IIS issue. With updates even up to
MS03-045 at the time of writing, there are still about four IIS issues that remain
unanswered. Half of these aforementioned issues have yet to be patched, and these can
lead to Buffer Overflow errors where IIS will be compromised.

Nor where any of the newer .NET exploits attempted. Version 1.1 resolved most C#
remote exploits of 1.0.3705. This was an issue if .NET was indeed in the path, or
ASPNET was taken out of the guest group and allowed to logon locally - it is denied
Logon Locally via Local Security Policy Rights by default.

Overall, objectively this is a secure install that is at risk to higher level attempts that do
not regard the production status of the machine. Brute force exploit (script and buffer
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overflow) attempts that would have been more conclusive were not performed due to the
consideration that the target machine was indeed a production machine.
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Appendix I - VIM-ASAP Data Exporting

Downloadable Reports

1.0 Overview
Downloadable reports system supports data exchange from Virtual Item Manager -
Automated Supplier Apparel Production (VIM-ASAP) to those clothing and textiles
manufacturers who currently have in-house applications with which they wish to
integrate data collected in VIM-ASAP.

With the downloadable reports the user is able to download data extractions on a
scheduled, unattended basis for incorporation into their in-house systems. The data is
downloaded as a report formatted in an XML file. The user is responsible for any
conversion or "glue code" to import the data into the in-house system.

To use this feature your company must use the VIM-ASAP system to process DD250s
and MROs and you must have some background with XML.

2.0 Steps to implement:
1. Obtain a login
2. Download the downloader
3. Configure the downloader
4. Schedule the downloader

3.0 Obtain a login
Contact the ARN help desk by phone at 866-276-3375 (866-ARN-DESK) or by email at
vi m-asapCct-dsclp.Cof. Let them know that you need a login for unattended report
download. Your company must already be on-line with VIM-ASAP.

4.0 Download the downloader
[TBD]

5.0 Configure the downloader
The downloader is configured through an XML file created by the user to control the
download process. This XML file contains any input parameters the report requires as
well as the path and filename within the local file-system to save the downloaded report.

5.1 Configuration Document Type Definition
The Document Type Definition (DTD) for the XML configuration file is as follows:

<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports?)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report*)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
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<IELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

Based on this definition, a configuration file might contain the following:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE reportsDownload

<(
<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports?)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report*)>

<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<IATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<IATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

]>

<reportsDownload>
<reports>

<report name="ShippedDD250s">
<parameters>

<parameter name=•StartDate">01/24/2004</parameter>
<parameter name="EndDate">01/31/2004</parameter>

</parameters>
<saveAs>

C:\Downloads\2004_01_31\ShippedDD250s_2004_01_31 .xml
</saveAs>

</report>
</reports>

</reportsDownload>

5.2 Date Functions
Since report queries often involve dates such as starting date and ending date, the
downloadable reports system provides a mechanism to dynamically generate date strings.
A user can utilize the date functions to generate dates for input parameters or as a means
to organize files and/or folders within their local file-system.

The provided date function, GetDate(FormatString) returns a date-time string formatted
according to the user specified FormatString. FormatString is made up of the following
format substrings:
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" Any combination of the following:
YYYY four digit year
YY two digit year
MM two digit month
DD two digit day of the month
HH two digit hour of the day
NN two digit minute of the current time
SS two digit second of the current time

" Optionally, the above combinations can be separated with any of the following:
S/ slash character

hyphen character
under-score character
period character

The default FormatString is "MM/DD/YYYY". Using the format definition above and
assuming that the current time is 2:15: 10 PM on March 11, 2004:

* GetDate(YYY) will generate "syntax error"
* GetDate(YYYY) will generate "2004"
* GetDate(YYYY-MM-DD) will generate "2004-03-11"
0 GetDate(YYYYMMiDD) will generate "20040311"
* GetDate(HH.NN.SS) will generate "14.15.10'

6

GetDate also supports date arithmetic as follows:

GetDateo [+I- NumberOfDays]

The expressions within the above square brackets "[ ]" are optional. The vertical bar "I" is
indicates "OR".

For example (with today being March 11, 2004):
"* GetDate0 will generate "03/11/2004"
"* GetDateo - 1 will generate "03/10/2004"
"* GetDate0 - 7 will generate "03/04/2004"
"* GetDate( - 365 will generate "03/12/2003"

When using these date functions within the XML configuration file, they must be
enclosed within square brackets "[ ]" to denote that they are special functions.

For example:
"* <parameter name="startDate">[getDate0 - 7]</parameter>
"* <saveAs>C:\Reports\ShippedMRO_[getDateo].xml</saveAs>

Using the date/time functions in the example file from above, a configuration file might

contain the following:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
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<!DOCTYPE reportsDownload
[

<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports?)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report*)>

<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<IELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

]>

<reportsDownload>
<reports>

<report name="ShippedDD250s">
<parameters>

<parameter name="StartDate">[getDate0 - 7]</parameter>
<parameter name=" EndDate ">[getDateO]</parameter>

</parameters>
<saveAs>

C:\Downloads\
[GetDate(yyyy-mm-dd)]\ShippedDD250s_[GetDate(yyyymm mdd)].xml

</saveAs>
</report>

</reports>

</reportsDownload>

6.0 Schedule the downloader
There are a great many ways to schedule the downloader. Some examples include, the
Windows Task Scheduler and the SQL Server Agent Jobs scheduler. There are also a
large number of packages from other vendors that accomplish this task. It is up to you to
understand how to configure the scheduler you choose.
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Active Contracts Report

7.0 Overview
Using the un-attended reports download program, which can be downloaded from Vi m-
Asap Info. site, and an input XML document, you can have information regarding your
active contracts downloaded and saved to your local file directory on a scheduled basis
and without any user interaction. This document will present the structure of the input
XML document and provide you the necessary data, e.g.: report name and input
parameters, to create an XML document requesting reports on your active contracts.

7.1 Report Name
The requesting XML document must contain a unique report name identifying which
report to download. For active contracts report, its name is
"UnattendedViewActiveContracts."

7.2 Input Parameters
None.

7.3 Return
An XML document will be returned and saved to your specified "saveAs" location. If
currently there are active contracts, a XMIL document will be returned. If there are no
active contracts, the following XML will be returned:

<root xmlns:sql ="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-sql">
<Acti veC(!ontracts l)eli veN~'Orden='Not Exist"/>

</root>

7.4 Creating Request XML Document
In order for the un-attended reports download program to perform correctly, it requires an
input XML document, which provides details such as the requesting report name, input
parameters, and the location to save the downloaded report. The expected input XML
document must adhere to the following document type definition (DTD):

<!ELEMiENT reportsDownload (reports)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report+)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

As stated in the above DTD, the input XML document has <reportsDownload> element
as its root. And this <reportsDownload> root element has a single <reports> child
element. Within the <reports> element, it must have one or more <report> elements;
where each <report> element stores input data for its corresponding requesting report.
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Each <report> element must have a "name" attribute. For active contracts, the report's
"name" attribute value shall be "UnattendedViewActiveContracts." In addition, a
<report> element must contain exactly one <parameters> element and exactly one
<saveAs> element.

Within the <parameters> element, there can be zero or more <parameter> elements. If
there are any required parameters listed under "Input Parameters" section above, then
there has to be at least that many <parameter> elements. Each <parameter> element must
contain a "name" attribute, whose value is one of those listed under the "Input
Parameters" section. For active contracts, there shall be no <parameter> elements.

Lastly, the <saveAs> element holds the path to where the downloaded report will be
saved.

Following is an example input XMiL document requesting active contracts:

<?xml version-"1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE reportsDownload

<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports)>

<!ELEMENT reports (reportt±)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<reportsDownload>
<reports>

<report name:"UnattendedViewActiveContracts">
<parameters />

<saveAs>c: \Reports\ActiveContracts\ [GetDate (YYMMDD)] .xml</saveAs>
< / report>

< / reports>
</reportsDownload>

Note the use of GetDateO function; please refer to the un-attended download program's
documentation for usage details.
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Open MROs Report

8.0 Overview
Using the un-attended reports download program, which can be downloaded from Vim-
Asap Info. sitc, and an input XML document, you can have information regarding your
opened MROs downloaded and saved to your local file directory on a scheduled basis
and without any user interaction. This document will present the structure of the input
XML document and provide you the necessary data, e.g.: report name and input
parameters, to create an XML document requesting reports on your opened MROs.

8.1 Report Name
The requesting XML document must contain a unique report name identifying which
report to download. For opened MROs report, its name is "UnattendedViewOpenMROs."

8.2 Input Parameters
None.

8.3 Return
An XML document will be returned and saved to your specified "saveAs" location. If
currently there are opened M[ROs, a XML document will be returned. Otherwise, If there
are no opened MROs, the following XML will be returned:

<root xmlns:sql="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-sql">
<MRO Rejuisition="NoRecord"/>

</root>

8.4 Creating Request XML Document
In order for the un-attended reports download program to perform correctly, it requires an
input XML document, which provides details such as the requesting report name, input
parameters, and the location to save the downloaded report. The expected input XiML
document must adhere to the following document type definition (DTD):

<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report+)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

As stated in the above DTD, the input XML document has <reportsDownload> element
as its root. And this <reportsDownload> root element has a single <reports> child
element. Within the <reports> element, it must have one or more <report> elements;
where each <report> element stores input data for its corresponding requesting report.
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Each <report> element must have a "name" attribute. For opened MROs, the report's
"name" attribute value shall be "UnattenledViewOpenMROs." In addition, a <report>
element must contain exactly one <parameters> element and exactly one <saveAs>
element.

Within the <parameters> element, there can be zero or more <parameter> elements. If
there are any required parameters listed under "Input Parameters" section above, then
there has to be at least that many <parameter> elements. Each <parameter> element must
contain a "name" attribute, whose value is one of those listed under the "Input
Parameters" section. For opened MROs, there shall be no <parameter> elements.

Lastly, the <saveAs> element holds the path to where the downloaded report will be
saved.

Following is an example input XML document requesting opened MROs:

<?xml version=:l.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE reportsDownload

<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report+)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<reportsDownload>
<reports>

<report name= "Unat t endedViewOpenMROss >
<parameters />
<saveAs>c: \Reports\OpenMROs\ [GetDate(YYMMDD) I .xml<>/saveAs>

</ report>
</reports>

</ reportsDownload>

Note the use of GetDateO function; please refer to the un-attended download program's
documentation for usage details.
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Shipped DD250 Report

9.0 Overview
Using the un-attended reports download program, which can be downloaded from Vim-
Asap Info. site, and an input XML document, you can have information regarding your
shipped DD250s downloaded and saved to your local file directory on a scheduled basis
and without any user interaction. This document will present the structure of the input
XML document and provide you the necessary data, e.g.: report name and input
parameters, to create an XML document requesting reports on your shipped DD250s.

9.1 Report Name
The requesting XML document must contain a unique report name identifying which
report to download. For shipped DD250s report, its name is
"UnattendedShippedDD250s."

9.2 Input Parameters
Using the following self-explanatory parameters, the shipped DD250s data are restricted
to a specific date range.

"* StartDate --- [Required]
"• EndDate --- [Required]

Both date parameters have to be formatted as "MMIDD/YYYY."

9.3 Return
An XML document will be returned and saved to your specified "saveAs" location. Any
DD250s shipped within the specified date range will be included in the document
returned. This XML document is compatible with MS Excel, version 2002 or greater.
If there were no shipped DD250s within the specified date range, the following XML will
be returned:

<root xmlns: sql ="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-sql">
No Record Found!

</root>

9.4 Creating Request XML D'cument
In order for the un-attended reports download program to perform correctly, it requires an
input XML document, which provides details such as the requesting report name, input
parameters, and the location to save the downloaded report. The expected input XML
document must adhere to the following document type definition (DTD):

<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report+)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
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<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

As stated in the above DTD, the input XML document has <reportsDownload> element
as its root. And this <reportsDownload> root element has a single <reports> child
element. Within the <reports> element, it must have one or more <report> elements;
where each <report> element stores inpiýft data for its corresponding requesting report.

Each <report> element must have a "name" attribute. For shipped DD250s, the report's
"name" attribute value shall be "UnattendedShippedDD250s." In addition, a <report>
element must contain exactly one <parameters> element and exactly one <saveAs>
element.

Within the <parameters> element, there can be zero or more <parameter> elements. If
there are any required parameters listed under "Input Parameters" section above, then
there has to be at least that many <parameter> elements. Each <parameter> element must
contain a "name" attribute, whose value is one of those listed under the "Input
Parameters" section. For shipped DD250s, there will be two <parameter> elements, one
for "StartDate" and another for "EndDate".

Lastly, the <saveAs> element holds the path to where the downloaded report will be
saved.

Following is an example input XML document requesting shipped DD250:

<?xml version=1".0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE reportsDownload

<ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report+)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>

<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

]>

<reportsDownload>
<reports>

<report namer "Unat-ende4#ShippedDD250s">
<parameters>

<parameter name= "StartDate">
[GetDate(MM/DD/YYYY) - 7]

</parameter>
<parameter name=" EndDate">

[GetDate (MM/DD/YYYY)]
</parameter>

</parameters>

<saveAs>c :\Reports\ShippedDD250s\ [GetDate(YYMMDD)] .xml</saveAs>
</report>
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</reports>
</ reportsDownload>

Note the use of GetDateO function; please refer to the un-attended download program's
documentation for usage details.
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Shipped Requisitions Report

10.0 Overview
Using the un-attended reports download program, which can be downloaded from Vim-
Asap Info. site, and an input XML document, you can have information regarding your
shipped requisitions downloaded and saved to your local file directory on a scheduled
basis and without any user interaction. This document will present the structure of the
input XML document and provide you the necessary data, e.g.: report name and input
parameters, to create an XML document requesting reports on your shipped requisitions.

10.1 Report Name
The requesting XML document must contain a unique report name identifying which
report to download. For shipped requisitions report, its name is
"UnattendedShippedReqs."

10.2 Input Parameters
Using the following self-explanatory parameters, the shipped requisitions data are
restricted to a specific date range.

"* StartDate --- [Required]
"* EndDate --- [Required]

Both date parameters have to be formatted as "MM/DD/YYYY."

10.3 Return
An XML document will be returned and saved to your specified "saveAs" location. Any
MROs shipped within the specified date range will be included in the document returned.
If there were no shipped MROs within the specified date range, the following XML will
be returned:

<root xmlns:sql ="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-sql">

<ViewMROShipmnent DateShiapped="Not Exist" />
</root>

10.4Creating Request XML Document
In order for the un-attended reports download program to perform correctly, it requires an
input XML document, which provides details such as the requesting report name, input
parameters, and the location to save the downloaded report. The expected input XML
document must adhere to the following document type definition (DTD):

<!ELEMENT reportsDownload (reports)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report+)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
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<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

As stated in the above DTD, the input XML document has <reportsDownload> element
as its root. And this <reportsDownload> root element has a single <reports> child
element. Within the <reports> element, it must have one or more <report> elements;
where each <report> element stores input data for its corresponding requesting report.

Each <report> element must have a "name" attribute. For shipped requisitions, the
report's "name" attribute value shall be "UnattendedShippedReqs." In addition, a
<report> element must contain exactly one <parameters> element and exactly one
<saveAs> element.

Within the <parameters> element, there can be zero or more <parameter> elements. If
there are any required parameters listed a4nder "Input Parameters" section above, then
there has to be at least that many <parameter> elements. Each <parameter> element must
contain a "name" attribute, whose value is one of those listed under the "Input
Parameters" section. For shipped requisitions, there will be two <parameter> elements,
one for "StartDate" and another for "EndDate".

Lastly, the <saveAs> element holds the path to where the downloaded report will be
saved.

Following is an example input XMlL document requesting shipped requisitions:

<?xml version "1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE reportsDownload

[ !ELEENT reportsDownload (reports)>
<!ELEMENT reports (report+)>
<!ELEMENT report (parameters, saveAs)>
<!ELEMENT parameters (parameter*)>
<!ELEMENT parameter (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT saveAs (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST report name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST parameter name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<reportsDownload>
<reports>
<report name-"Urit LendedShippedReqsc>

<parameters>
<parameter name-"StartDate">

[GetDate(MM/DD/YYYY) - 7]
</parameter>

<parameter name="EndDate">

[GetDate (MM/DD/YYYY)]
</parameter>
</parameters>
<saveAs>c: \Reports\ShipqedReqs\ [GetDate (YYMMDD)] .xxml</saveAs>

<,/ report>
</reports>
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</ reportsDownload>

Note the use of GetDateO function; please refer to the un-attended download program's
documentation for usage details.
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